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SUMMARY
Parents and children increasingly spend time living apart due to marital separation
and work travel. I investigated parent–child separation in both of these contexts to find that
current technologies frequently do not meet the needs of families. The telephone is easy-
to-use and ubiquitous but does not provide an engaging way of interacting with children.
Videochat is more emotionally expressive and has a greater potential for engagement but
is difficult to set up and cannot be used by a child without the help of an adult. Both
telephone and videochat fail to meet the needs of remote parenting because they focus on
conversation rather than care and play activities which are the mechanism by which parents
and children build closeness. I also saw that in both types of separation the motivation to
connect at times conflicted with desire to reduce disruption of the remote household.
To address some of these issues, I designed a system called the ShareTable, which pro-
vides easy-to-initiate videochat with a shared tabletop activity space. After an initial lab-
based evaluation confirmed the promise of this approach, I deployed the ShareTable to four
households (two divorced families). I collected data about the families’ remote interactions
before and during the deployment. Remote communication more than doubled for each
of these families while using the ShareTable and I saw a marked increase in the number
of communication sessions initiated by the child. The ShareTable provided benefits over
previous communication systems and supported activities that are impossible with other
currently-available technologies. One of the biggest successes of the system was in providing
an overlapped video space that families appropriated to communicate metaphorical touch
and a sense of closeness. However, the ShareTable also introduced a new source of conflict
for parents and challenged the families as they tried to develop practices of using the sys-
tem that would be acceptable to all involved. The families’ approach to these challenges
as well as explicit feedback about the system informs future directions for synchronous




Residential parenting is becoming a single-person occupation for a large proportion of Amer-
ican families. In the past, a household with children may have included both parents, various
grandparents, and even aunts and uncles; in 2008, 26% of children live with just their mother
or just their father [33]. In a quarter of families where the parent lives apart from his or
her children, she or he actually resides in a different city [55]. Even in families with both
parents in the household, the time that parents and children spend together is decreasing
as parents spend more time away at work and with increasing travel for business [152].
These trends may have long-term impact for the current generation, as children strongly
benefit from having regular contact in diverse contexts with as many adults as possible [94].
Face-to-face contact provides many advantages but may not always be possible. Increas-
ingly, families are turning to communication technologies for achieving contact remotely to
supplement in-person time [55].
For most families who are separated, the telephone is the primary method of maintaining
remote contact, despite the difficulties of using this medium with children [12]. Increasingly,
families are seeking out alternative forms of synchronous and asynchronous communication
to supplement contact. Successful attempts at leveraging tools like videochat and instant
messaging for remote parenting have drawn attention from the news media. The New York
Times had several recent articles about videoconferencing with children in work-separated
families [35] and with extended family [75]. The Washington Post and USA Today have
both featured articles on virtual visitation—using communication technologies to augment
face-to-face time—between parents and children in divorced families [27, 153]. There are
efforts to incorporate virtual visitation into family law in almost every state, with five states
already having added provisions for virtual visitation to custody case law [41]. Remote
parenting is a relevant issue to families, law makers, and technology designers and is thus
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ripe for investigation from a Human-Centered Computing perspective.
1.1 Research Questions
Despite the attention that remote parenting is receiving in the media, there have been few
research investigations explicitly exploring how parents and children may leverage technol-
ogy to maintain contact. The goal of this work is to rigorously investigate remote parenting
practices with current and novel communication technologies to provide informed implica-
tions for design and guide future work in this area. In service of this goal, there are four
research questions that this thesis will address.
RQ1 What are the current communication practices and challenges for parents and children
in families separated by divorce?
RQ2 What are the current communication practices and challenges for parents and children
in families separated by work?
RQ3 How does a system that provides easy-to-initiate videoconferencing and a shared
tabletop space (ShareTable) support or hinder remote parent–child communication?
RQ4 How does the ShareTable compare to other communication technologies used by
divorced families?
The remainder of this dissertation will describe the investigations I have conducted to
address these four questions, as well as interpret my findings in the context of designing
new technologies in this domain.
1.2 Contributions
In this section, I summarize the contributions of this thesis. In addressing RQ1 and RQ2
by conducting in-depth interviews with distributed families, I have contributed to the over-
all understanding of the role of technology in remote parenting practices currently in use
by families and of the needs and challenges of parents and children using these communi-
cation technologies. Focusing on both divorced and work-separated families, has allowed
me to compare and contrast the needs of these families to gain a richer understanding of
2
each unique context. In both investigations, I provide concrete implications for design and
directions for future systems.
In order to investigate RQ3 and RQ4, I created a novel prototype communication tech-
nology called the ShareTable. The ShareTable uses the physical metaphor of opening and
closing a cabinet to provide easy-to-initiate videochat. In addition to the face-to-face video
view, it provides a full-duplex camera–projector shared tabletop system to support shared
activities. Implementation details of this prototype and all of the required code have been
documented and made freely available to other investigators. A lab investigation and a field
deployment of this technology have served as a proof-of-concept for this system and have
contributed to the understanding of how families appropriate new communication technolo-
gies by providing specific evidence of family practices through video logging and weekly
interviews.
In order to allow for a standardized comparison of the ShareTable system to other
communication technologies used by separated families, I developed and validated a ques-
tionnaire instrument for evaluating communication technologies: the Affective Benefits and
Costs of Communication Technologies (ABCCT) questionnaire. I have piloted and per-
formed an initial validation of this instrument with a sample of children (over the age of
seven) and adults. I propose that this instrument provides a standardized means to com-
pare communication technologies and a useful supplement to the rich qualitative methods
typically used for such investigations.
Thus, the contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
1. In-depth interviews, providing a better understanding of the practices and challenges
of separated families in two contexts: separation due to divorce and separation due
to work.
2. The initial measures of reliability and validity of a questionnaire instrument for eval-
uating communication technologies with adults and children (ABCCT).
3. The design and implementation ShareTable system, which provides easy-to-initiate
videoconferencing and a shared tabletop space for remote communication.
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4. A field evaluation of the ShareTable system, providing a better understanding of how
such technologies are used and adopted by parents and children in separated families.
This is not an exhaustive list of contributions and outcomes but highlights of the spe-
cific deliverables that can be considered in evaluating this dissertation work. Appendix D
provides a summary chart enumerating the investigations that contributed to each item on
the above list, as well as participants and data collected in each phase of the work.
1.3 Overview of Thesis
I begin this dissertation by motivating why it is important to design communication tech-
nologies to support remote parent–child interaction, as well as discussing my personal moti-
vations in this space (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3, I provide an overview of previous investiga-
tions in the area of understanding and supporting family communication, highlighting how
my contributions fit into the larger picture of the ongoing investigations in this domain. In
Chapters 4 and 5, I describe my investigations aimed at understanding the current prac-
tices and challenges faced by families separated by divorce and by work travel. Chapter 6
describes my work designing and validating a questionnaire for adults and children, used
to evaluate the affective benefits and costs of communication systems. Chapter 7 provides
a discussion of my design process in creating the ShareTable system and outlines the ini-
tial lab-based evaluation that provides a proof-of-concept for the system. In Chapter 8,
I describe the field evaluation of the ShareTable system with four households in the At-
lanta area. Finally, I discuss the overarching assumptions and frameworks that define my




Previous research in supporting social connectedness between remote participants focuses
mainly on communication between adult parties. However, parent–child separation is a
relatively unexplored area with a great potential for impact through technological interven-
tion. In this section, I provide statistics about the widespread nature of remote parenting,
explain some potential consequences of parent–child separation, and make the case that
communication technology may be a moderating influence. Finally, I discuss my personal
motivations as a researcher, my background, my values, and the influences of these factors
on my stance as an observer.
2.1 Prevalence of Parent–Child Separation
Many families may face periods of time when one parent does not live in the same household
as the child, though the exact number may be difficult to establish. Reasons for perma-
nently living apart may include the divorce or separation of the parenst, resulting from the
fact that 40–50% of first marriages in the United States end in divorce [4]. The U.S. Census
provided a 2008 report on the living arrangements of children under 18, highlighting that
30% of the children surveyed did not live in the same household with both of their parents
[33]. An earlier report established that 25% of those children live not just in a different
household, but in a different city from their parent [55]. Additionally, a child may spend
periods of a month or more living away from the primary parent while still being considered
as living in the same household for census purposes. The U.S. Census explored this pos-
sibility in a separate report on children under 18 living apart from the designated parent,
finding that 14.7% of such families have ever lived apart for longer than a month [34]. In
divorced or separated families, that number is as high as 28.5%. Reasons for temporary
separation include visitation travel, travel for work (e.g., military deployment), incarcera-
tion, hospitalization, and more. Additionally, on average the amount of time that parents
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and children spend playing together has been declining since 1981 [152]. The U.S. Census
report on selected indicators of a child’s well being found that in 2006 only 51% of children
over 6 were talked to just for fun or played with by their parent for 5 minutes or more 3
or more times per day [32]. Thus, a significant proportion of children in the United States
may be receiving significantly different parenting than in previous generations.
2.2 Consequences and Moderators of Separation
Separation carries significant negative consequences for both the child and the parents.
Even temporary separation caries negative effects. Applewhite & Mays [9] highlight that
children in families separated by the military deployment of either parent often face a greater
degree of psychological and behavioral problems than intact families. Families separated by
the incarceration of one of the parents face an even more serious battery of disadvantages
[123]. Ginsburg emphasizes the important of regular and frequent play time between parents
and children in developing the child’s cognitive and socio-emotional competencies, but also
points out that separation is making it increasingly difficult to meet this goal [68].
Most of the previous research on parent–child separation focuses on the effects of marital
disillusion on family function. Amato presents a synthesis of the literature on parent–child
relationships in divorced families [4]. A consistent finding across divorce literature is that
both the parents and children in divorced families tend to score lower on multiple mea-
sures of well-being and adjustment. Synthesizing previous work on the possible mediators
(characteristics that are likely to lead to a worse outcome) and moderators (characteristics
that are likely to lead to a better outcome) of the negative consequences of divorce on
parents and children, Amato found that for the parents, difficulties associated with solo
parenting (for the primary parent), loss of contact with children (for the secondary parent),
continuing discord with the former spouse, and declines in emotional support account for
much of the gap in well-being between divorced and married adults. Moderators for parents
include presence of emotional support (especially, when it doesn’t come with “any strings
attached”). For the child, lack of cooperation or hostility between parents and the lack of
authoritative parenting were among the mediators. Moderators for children included social
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support, use of active coping skills, and joint custody.
However, Amato also found that while divorce usually has negative consequences, these
can be moderated by the distributed parent staying instrumentally involved in the child’s
life [3]. Smyth emphasizes that the quality of contact may be as important to explore
as the quantity [163]. “Quality contact” may be difficult to unpack, but developmental
psychologists have used the term “authoritative parenting” to describe the combination of
monitoring and support that is likely to lead to positive behavioral and academic outcomes
for children [163]. Gray & Steinberg isolated and examined the behaviors that characterize
this construct to find that the amount of communication and the act of showing interest
in the child’s life were the most influential constituent behaviors involved in authorita-
tive parenting [70]. Additionally, frequency and variety of contact are also important to
maintaining relationship quality. Kelly & Lamb advise that parenting arrangements should
provide “opportunities to interact with both parents every day or every other day in a vari-
ety of functional contexts” [94]. Unfortunately, these prerequisites for quality contact may
be difficult to achieve. Seltzer & Bianchi showed that the quality and quantity of contact
with the distributed parent decreased dramatically after the first year of separation [158].
One of the reasons they cited for this loss of contact was geographic separation. Achieving
interaction in a variety of functional contexts is also difficult for the non-residential parent.
Furstenberg & Nord studied patterns of parenting after separation to show that the dis-
tributed parent was likely to be involved socially in the child’s life, but rarely set rules or
assisted with care activities such as helping with homework [63]. In other words, while it
is theoretically possible to reduce the negative consequences of separation by maintaining
meaningful parent–child contact remotely, in practice this is very difficult to achieve under
current constraints.
2.3 Role of Technology
Though I could find no studies investigating the effect of available communication technolo-
gies on maintaining contact between parents and children, the Pew report on the American
“networked family” showed that such technologies do have the potential to raise the quality
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of communication with friends and family [95]. Fifty-three percent of respondents indicated
that mobile phones and the Internet have increased their quality of communication with
friends and distributed family (44% said that it remained the same). The report also indi-
cated that increases in time spent using social media comes at the expense of time spent
watching television, not at the expense of time spent socializing in-person. Most families
already have the infrastructure to use communication technologies such as videochat and
many seem to be excited by the opportunities provided by these media.
A more recent investigation specifically explored video calling and videochat use by
American families, finding that 23% of adult Internet users have tried video calling online
or via their cell phones [146]. While only 4% reported having done so “yesterday,” the
number has doubled (from 2%) between 2009 and 2010. So, while few users currently
use videoconferencing regularly, these technologies seem to be showing great promise in
supporting connectedness.
“Non-traditional” family arrangements such as single-parent households tend to be
young and tech-savvy [95]. Non-residential parents often turn to technology to supple-
ment in-person communication. Some parents maintain websites and forums dedicated to
sharing ideas about using technology to stay in touch, such as distanceparent.org and in-
ternetvisitation.org. In particular, the combination of telephone, videoconferencing, and
instant messaging to supplement in-person visits is known as virtual visitation [55]. As of
2009, five states have passed laws allowing virtual visitation to be incorporated into custody
decisions [11]. Several family law periodicals have featured virtual visitation, stating that
“technology may be able to help maintain a relationship that would otherwise cease” [159].
Despite being already becoming incorporated into state law, there has been relatively little
academic or industry research into how families use technologies like videochat.
2.4 Personal Background, Motivation, and Stance
Traditionally, ethnographic studies include a brief biography of the investigator, in order to
bring to light possible biases and assumptions that may have influenced the work. Though
I have not conducted an ethnography in this thesis, most of my data is qualitative and is
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likely to be influenced by my stance as an observer. Thus, I also provide a brief biography,
underscoring my relationship with the topic of this thesis. Remote contact with children
has special personal meaning in my life. I was born in 1983 in Moscow, Russia. I spent most
of my childhood as an only child living in a household of 6 adults, including my parents,
grandparents, and my great-grandmother. When I was 7, my father began the process of
preparing to move us out of the politically and economically unstable Russia. For the next
4 years, we lived apart as he worked in a different city in Russia, then in Hungary, and
finally in the United States. There was very little contact between my father and me while
he was out of the country, perhaps one of the motivating factors in my chosing this topic
of research. When I was 11, my father was able to bring my mother and me to the United
States to join him permanently. I developed a close relationship with my brother who was
born after the immigration. In order to be able to stay an active part of my brother’s
childhood, I chose to attend university close to home and frequently spent time with him.
However, I moved away to attend graduate school at Georgia Tech when he was 9 years old.
Through this experience, I was able to appreciate the difficulties of remote contact with
children from the perspective of an adult. The challenges of maintaining closeness with
my brother led me to seek advice in online long-distance parenting forums which drew my
attention to the issues of separated families and motivated this thesis.
Additionally, my values and motivations as an investigator influence my approach to
addressing parent–child separation. In a 2011 IDC paper, I and other investigators identified
five categories of values expressed in the domain of interactive design for children through
a meta-analysis of all previously-published work at this venue [193]. Here, I use a similar
categorization to foreground the assumptions and biases I bring to the investigations that
follow. I address (1) values about the kinds of research contributions I find important, (2)
values about the kinds of behaviors and qualities I aspire to support in children and adults,
(3) values about for whom I design and the role of the user in that process, (4) values related
to the theories and models that I use and produce, and (5) my values regarding priorities
in technical design.
Contributions I Seek to Make. I contribute several studies and a system, because I see
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both types of contributions as being valuable to HCI. Additionally, I find it important
that as a field we continue examining our values and iterating on the methods used,
which is why a significant portion of this thesis is devoted to the development of a novel
instrument for evaluating communication technologies. Lastly, I find it important to
design and evaluate in an authentic context, which is what motivated me to begin
the significant undertaking of creating a robust prototype of my thesis system rather
than constraining my work to lab investigations.
Qualities I Aspire to Support. The main quality that I aspire to support is family con-
nectedness. This stems from the assumption (supported by previous work) that chil-
dren benefit from contact with important adults in their life. In particular, I value
the type of social interaction that is frequently unstructured and user-driven (rather
than consumption of content created by others). I seek to support both children and
adults in discovering playfulness, creativity, and self-expression through time spent in
free play. There are a number of assumptions here that I discuss in more detail in
the following chapters. I understand that not all children may benefit from increased
contact with all of the adults in their lives and not all families may be able to cre-
ate engaging interactions without additional structure, however I choose to take an
optimistic approach in my designs. Lastly, I seek to support the child’s autonomy
in driving the communication with important adults in his/her life. While children
may not always be able to make the best decisions about communication, I think it
is important to provide them with the chance to try and potentially learn from the
experience.
Users and Users’ Role. My work requires balancing the interests of multiple stakehold-
ers. In order to do so, I chose to include all three groups—children, residential par-
ents, and non-residential parents—as informants in the design and evaluation process.
I particularly find it important to reflect children’s voices in my work, because I see
children as active agents in their own parenting. When the interests of the residential
and non-residential parents are in conflict, I choose to resolve the impasse by focusing
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on the interests of the child.
Role of Theory. Though my work is not explicitly driven by theory, it is informed by a
number of developmental and interaction theories. For example, I am influenced by
basic developmental theory such as the Piagetian stages of development. In particular,
I find it important to keep in mind that perspective-taking is a difficult skill for
many young children and one that is required in successfully using communication
technology such as videochat. In terms of interaction theories, I am influenced by Paul
Dourish’s articulation of “embodied computing” as an approach that leverages existing
expertise with tangible objects and social situations [48]. This theory helped inform
the design of the ShareTable system, as described in a later chapter. Additionally, I
use theory as a lens to help organize my observations. In particular, Activity Theory
appears relevant as an organizational structure for understanding remote parenting.
I return to this idea in more detail in the discussion chapter.
Design Priorities. In my design, I am drawn to technologies that bridge the physical and
the digital. I seek to explore novel technologies that achieve these goals but only
as motivated by the context in question, rather as than as a way of advancing the
technology itself. As a designer, I value the ideas of engagement, naturalness, and en-
joyment and strive for these in the systems that I build. Additionally, I operationalize
these qualities in the longterm rather than as something that can be measured after a
brief controlled engagement. As a designer, this leads me to focus on designing flexible
media for communication rather than creating specific content that would need to be
updated to remain enjoyable and engaging.
These five classes of values are evident in the work that I present in the remainder of this
thesis. They shape my focus as an observer, my approach as a designer, and my stance as
an evaluator—my findings must be considered in the context of these biases and limitations
despite my ongoing efforts at external validation.
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2.5 Conclusion
Parents and children spend time living apart in a large proportion of American families.
Such separation can carry long-term consequences for the child. New communication tech-
nologies can help maintain this relationship and have received positive attention from many
separated families. My assumption as a researcher is that with appropriate support, novel
communication technologies can change the nature of remote parent–child contact for the
better. Despite interest in such systems from separated families and the potential of such
systems for affecting positive change, there have been few investigations of technology use
between distributed parents and children. In the next chapter, I review relevant previous
investigations into communication technology and parent–child separation. The remainder




In this chapter, I discuss relevant related work on current technology use and designing
communication technologies for family connectedness. I provide a brief overview of the
remote synchronous communication work outside of the home to highlight how my work
builds upon these previous investigations. Finally, I discuss related work and background
on designing for the parent–child relationship to highlight some unique characteristics of
this context.
3.1 Current Communication Technology Use in the Home
Families’ relationship with communication technology in the home is continually evolving
and changing. In Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, I present formative investigations of
separated families’ strategies around communication technologies through in-depth inter-
views. However, those interviews were collected between 2006 (earliest interviews presented
in Chapter 4) and 2010 (earliest interviews presented in Chapter 5) and only discuss the
experiences of 24 different families. In this section, I present several recent large-scale
quantitative investigations into the use of communication technology in the home.
A large scale quantitative investigation of American families’ use of communication
technology was conducted by Pew Internet & American Life Project in 2008. The vast
majority of American households with children have access to a cell phone and a computer
in the home (95% and 93% respectively) [95]. Most computers are networked, with 94%
having some opportunity for Internet access and 66% having a home broadband connection
[95]. The phone is the most common communication technology in use between parents
and children—75% of parents use landline phones and 73% of parents use cell phones to
connect with their children [95]. 35% of parents reported connecting with their children
via a landline daily and 54% report using the cell phone to contact children daily. Email
and text messages are also a popular form of communication, with 25% and 21% of parents
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reporting having used each of these with their children [95]. Pew more recently followed
up with an investigation of videochat use (which was conspicuously missing from the 2008
report). This 2010 investigation found that out of the 74% of Americans who use the
Internet, 23% have tried videochat and 4% report having “used it yesterday” [146].
Both of the investigations described above focused on adult use of communication tech-
nologies, but several investigations have looked at children’s use as well. The majority of
these investigations focus on technology use by teenagers (ages 12 – 17). For example, a
2010 investigation found that 75% of teenagers own cell phones and 69% own computers
[109]. Investigations of teenagers’ use of mobile phones focus on the proliferation of texting,
social use among teenagers, and parents’ approach to setting rules around cell phone use
(e.g., [108]). However, there are considerably fewer investigations of technology use by chil-
dren younger than 12. A 2010 investigation asked about the age at which children currently
get a cell phone, finding that only 3% own a cellphone before the age of 10 [107], but 20%
have one by age 11. In a slightly different approach, a 2011 investigation asked parents at
what age they were planning to provide a cell phone for their child [168]. According to this
investigation, 10.6% of parents are planning to get a cell phone for their child by the age
of 10 and 42.7% by age 11. In general, it seems that children are getting cell phones at a
younger age, though there is still a great deal of controversy about the appropriate time
for this milestone to occur [168] and the longterm consequences of mobile connectivity at a
younger age [8].
In the next section, I focus on how HCI has approached investigating and designing
communication systems for families.
3.2 Designing to Support Family Connectedness
In this section, I discuss previous work on supporting family communication and connect-
edness in the loose context of time–space groupware framework [87]. Figure 1 provides a
tabular representation of this organization. Notice, that rather than focusing on “remote”
versus “local” interaction (as in the time–space framework), I rather divide the work into
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that focusing on designing to support communication among family members that live to-
gether versus those focusing on designing to support communication among family members
that live apart, which is a more clear distinction for this particular context. Lastly, note
that this review covers work where the aim is to design technology to support family con-
nectedness. While there are many investigations in the social science domain that may be
relevant, I have included only those specifically focusing on informing the design of new
technologies.
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Figure 1: The related work on supporting family connectedness can be organized using a
loose adaptation of the time–space groupware framework [87]. Papers may appear in more
than one section where appropriate. My contributions through the work presented in this
thesis are highlighted in boldface.[6] [18] [25] [39] [38] [42] [43] [53] [57] [58] [60] [69] [71] [81]
[84] [85] [92] [97] [98] [101] [100] [111] [112] [117] [120] [121] [124] [125] [127] [132] [134] [133]
[140] [142] [143] [145] [141] [146] [148] [150] [156] [164] [166] [170] [172] [174] [175] [184]
3.2.1 Synchronous Technologies for Family Members that Live Together
When families are together in the same place, they often use games, toys, and media as a
way of supporting and enriching their interaction. Examples can include getting together
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for board game night or discussing related situations while watching a TV show. Formal
investigations of artifacts that support in-person interaction have focused on the role of
media, such as the social uses of television or gaming [114, 181] and sharing photos in-
person [40]. Additionally, several formative investigations have recognized that synchronous
communication plays a big role in supporting family coordination, such as coordinating the
pick-up patterns of children [44] and work schedules [157]. However, other than some
early conceptual designs for “communication appliances” [101, 138], designing systems for
supporting synchronous interaction between family members who live together has up till
now been the domain of game and entertainment designers rather than the HCI or CSCW
research communities.
3.2.2 Asynchronous Technologies for Family Members that Live Together
Several projects have done an excellent job at addressing asynchronous communication
within a single household. Crabtree et al. studied how families use calendars to coordi-
nate everyday activities [39]. This work informed the creation of shared family calendar
systems for connecting family members both in the same household [127] and in different
households [140]. Taylor and Swan explored how shared lists in the home serve as a form
of asynchronous communication [170]. Informed by both of these projects, HomeNote [156]
created a home hub for messages that could be broadcast and read by family members.
They discovered that the messages served many functions in the home, including social, ex-
pressive, and coordination. Similarly, TxtBoard [134] explored the idea of messaging from
an individual to the entire household and BubbleBoards [111] explored audio messaging.
These projects addressed asynchronous interaction on a relatively short timescale, however
there has also been interest in how families record and preserve memories that can be dis-
covered years or even decades later. One area of long-term asynchronous interaction that
has been explored is that of sharing photographs [40] and videos [1]. Another example is
the Memento system [184], which supports users in creating a hybrid physical-digital scrap-
book. Kim & Zimmerman explored in more detail how this sort of sharing could represent
a form of communication within a family by allowing the users to create narratives for the
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home through digital photography [100]. It is interesting to note that there is a roughly
equal distribution of projects in this area between those that provide formative insights,
those that suggest early designs, and those that test design ideas through field deployments
(see Figure 1).
3.2.3 Asynchronous Technologies for Family Members that Live Apart
The majority of research in supporting family communication has focused on asynchronous
remote communication. There is a great deal of formative work focusing on use of specific
asynchronous media ([71, 110, 171], specific separation contexts [160, 178, 30, 187, 188, 186],
and for specific goals [58, 42]. This work has served to inform a number of designs, early
prototypes, and robust prototypes tested in field deployments.
One pervasive theme of asynchronous remote family technology is that of maintaining
awareness and peace of mind. The Digital Family Portrait [124] allows an adult child to
receive information about their elderly parent’s routine through an ambient display on a
picture frame. Similarly, the CareNet Display [36] uses an ambient display to assist with
aging-in-place by providing health information to the elder’s local social network. Location
sharing has become a common trend more recently, for example the Whereabout Clock [25]
and phone-based location sharing [18] both provide low-granularity location information to
family members. Shared Family Calendars [140] allow awareness of each other’s activities
without extra work to enter and share information, by digitizing already maintained calen-
dars. All of these projects were focused on supporting awareness of family members. There
has been considerably less work in creating similar awareness mechanisms that leverage
existing activities of children.
Another major theme in asynchronous family communication systems is allowing users to
leave messages for each other as sketches and notes [69, 154], photographs [178, 43, 26, 117],
audio [53] and even video [194, 84]. As an example, the ASTRA awareness system [117]
combined a camera and PDA to allow family members to exchange messages that could
then be viewed at leisure in the home. This system focused on the theme of maintaining
closeness and awareness without creating new obligations or violating the privacy of either
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party. Another example, the SPARCS system [26] employed sharing suggestions in order
to increase photo sharing between family members. Sharing images is also a particularly
popular feature for connecting adults and children. One system, Peek-a-Drawer [162], was
designed to support the interaction between a grandparent and a grandchild by simplifying
the sharing of digital images of physical artifacts. When the child or the grandparent puts an
object into the upper drawer of a chest, an image of that object would appear on the screen
of the lower drawer of the sister chest. Family Collage [178] and eKiss [43] include a public
in-home display for showing images shared through mobile phones to seed conversations
and encourage a sense of social connectedness.
Other investigators have explored playful asynchronous communication in the home
context. The Virtual Box [45] adds a twist to sharing images—the process is a game of hide-
and-seek where parents and grandparents “hide” virtual boxes of images for their children
to find later. Globetoddler [120] combines image sharing and asynchronous Flash games
with a soft toy interface to allow business travelers to interact with their children. Other
systems have explored ambient awareness and communication devices that are abstract and
open to individual appropriation (e.g., [166, 60, 81, 92]).
Overall, there has been a great deal of exploration of asynchronous communication
systems in the HCI domain. A good number of these investigations have matured to include
field deployments of systems in the home. While asynchronous systems are compelling
because they create fewer obligations and bypass issues of time-zone differences, they often
rely on the idea that the messages that are sent could later be discussed in a synchronous
fashion, whether in-person or over an electronic medium. I focus on the less-explored area
of synchronous remote communication in this thesis.
3.2.4 Synchronous Technologies for Family Members that Live Apart
There have been a number of formative investigations exploring synchronous communication
technology use among family members that live apart. Early investigations have shown
that the telephone is not an effective way of supporting family communication, because
it does not support a shared conversational context [52] and is particularly difficult for
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young children [12]. More recently, videochat has presented a compelling alternative to
audio-only communication, gaining the attention of the HCI community with four separate
in-depth investigations released in the same year [6, 88, 102, 146]. All four of these studies
point to enthusiastic adoption of this tool in the home and a number of potential benefits
it provides in supporting communications. However, investigations of communication in
specific contexts show that this tool is frequently not available to families separated by
divorce, work, or immigration [188, 187, 186]. Thus, a number of novel technologies have
been developed to augment the opportunities provided by telephone and videochat.
Several of these investigations focus on creating a way to support remote synchronous
tangible interaction. For example, some of the projects use networked actuators to support
sculpting together [141], playing simple rope games [164], and playing with networked pose-
able dolls [20]. Perhaps because the technology involved is relatively new and non-robust,
none of these systems have been tested outside of the lab.
A number of these investigations focus on providing additional contexts to videochat.
For example, Family Story Play [142] and StoryVisit [145] combine videochat with reading a
book together. PiXIO [85], ShareTable [189], and Video Playdate [191] encourage free play
with physical toys while talking over videochat. Most of these novel systems were tested
only in the lab. Only most recently, have HCI researchers taken novel synchronous remote
communication systems outside of the lab and into field deployments. The Family Window
[90] provides always-on, 1 fps, video-only media space between two or more households.
Wayve [112] provides a small information appliance with a number of connection features
including videochat and sending written or drawn messages. Both of these systems have
focused on making videochat easier to initiate and use. One of the biggest contributions of
this thesis is a field deployment of the ShareTable system (see Chapter 8) which expands
considerably on the previous work in this domain and helps address the gap in the area of
remote synchronous family interaction.
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3.3 Synchronous Remote Communication Systems Outside the Home
My review would be remiss without at least a brief overview of remote synchronous commu-
nication systems research outside of the home context. Videoconferencing and video media
spaces have had a long history of exploration in the work place [19], allowing me to draw on
relevant findings from this domain. Several CMC theories point to the fact that synchronous
video may be an appropriate medium for casual communication [183]. Media Richness The-
ory emphasizes that ambiguous and uncertain tasks require more immediate feedback, more
cues for communication, and more emotional awareness. Social Presence Theory suggests
that video affords social awareness of the partner’s state in a way that is more similar to
in-person interaction than other media, and thus may be better at supporting tasks that
are usually carried out in-person. However, there is significantly less theoretical grounding
to suggest what kind of synchronous video may be good for supporting social and playful
communication.
There were a number of early projects in the workplace exploring the idea of combining
videoconferencing with a shared space for writing, drawing, and collaborating over physical
artifacts (e.g., [86, 169]). However, empirical work in the space revealed that videos of the
collaborative task space and videos of the larger context of the remote room may often be
more useful to remote participants than the face-to-face video view [66]. As more of the
activity of the workplace moved into the digital space, the focus of office groupware systems
shifted from videoconferencing with physical artifacts to asynchronous shared workspaces
(e.g., [49]). There are still novel synchronous communication technologies being developed
for the workplace, but the focus has shifted considerably from synchronous collaboration
to team-building and social proxies (e.g., [177, 51]). While the workplace did not provide a
compelling context for system that supports synchronous collaboration over physical arti-
facts, the home may in fact do so. A number of investigations have found clear advantages
to pairing videoconferencing with a shared physical work/play space for supporting remote
interaction with children [85, 191, 189]. One of the contributions of my thesis is provid-
ing a better understanding of how a system that combines videoconferencing and a shared
physical tabletop space can be leveraged to support remote parent–child interaction.
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There have been a few investigations of play over synchronous video outside of the home
context. Batcheller et al. observed groups of college student playing the social game “Mafia”
mediated by videoconferencing [13]. They found that play over videoconferencing was fun
for participants, but introduced new challenges in terms of managing attention, signaling
to remote partners, and social distance. Mueller et al. examined a class of prototypes
called exertion interfaces which combine projection of full body video and computer vision
techniques to allow remote partners to play sport-like games together [122]. They discovered
that exertion interfaces have a great potential to create and strengthen social bonds between
adult strangers. Both the technology and the study design of these two investigations has
helped inform the work in my domain. However, neither of these investigations took place
in the home nor explore the use of synchronous communication technologies with children.
Extending this work into the home domain is one of the contributions of this thesis.
3.4 Designing for the Parent–Child Relationship
Designing for parents and young children requires a different approach than doing so for
friends or adult family members due to the asymmetry in goals and needs between the
parent and child, the challenges posed by the cognitive and emotional limitations of young
children, and the focus on play and care rather than direct communication.
Work in designing for parents and children draws from past research in supporting close
relationships. The Mediating Intimacy project investigated the role of technology in per-
sonal and intimate communication [179]. Cultural probes, interviews, and focus groups were
used to document expressions of intimacy between family members. Simple expressions of
affection within notes, emails, and mobile technology carried weight because they were used
regularly and reciprocally. Such exchanges might have seemed trivial to outsiders, but they
were laden with emotional significance for the participants. This study informed much of
my work but did not speak to the unique nature of the parent–child relationship; while
strong-tie relationships often involve symmetric goals and an equal involvement in relation-
ship maintenance, the parent–child relationship is characterized by asymmetry. Dalsgaard
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et al. extended this work to parents and children by deploying cultural probes in conduct-
ing contextualized interviews with members of three families [42]. They found that the
parent carried a greater responsibility over maintaining the relationship by creating a set-
ting for trust and unity, providing care, and participating in play. Children rarely verbally
expressed affection and self-disclosed less than their parents desired. Modlitba & Schmandt
conducted semi-structured interviews with five families in which one or both parents traveled
frequently for business (five mothers, three fathers, and six children ages 4–10) [120]. They
found that parents and children have different emotional responses to separation; children
are likely to experience anxiety before the parent leaves, whereas the parent is more likely
to experience a sense of guilt during the absence. I conducted semi-structured interviews
with five children, five residential parents, and five nonresidential parents from divorced
families to understand the challenges that they faced in maintaining closeness [188]. Shar-
ing on the part of children was oriented toward the current moment; if they were unable to
share something when it occurred, they were unlikely to remember to do so in the future.
On the other hand, parents were more concerned about interrupting the routines of the
other household and were unlikely to contact the child spontaneously. In investigating the
needs of work-separated families, I found other asymmetries [187]. For example, parents
focus on combining scheduled synchronous and spontaneous asynchronous communication
to maintain a constant presence in the life of the child; children, on the other hand, focus on
other sources of social support, on other activities, and on the eventual reunion. Previous
work has explored asymmetric interfaces and asynchronous interaction as potential strate-
gies for addressing this characteristic of the parent–child relationship [190]. Additionally,
the context of the parent–child separation also influences the available strategies for staying
in touch. For example, in work-separated families, both the remote parent and the child
rely heavily on a collocated adult to maintain awareness and contact, but there is no such
expectation in divorced families [187]. Both of these interview studies are discussed in more
detail in the following chapters.
Designing for children holds another challenge: the child’s cognitive and emotional limi-
tations sometimes make long-distance contact difficult. As the child develops, he or she can
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begin to separate mentally from the here and now to imagine past and future events, com-
prehend how others see the world, and understand representational images of the world [37].
Modlitba found in their interviews that it might be difficult for a young child to visualize
where their parent is traveling and how long he or she will be away [120]. Preschool children
in interviewed families required the assistance of a collocated caregiver to initiate and make
sense of their interaction with the remote parent. Another limitation is that children have
a limited capacity to handle changes in their routine, so transitions often bring about sep-
aration anxiety and unsettled behavior for the child [94, 120]. Lastly, children have limited
attention resources and motivation for remote contact, so families often find it difficult to
keep a remote communication session engaging enough to hold the child’s attention [12].
One of the distinctive characteristics of the parent–child relationship is that closeness
is built more through play and care together than through conversation. Perhaps this is
unsurprising, since children have been shown to spend less than a one hour per week par-
ticipating in “household conversation” but more than 20 hours per week participating in
playing, reading, studying, and hobbies [80]. Dalsgaard et al. found that parents and chil-
dren build intimacy through care and play [42]. Children and parents participate equally in
mutual play, collaborative activities (doing a puzzle, reading, or cooking together), playing
with shared artifacts (action figures or a board game), and physical play behaviors. On the
other hand, care is unidirectional from the parent to the child and includes activities such
as setting rules, providing resources for learning, giving physical care, and assisting with
everyday tasks and activities. In separated families, the nonresidential parent rarely has an
opportunity to contribute to the child’s care in these ways [63]. I found that this might be
in part due to the difficulty of maintaining awareness of the child’s state and activities while
apart [188]. Development literature emphasizes the importance of parental involvement in
both care and play activities, to build secure relationships [94]. My goal as a designer is to
create technologies that support parents and children in achieving both types of interaction.
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3.5 Specific Contexts of Parent–Child Separation
One of the arguments articulated in this thesis is that the specific context of the parent–
child separation influences the strategies used to maintain contact and the challenges faced
by families. In this section, I provide a brief review of work in social science domains that
articulates some specifics of different types of separation.
Divorce has received a considerable amount of attention in psychology and sociology.
These studies often focus on understanding the predictors and consequences of divorce.
Amato [4] conducted a meta-analysis of research on divorce in 1990s to find that while
divorce usually has negative consequences, these can be moderated by the distributed parent
staying instrumentally involved in the child’s life and with the presence of proper social and
emotional support. Furthermore, Seltzer and Bianchi [158] showed that the quality and
quantity of contact with the distributed parent decreased dramatically after the first year of
separation. One of the reasons they cited for this loss of contact was geographic separation.
Furstenberg and Nord [63] studied patterns of parenting after separation to show that the
distributed parent was likely to be involved socially in the child’s life, but rarely set rules or
assisted with care activities such as helping with homework. Sviggum [167] provided a more
phenomenological perspective on how Norwegian children perceive their parents’ divorce.
She showed that many children worried about losing contact with the distributed parent
and some viewed themselves as a bridge between the two sides of a divorced family. The
studies presented in this thesis are informed by this previous work, but distinct from it in
that I focus exclusively on families in the United States and in that my explicit objective
is to inform the design of technologies to support parent–child communication in divorced
families.
Studies of parent–child separation due to work have often focused on the effects of
military deployment. Kelley et al. have shown that children in deployed families are more
likely to exhibit clinical psychological problems [93]. Another study of separation has also
showed separation to be a cause of short-term distress for both the parent and the child [151].
However, this previous work points out that temporary separation from either parent does
not lead to permanent negative consequences for children. In supporting work-separated
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families, I am focusing on addressing the in-the-moment distress that separation causes
for families. These previous studies were conducted to investigate correlations between
separation and children’s outcomes. In contrast, in this thesis I am interested in examining
the qualitative experience of separation for parents and children and the specific strategies
that these families use to manage separation.
There are many other possible context for separation that I have not covered in detail
in this thesis: incarceration, immigration, hospitalization, boarding school, and more. For
example, incarceration is a major cause of parent–child separation in some communities.
Separation due to incarceration frequently results in long-term adverse effects on the child
(e.g., [123, 136]). There are few opportunities to continue meaningful parent–child context
during incarceration, despite the fact that continued contact is typically associated with
positive outcomes for both the parent and the child [73, 123].
Each of these contexts is defined by unique challenges and opportunities. I provide a
more detailed comparison between divorced and work-separated families based on the find-
ings of my investigations in chapter 5. The context of the separation frequently determines
the long-term effects of the separation on the parents’ and children’s wellbeing, the avail-
ability of infrastructure, the role of large institutions in supporting contact (e.g., prison
system, military deployment base, divorce court), and the expected role of other adults in
supporting the remote contact. In this thesis, I focus on expanding the community’s un-
derstanding of two contexts of separation, but my future investigations may include other
contexts as well.
3.6 Conclusion
First, it is clear that communication technologies for families have been of interest to HCI
researchers for more than a decade. However, the majority of explorations in this do-
main have focused on asynchronous communication. While synchronous remote contact
has received a lot of attention in the past five years, very few investigations have created
prototypes robust enough for field deployment. One contribution of my thesis is providing
such a field deployment of a novel synchronous communication technology for families.
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Second, my review highlights the importance of understanding the specific context of a
communication system’s use. Work done for the office domain cannot always be applied to
the home. Work focusing on connecting adults cannot usually be applied to understanding
communication with children. Additionally, the specific context of parent–child separation
influences the challenges faces by these families and the opportunities for design. Thus,
another contribution of my thesis is providing a better understanding of the communication
needs in two specific contexts—divorced families and work-separated families. In the next
two chapters, I expand on this contribution by presenting investigations of these two different
contexts of remote parent–child contact.
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CHAPTER IV
MEDIATED PARENT–CHILD CONTACT IN DIVORCED FAMILIES
I interviewed 10 parents and 5 children to get a qualitative understanding of the challenges
faced by these families and the role of technology in maintaining contact.1 I found that
both parents had a strong need to maintain autonomy in raising the child, though the
residential parent had more opportunities to be instrumentally involved. Both parents
and children sought to manage tensions between the two households—parents by reducing
interruption of the other household, children by trying to keep contact with the other
parent as private as possible. My participants used the telephone as the primary means
to stay in touch while apart but expressed dissatisfaction with the limits of audio-only
communication. It was difficult to keep a phone conversation engaging—both parents and
children instead sought ways to maintain contact through shared activities and routines
but found little technological support to do so while separated. Situated in these results,
I present implications for design that may aid in creating technologies for communication
between parents and young children in divorced families.
4.1 Motivation
Millions of families worldwide are affected by divorce every year [4]. Though the legal defi-
nition of divorce, the culture regarding parental separation, and the custody customs vary
significantly throughout the world, the consequences of a parent and a child living apart
seem to be similar despite the heterogeneity of circumstances. Children in divorced fami-
lies score significantly lower on measures of academic achievement, conduct, psychological
adjustment, self-concept, and social relations than children in intact families [3]. A meta-
analysis of divorce literature from the 1980s and 1990s shows that despite the creation
of social programs to support divorced families and the fact that divorce is increasingly
1This work was originally published in the International Journal of Human Computer Studies [188];
Denise Chew and Kurt Luther contributed to the analysis of the interview data.
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common, children’s scores have not improved [3]. Having both parents participate in the
upbringing of the child is related to positive outcomes such as academic success and emo-
tional adjustment [15]. However, typically, the non-residential parent’s involvement tends
to be limited. Current visitation practices (i.e. short or infrequent visits supplemented
by phone contact) make it difficult for the non-residential parent to contribute equally to
raising a child [182]. Furthermore, a large proportion of distributed parents (25%) are ge-
ographically separated from their children by a significant distance, making contact even
more difficult [55]. A variable that has not been studied is the degree to which the dif-
ferent communication technologies are supportive of the communication between parents
and children in divorced families. In this work, I examine the challenges in communication
between parents and young children in divorced families in order to inform the design of
technologies to support them. I begin with an overview of my method and demographics
of the participants. I present the major themes that resulted from my interviews in clus-
ters focusing on the unique characteristics of divorced families, the challenges parents and
children face in maintaining communication, and current technology use. Finally, I discuss
how the results of my interviews can inform the design of technologies for divorced families.
4.2 Methods
I interviewed fifteen children, residential parents, and non-residential parents from divorced
families to gain a better understanding of the challenges they face and how they perceive
their relationships with others in the family. I selected the semi-structured interview as
a method, because I was interested in getting a phenomenological understanding of the
experiences of the participants and the meaning that they make out of these experiences.
In the next subsections, I present my participant demographics, discuss my procedure, and
give an account of my analysis.
4.2.1 Participants
I interviewed ten parents and five children (ages 7 – 14) about their experiences. I recruited
divorced families through word-of-mouth and postings in the volunteer section of a popu-
lar local online classifieds site (craigslist.org). My call requested participation of divorced
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Figure 2: Demographics of parents, including whether he or she is a primary caregiver,
ages of children, and visitation arrangement for each child. The child that I interviewed is
highlighted in boldface.
families where the child had contact with the distributed parent at least once in the last
month, but I did not mention a specific custody arrangement. Out of the responses to the
recruitment call, I selected an equal number of residential and non-residential parents be-
cause I wanted to get both perspectives on divorce. I also tried to select families that would
represent a wide range of ages, professions, family structures, and visitation strategies (see
Figure 2). I considered selectively recruiting for a specific variable (e.g., only families that
have been separated for less than one year, or only families with a weekend-only visitation
arrangement, or only 8- to 10-year-old children), but decided that I could provide a richer
set of design implications by trying to get an understanding of the broader problem space.
The heterogeneous nature of the investigation highlights the variety of possible family ar-
rangements and may assist designers in selecting an appropriate subgroup to focus future
inquiry.
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There were some limitations of my recruitment approach. First, since I did not compen-
sate families for participation, a selection bias was likely. The families that I interviewed
were highly motivated to disclose and seemed to have previously reflected on the challenges
of maintaining contact. On one hand, this allowed me to get an in-depth understanding
within the relatively short interview process; on the other hand, it means that my partici-
pants may not be representative in some regards. Another limitation was my reliance on an
Internet-based approach for recruitment, which may have led to the exclusion of lower-class
families who do not have Internet access. I attempted to recruit families from a lower socio-
economic bracket by distributing fliers at a local night trade school, but was unsuccessful
at attracting participants through this approach. Thus, all of my families ranged between
lower-middle class and mid-upper class, and all parents interviewed had at least one year
of education after high school.
4.2.2 Procedure
I asked the participants to speak with me in 30-minute semi-structured interviews. Each
conversation was audio recorded and transcribed. Except for one parent–child pair, inter-
views of parents and children were conducted in separate rooms. Participants were asked
to select a comfortable location for the interview—11 of the interviews were conducted in
the participants’ homes, 2 at their offices, and 2 at local coffee shops. Parents were asked
to fill out a brief demographics survey (documented in Figure 2). During the interview, I
asked questions that focused on the way the parent and the child interacted in person and
apart, technology they used (if any) to support their interaction, and the perceived chal-
lenges of staying close. At the conclusion of the interview, I asked the parents to describe a
hypothetical future technology that families ten years from now could use to stay in touch.
Children were asked to draw and describe a magical device that would make it easier to
stay in touch with their parents (see Figure 3). These exercises were not meant to generate
actual ideas for future technologies, but rather to serve as a talking point and a way of
getting the participants to think concretely about their needs. In most of my interviews
with children, I found it difficult to get the children to elaborate on answers to the protocol
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Figure 3: Children’s drawings of magical objects to help them stay in touch with their
non-residential parents: (a) a magical door that lets the dad enter the child’s room to say
good night; (b) a robot for carrying secret messages between a boy and his father; and (c)
a system with speakers and a holographic projector that lets the parent and child speak
whenever they want.
questions during the initial part of the interview. However, as they were sketching their
designs and explaining them, I was able to return to the questions and get much more
detailed responses. I use some of the sketches generated by these results to highlight the
perceived challenges in the interaction between parents and children in divorced families.
The main limitation of my method was that it restricted me to a relatively small set of
participants. As such, I could not make claims about how all families experience divorce,
but rather I sought to provide qualitative insight into common themes by exploring accounts
from 10 different families. I recruited 10 families because I was informed by previous work
suggesting six to twelve interviews as an adequate quantity to achieve saturation (the point
when no new themes are observed in the data with subsequent interviews) [72]. However,
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I must note that conducting a larger-scale study would allow for statistical analysis and
would be necessary to permit future investigators to make more confident claims about the
prevalence of these themes. Second, due to the heterogeneity of my sample, future work
that focuses on a specific subset of divorced families may be able to yield additional themes
and highlight the role of specific family characteristics. Lastly, the accounts of important
stakeholders such as stepparents and siblings were outside the scope of this work, but may
be a fruitful area for future study.
4.2.3 Analysis
The interview transcripts were analyzed by creating thematic connections using a data-
driven approach [155]. Statements of interest were extracted from each interview and
grouped together by theme. With each pass through the interview data, these were refined
until a set of distinct themes emerged. Two investigators completed five separate passes
through the data to generate the final set of themes. Two other investigators coded a single
segmented interview (randomly selected from the fifteen interviews) for these themes. The
Cohen’s Kappa value of agreement between the two coders was 0.79 (for 35 statements),
which is classified as substantial and almost perfect agreement [105]. A second investiga-
tor then proceeded to code the rest of the interviews. In the next section, I discuss these
themes, grouped into subject clusters.
4.3 Results
I present my themes and the supporting evidence for each theme in topical clusters. First,
I discuss how parenting in divorced families is different from parenting in intact families.
Next, I put forward the challenges in maintaining communication experienced by parents
and children in divorced families. Finally, I discuss the communication technologies used
by parents and children in divorced families.
4.3.1 Redefined Parenting Roles
In divorced families, each parent essentially functions as an autonomous unit, setting his or
her own expectations and routines for the child. The amount of time the parent spends living
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in the same household with the child influences the amount of care versus play behaviors
that characterizes his or her relationship with the child.
4.3.1.1 Each Parent Functions Autonomously
While the child is staying with one of the parents, that parent becomes the autonomous
caretaker of the child, with very little input from the ex-spouse. One of the fathers (P2)
described a sense of being a “single parent” while the child is visiting because of being re-
sponsible for every aspect of the child’s life. Parents are protective of maintaining autonomy
in their household. One of the mothers (P3) described that if she tried to inquire about the
specifics of the father’s parenting patterns “he’d be like, ‘You don’t need to be all in my
business like that.’” I asked the parents how they agree on rules for the child or what hap-
pens when they disagree. Consistent with other divorce literature, these families followed
the model of “parallel” parenting [63]. Nine of the ten parents voiced some variation of
“the days that she’s with mom, mom decides, and days she’s with me, I decide,” with very
little communication between the parents about the child’s activities. It is interesting that
this model applied to so many of my participants despite the variety of visitation strategies
represented.
4.3.1.2 Residential Parent More Likely to Make Rules and Provide Care
Consistent with the previous findings of Seltzer & Bianchi’s (1988) large-scale survey study,
I found that the non-residential parent is more likely to have recreational contact with the
child while the residential parent is more likely to make rules and provide care [158]. To
build on this work, I was interested in getting qualitative insight on how parents reasoned
about this division of responsibility.
Six of the parents made statements that were consistent with the idea that this difference
was mostly due to the timing of the visitation:
“...he’s with his father just on fun days, I’m primarily responsible for, you know,
schoolwork and trying to give good guidance and discipline.” (P3)
Since non-residential parents were more likely to get the child on weekends and holidays,
they were less likely to have to worry about instrumental concerns and more likely to
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be concerned with entertaining the child or being “the Disneyland dad,” as one of the
participants (P5) described.
This distinction created a tension between the residential and the non-residential par-
ents. Three of the five residential parents that I interviewed said that they missed having
more fun times with their kids when “you’re not constrained by schoolwork and things like
that” (P3). One of them (P6) resented that “he’s the fun household and I’m the strict
household, so it’s not as exciting to call me.” On the other hand, all of the non-residential
parents I interviewed felt that they did not have enough instrumental input into their child’s
life and felt that their ex-spouses had more influence. As one of them (P1) said: “It’s equal
rights, but she has tie-breaking authority... So really, she can make unilateral decisions.”
Both residential and non-residential parents experienced periods of separation while the
child was visiting the other household. In the next section, I describe some of the challenges
that parents face in maintaining communication with the child while they are living apart.
4.3.2 Communication Challenges for Parents
When away from the child, parents experience serious barriers to maintaining communi-
cation, particularly in terms of staying aware of the child’s activities, contacting the child
without interrupting the flow of the other household, and finding topics for conversations.
4.3.2.1 Staying Aware of the Child’s State and Activities
Parents in my interviews expressed staying aware of their child’s state or activities as a
major difficulty of being apart: “... the hardest thing is getting her to tell me about what’s
been going on” (P6). Another parent described a common exchange over the telephone:
“Right now I’m like, ‘Hey, how are you doing? What you up to? Doing anything
fun?’ you know, and sometimes she’s up for answering it, sometimes she’s not.”
(P8)
One parent highlighted this point when asked to imagine a future technology that she
may use to keep in touch with her daughter:
“... I could just kind of get a little bit of a chronicle of what her activities were
... like if she traveled more than a couple of miles from where I know she’s going
to be, if I had an idea of where she went so that I could see, ‘Oh she was at her
grandparents today and maybe they went to the pool.’” (P6)
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Two other parents also requested similar variations of GPS technologies that would let
them view a “snapshot” of their child’s day.
These findings are consistent with some of the psychology literature. Dalsgaard et al.
found that parents seek more self-disclosure than children usually provide [42]. In intact
families, parents usually have other sources of information about the child’s activities such
as contact with the child’s extended social network (friends, teachers, family, etc.) and
ambient awareness from co-habitation (e.g. dirty shoes may suggest a shortcut through the
woods on the way home from school). The divorced parent is forced to rely mostly on the
child for receiving this information [158].
4.3.2.2 Connecting without Interrupting
Initiating direct conversation while the child is at the other parent’s household often has
a high threshold for parents. One parent (P5) describes that the hardest part of her son
being at his father’s “is definitely holding myself back from calling him every day.” One
consideration is not “interrupting the flow of the other household” (P10). Another parent
was more concerned about how her daughter would interpret frequent interruptions while
at her dad’s:
“... you don’t want to be communicating to them like, ‘You can’t have fun when
you’re with your dad.’ You want it to be like: ‘You know what, I’m thinking of
you. It’d be really nice if I could be with you, but I’m not, so I’m just thinking
about you.”’ (P6)
Lastly, two parents mentioned that unless they call at an established time they have trouble
maintaining the child’s attention span for a reasonable amount of time. Most common time
to try to contact the child is at the end of the day, as one parent (P10) explained: “I wait
till the evening before bedtime, knowing she’s home. Activities should be done. It should
be the point at which it’s the least interruption.” One parent imagined a different solution:
“... on your watch you could have like a little red button and it would have like
an ‘M’ on it for mom, and it would light up and he’d know that mom was trying
to talk to him and he could push a button and be like, ‘Hey mom, what’s up?
I’m at the pool.’” (P5)
Parents desire a more lightweight means of communicating—something that would let them
check in without interrupting.
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4.3.2.3 Seeding Conversation
While apart, parents usually find it difficult to find meaningful topics for conversation with
the child. One parent (P2) acted out a typical conversation with his son:
“I get on the telephone:
‘Hi, [Calvin], how are you?’
‘Good.’
‘What’d you do today?’
‘Good.’”
Without the common reference point of everyday activities parents have to expand a lot
more effort in getting the child involved in the conversation:
“I have to reach out more ... I’d like to have something to talk to her about,
because we don’t have any common point of reference ...” (P6)
Three of the ten parents admitted that they were not able to consistently find topics for
conversation while apart. As one (P9) of them said, “I get my two-minute phone call once
a day ... I think I save anything meaningful for when we are together in person.” However,
one of the children described a successful strategy for seeding conversation that worked for
his father:
“We always do The Book of Questions. It’s obviously like it says, a book of ques-
tions, but the questions are provoking, and it would get you into a conversation
for a long time before you realize that you just had a 45 minute conversation on
a question that took you five seconds to read.” (C2)
The Book of Questions was a creative way on the father’s part to manage one of the
challenges of maintaining communication. In the next section, I discuss some challenges
that children face.
4.3.3 Communication Challenges for Children
Children sometimes need to manage the competition between parents over their affection
and time. They lack the private and uninterrupted space for conversation that intact families
experience over the dinner table or in the car. Finally, there are few venues for children to
share thoughts and feelings with the distributed parent as they occur.
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4.3.3.1 Mediating Competition over Time and Affection
Parents often compete over the child’s time and affection. Children recognize this compe-
tition and have to manage their communication in such a way as to mediate it. Eight out
of the ten parents I interviewed admitted feeling a sense of competition over the child. One
of them (P6) said: “It’s like a double-edged sword. You want them to have fun, but not
too much fun without you.” Seven out of these eight parents thought that their child was
probably not aware of this competition. However, I found that children were aware of it.
When asked about what was most difficult about staying close to both parents, one child
answered:
“... My mom has a way to make her voice sound like she doesn’t care, but at
the same time, you know that it’s not true, and it really always hurts to hear
that voice. And whenever I want to call my dad she always uses it saying, ‘Oh,
so you’re calling him?’” (C5)
Another child brought up a similar concern:
“Sometimes my dad doesn’t always like it [when I call mom], because he’s like,
‘You’re here. You should be talking to me.’ And when I’m at my mom’s it’s
pretty much the same, except she tries to conceal it more than my dad does.”
(C2)
This is consistent with the findings of Sviggum that some children in divorced families see
themselves as a bridge between the two parents [167]. They desire to maintain the affection
of each parent without hurting the other parent’s feelings.
4.3.3.2 Lack of a Private Space
I asked children where they tend to have their best talks with their parents and why they
thought those places were so effective. I found that cars were the most effective places for
conversation. One girl (C3) explained: “on car rides, I think because you’re isolated and
together, you tend to have great conversations.” When asked about what made the car ride
different from other moments together at home, she elaborated that it was easier “because
everyone else doesn’t have to hear it.”
In another family, the child (C4) explained that she would often hesitate to share mean-
ingful information with her mother while staying with her dad: “It could maybe be more
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private ... then you don’t have to worry about someone overhearing you...” A seven-year old
child (C1) highlighted the importance of maintaining privacy between him and his father
when I asked him to draw a magical artifact that would help him stay in touch. Figure 3b
shows the robot that the child invented to carry messages between him and his dad. He
emphasized that only his dad would be able to access these messages. For children in intact
families, the home is a place of security and trust [42], but children in divorced families find
it challenging to create a similar space in either household.
4.3.3.3 Sharing Thoughts Spontaneously
As I discussed in a previous section, communication between the parent and child while
they are apart is often initiated by the parent at a predetermined time. This presents a
challenge to children for whom it is much more natural to share thoughts as they occur.
One child (C3) said that often in the day she would “see stuff and say, ‘Oh, that reminds
me of my dad.’” However, by the time her dad contacts her in the evening, she says that
she is likely to have forgotten the thought.
Similarly, a child (C5) said that even though he may be thinking about his mother
while apart, he finds it hard to interrupt his activities to call her: “I’m having so much fun
there, I don’t always remember.” One child (C2) explained that the real issue was that he
just wanted to say “I’m thinking about you” without having to start a long conversation.
Both he and his mother described a technological solution they have come to depend on to
address this challenge:
“... he’ll call and leave a message directly on my work mailbox. Like, ‘Hi, mom.
We’re at the airport. I’m having fun. I hope you get this message when you get
back to work.’” (P5)
A seven-year-old boy reported trying to call dad immediately when he is missing him or
thinking about him, but finding it really frustrating if the dad doesn’t pick up or if there is
no connection:
“I’d say the hardest thing would be probably when I want to call him and the
phone will be not working. I’ll be like, ‘Man!’” (C1)
In the next section, I present some challenges of maintaining communication that affect
both the parent and the child.
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4.3.4 Challenges for Both Parents and Children
Asymmetric access to technology infrastructure limits the contact between parents and chil-
dren to the lowest common denominator. This is often audio-only communication, which
both parents and children find problematic. With such restricted options for communica-
tion, non-residential parents and children in divorced families find it more difficult to create
shared frameworks of meaning and maintain shared routines.
4.3.4.1 Asymmetric Access to Infrastructure
One of the challenges of long distance communication is that both parties must have access
to similar resources, otherwise only the lowest common technological denominator can be
used. A father mentioned that he would want to set up a videoconferencing system with
his daughter over the summer, but could not do so:
“A laptop wouldn’t be a problem, but nobody in that part of the country where
she is in the summer, nobody has an Internet connection...” (P1)
One of the children I interviewed mentioned that he would love to spend time together with
his father online, but cannot do so:
“I guess because my internet is AOL, like, negative 4.0 ... It’s really just the
fact that I don’t have some resources that I do at my dad’s.” (C2)
Other times, asymmetric access to infrastructure is not due to a difference in resources, but
a difference in rules between households. A father explains:
“His mom will not allow him to use the computer. It’s only the telephone ...
When [Calvin] is here, he can access his own email account and he writes her.”
(P2)
He followed up by expressing his frustration that “paranoia” over the child’s safety online
often prevents “really great tech stuff from getting used.”
4.3.4.2 Audio-Only Communication is Difficult
Differences in resources and rules between households often reduce the available modalities
of contact to audio-only. Parents and children both expressed a great deal of frustration with
audio-only communication. One father (P7) said that in person, his interaction with his
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daughter depended on “her ability to see [his] expression, and her ability to remain connected
with doing something that is fun.” Another father agreed that the fun and lightheartedness
of his communication with his son was lost when audio was the only available channel:
“You can’t really even joke with him unless you say ‘I’m kidding.’ Unless you
tell him, ‘I’m about to tell you a joke.’ Or ‘I got a good one for you.’ A lot is
lost in the expression translation.” (P2)
One of the children (C2) I interviewed said that not being able to see his father was the
most frustrating aspect of their current contact. When asked to invent a magical device
for helping them stay in touch, he drew a system consisting of speakers and a holographic
projector that would let him see and talk to his dad (Figure 3c).
Another parent (P4) mentioned that his connection with his young daughter was very
“tactile.” While he immediately rejected the idea of “some sort of a robot hugging her,” he
thought about the possibility of future technologies that incorporate that modality:
“... there could be things that can convey this idea of tactile, like a bear that
she could snuggle with. Or maybe a sense of motion like a swinging chair. Or a
sense of warmth or squeezing.” (P4)
4.3.4.3 Maintaining Shared Routines
Nine of the ten parents I interviewed reported that while having to spend time apart, they
miss the daily routines or special rituals that they develop with their children. For example,
one parent (P4) said:
“...We really like reading together. We call this ‘shnoogling.’ She leans against
my shoulder and I put my arms around her and hold the book so we can both
see it, and then we read.” (P4)
One of the children (C5) mentioned that he missed his bedtime rituals with his dad the
most. When asked to invent a magical artifact to help him stay in touch with his dad, he
drew a magical door that would let his dad travel instantaneously to his room to read him
a story and tuck him in (Figure 3a).
Some children and parents described creating a proxy as one strategy for maintaining a
routine. For example, the parent who described “shnoogling” with his daughter mentioned
thinking about recreating the contact in another way:
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“There could be a comfy chair and if we sat in that chair when we were together,
she would feel like we are together if she sits in that chair later.” (P4)
Two of the children mentioned that when they particularly miss their parents, they often
reenact the rituals with a proxy. For example, a boy (C1) who prays with his mother every
night before going to sleep, mentioned setting up a photo of her near the bed as he prays.
Another boy (C5) mentioned playing soccer with his father every day before dinner when
together. While staying with his mom, he tries to play soccer with his friends before dinner
with the same ball to feel closer to his father. This supports previous findings that children
may turn to physical artifacts like photographs and shared toys when they miss a parent
but cannot enter into direct contact [167].
4.3.5 Current Use of Technology
The telephone was the most common mode of communication used by parents and children
to stay in touch over distance, but my participants reported that it was not effective at
creating the sort of closeness they valued. Many of the children in my study did not have
their own mobile phones, limiting my investigation of this modality. Videoconferencing was
seen as a promising alternative to the telephone but one that was hampered by challenges
to widespread adoption by divorced families.
4.3.5.1 Telephone Widely Used, But Not Effective
Every child and parent I interviewed mentioned using the phone to stay in touch. The
amount of contact by phone among my participants ranged between daily and twice a
month; conversation lengths ranged between two and fifteen minutes. However, I found
that the phone is responsible for many of the challenges in communication between parents
and children, such as the ability to be overheard, not wanting to interrupt activities, and
difficulty of audio-only communication. More importantly, parents reported that the phone
was just not effective at encouraging deep conversation. One father explained:
“She really doesn’t like talking on the phone. She sometimes talks, but in a very
socialized kind of way. She may even appear chatty, but she’s not actually being
authentic to the way she usually communicates. It’s not a deep communication.”
(P4)
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Nine of the ten parents I interviewed expressed that the phone was effective to check in or
say a “quick good night” but ineffective in getting “to have an in-depth conversation.” One
child (C5) admits that when he’s talking on the phone, he usually thinks “this is boring for
both of us.”
4.3.5.2 Mobile Phone Use Limited
The two oldest boys (C2 & C5) were the only children in my study who owned mobile
phones. While both of these boys reported using text messaging to communicate with
their friends, neither used this mode to communicate with family members. As C5 stated,
“I don’t think grown-ups really ‘get’ texting.” I acknowledge that this finding is likely
biased by the fact that my participants were all residents of the United States where mobile
telephony and SMS traditionally have had lower penetration. For example, at the time of
this study, only a third of U.S. children ages 8 - 12 reported owning a cell phone [118],
compared to 56% of Italian nine- and ten-year-olds [29].
Several of the parents I interviewed worried that a mobile phone could be detrimental
to their child. For example, one of the fathers (P1) was considering buying a cell phone for
his twelve-year-old daughter. The number one concern for him was that it should not be
“an open phone,” but one with limited possible contacts that he defines, so that she would
never get contacted by a stranger. One of the mothers (P9) mentioned that she had gotten
her son a cell phone only on the condition that she could “check and see who he’s called and
see what he’s texted.” The oldest child in the study (C2) reported that while his mother
did not check his phone directly, she would carefully examine the monthly bill (which lists
all numbers called) and ask him about any unusual activity. This suggests that the ability
to set limits on the use of a mobile phone is an important feature for parents.
4.3.5.3 Videoconferencing Effective, But Not Widely Used
To overcome the challenges of audio-only communication some of the parents explored
videoconferencing as a channel. Four of the parents I interviewed stated that they have
tried to use videoconferencing to stay in touch with their children while away. Only one of
these parents mentioned using videoconferencing more than five times. He stated that he
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finds it much more effective than the phone:
“... she goes, ‘I’m good dad. Look at this. I’m just wearing this new outfit.’
Or ‘I just got this new thing for my room,’ and she takes the camera and shows
me.” (P2)
The other three parents agreed that video was compelling, but mentioned that the difficulty
in arranging and setting up the videoconferencing prevented them from using it often. One
parent (P10) pointed out that it tended to be an option reserved for longer distances or
times of separation: “...video calls is the third [way I get in touch], when I’m out of the
country for three weeks, or something...” One of the parents (P6) reported that she was less
likely to use videoconferencing because she felt that she needed to “arrange the situation”
before using it: “It’s a little more personal. I don’t feel like I can do it just anywhere.”
Concern over the child’s safety was a factor that prevented some families from adopting
videoconferencing. A mother (P8) stated that she would love to have some form of a “video-
phone,” but only if it was a “special linked device between children and parents.” She was
hesitant to introduce a device that would let her son and daughter contact (or be contacted
by) anybody without restriction.
4.4 Discussion
In this section, I review my findings through the lens of identifying tensions in the individual
goals of members of divorced families and then present the implications for design that
emerged from this work.
4.4.1 Tensions in Individual Goals
The themes I identified suggest that members of divorced families balance two major goals:
reducing tensions between households and maintaining closeness. Children may try to re-
duce tensions by keeping the details of their involvement with the other parent as private
as possible. Parents may seek to reduce conflict by maintaining only minimal contact with
each other, respecting each other’s autonomy, and minimizing unscheduled interruptions of
the other household. However, both of these goals may conflict with the parents’ desire to
remain aware of the child’s everyday activities to provide support and drive conversation.
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The parent’s need to minimize interruption may also clash with the child’s goal of achieving
spontaneous contact, as it leads to a regimented schedule of interaction with few oppor-
tunities for spur-of-the-moment conversation. Both parents and children expressed that
they would prefer to stay in touch through shared activities and routines rather than phone
conversations, but found that asymmetric rules and access to infrastructure between house-
holds often led to the lowest common technological denominator. While the non-residential
parent may be driven to upgrade the infrastructure, there is often little motivation for the
residential parent to do so. The residential parent may see the introduction of a new com-
munication technology as a violation of their autonomy in raising the child or as serving
to increase the imbalance in social versus instrumental contact between the two parenting
parties (since most technologies support remote communication rather than remote care
activities). While all parties share the common goal of achieving positive outcomes for the
child, they may disagree on what constitutes a “positive outcome” and how to get there.
Researchers in this domain acknowledge that divorce is an emotionally charged topic
that is difficult to explore without “being identified as either a conservative or a liberal voice”
[3]. Working closely with divorced families, there is implicit pressure from the participants
to ally with a particular party. In the following implications for design, I try to remain
consistent with the shared goal of providing positive outcomes for the child. However, I
must acknowledge that it is possible that introducing new technology in this domain may
lead to unintended consequences. Before exploring concrete directions for design, I discuss
the assumptions implicit in such interventions.
One assumption that I make in suggesting designs for long-distance communication
between parents and children is that both the divorce and the subsequent geographical
separation are inevitable for a lot of families. This could turn out to be self-fulfilling
prophecy—better options for long-distance communication could lower the threshold for
separating or moving away. I also make the assumption that contact with both biological
parents is beneficial to the child. While there is a large body of empirical evidence to support
this hypothesis [3, 94, 182], this will not be true for every child and every parent. As with
any divorce situation, it becomes the responsibility of policy makers, judges, and parents to
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tailor a solution appropriate to the specific situation. The most tentative assumption that I
make is that improving communication between the child and the distributed parent will not
negatively affect other family relationships in the child’s life. There is evidence that quality
contact with the biological parents does not negatively affect the child’s relationship with
their step-parents [63]. However, there is little evidence on how such contact could affect the
amount of conflict between parents or relationships with step- or half-siblings. It is difficult
to predict the way new technologies will affect the lives of users, though explicitly including
non-user stakeholders in the evaluation of new communication technologies may help develop
an understanding of such conflicts when they do occur. Keeping these assumptions and
limitations in mind, in the remainder of this section I present six implications for designing
technology for divorced families. I connect each implication to themes from the interviews
and highlight some challenges the designer may face.
4.4.2 Implications for Design
In this section, I make suggestions for designers and future investigators of technology for
distributed parenting in divorced families.
4.4.2.1 Create Opportunities for Distributed Parent to Provide Care
Affording the distributed parent with opportunities for instrumental contact could serve to
relieve the tension between the parents over the disparity of providing for the care versus
play needs of the child. There is evidence that instrumental involvement of both parents
correlates strongly with positive outcomes for children [3]. Currently, there are few options
to provide care without living in the same household with the child, however there is a
clear opportunity to do so with homework. To enable the parent to assist the child with
schoolwork, designers could create access to shared spaces online or augment real world
spaces with access to digital artifacts. The challenge lies in enabling easy transitions between
the physical artifacts of homework that the child possesses (e.g., textbook, worksheet) and
digital versions of these artifacts which the parent can retrieve.
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4.4.2.2 Make It Easy To Find Topics for Conversation
I have shown that one of the greatest challenges faced by parents in divorced families is
staying aware of the child’s life enough to be able to start and maintain meaningful con-
versations. Providing the parent with better awareness of the child’s activities allows the
parent to seed communication with topics more relevant to the child. Bentley & Metcalf
[18] and Mynatt et al. [124] explored how sharing ambiguous information such as geo-
graphic motion or motion activity within a home can provide family members with topics
for discussion and a better awareness of each others’ states. The challenge for the designer
is conveying information that would provide the most descriptive power for parents while
respecting the other household’s privacy. Another strategy for supporting communication is
providing parents with scaffolds to structure their conversation with their child (similar to
the way one father used a book of premade questions). An awareness system could support
this by flagging moments of interest in the collected data to provide sharing suggestions for
immediate conversation starters.
4.4.2.3 Leverage Asynchronous Communication to Increase Contact
Parents and children may desire contact with each other at inopportune times and may
not want to interrupt their own or the other’s activities. One solution may be a mobile
device that would allow users to capture notes to share later. If the device is small and
convenient enough, and paired with items that children already carry a significant portion
of the time, it would not require the child to interrupt their current activity to find a
telephone, thus lowering the threshold of capturing a thought for future sharing. These
messages would not be shared immediately, but rather transferred to a drop-box that could
then be accessed at an opportune time. The ASTRA system provides a good prototype of
this sort of interaction [117]. Their evaluation showed that asynchronous communication
allowed for a feeling of closeness without creating extra social obligations. However, neither
ASTRA nor other messaging systems were created specifically for children. Children may
need additional motivations to encourage them to leave messages for parents and to access
messages that parents have left for them—creating these motivations is one of the challenges
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the designer will face.
4.4.2.4 Lower Threshold for the Child to Self-Disclose
I discussed two aspects of long-distance communication that limit a child’s self-disclosure:
the lack of a private space to talk and the inability to share thoughts spontaneously as
they occur. Designers could take steps towards creating this private space by combining
modalities that cannot be “overheard,” such as video with text chatting. They could also
increase the amount of self-disclosure from the child by letting him or her record a thought
or feeling immediately as it occurs. For example, designers could create small mobile devices
that store a single digital image and several minutes of audio to gift to the parent at a later
time. They also may be able to provide additional impetus for the child to self-disclose
by including ludic motivations for information sharing, such as by incorporating data from
real-world sensors into an online game played by the parent and child.
4.4.2.5 Make Use of Proxies When Contact is Impossible
I showed that in the absence of direct contact with the parent, proxies can serve a pow-
erful role in maintaining shared routines and creating closeness. When the recipient of a
communication is unavailable for direct contact, designers could still provide some of the
benefits of getting in touch by leveraging these proxies. For example, if the child attempts
to connect with the parent through videoconferencing but the parent is not home, the screen
could display photos of the parent and child together or play back a specific message from
the parent, rather than simply failing to connect. A proxy could also consist of knowing
that both family members are engaging in the same routine while apart, as in the case of
playing soccer before dinner. Therefore, another way of increasing closeness may be letting
the parent and child know when they are engaged in the same activity.
4.4.2.6 Design for the Child’s Autonomy
Children are aware that their parents compete over their affection and thus do not want
to have to ask one parent for help in getting in contact with the other parent. One of the
reasons that videoconferencing has not become widely adopted by these families is because
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the system is complex enough that it requires both parents’ involvement to arrange a chat
session. Designers could design technology that is as easy to operate as an appliance, by
pushing a single button, in order to allow the child to immediately communicate with the
distributed parent. To ensure that such a technology provides an acceptable guarantee of
the child’s security, these communication devices could be linked exclusively to each other—
dedicated to communication between the two households. In the case of divorced families,
it makes sense to sacrifice flexibility for simplicity and security.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I argue for the necessity of designing technology for parent–child commu-
nication in divorced families. I show that these families exhibit dynamics that are different
from intact families and face challenges in communication that are not addressed by current
technology. While I cannot predict how new technologies will be adopted by divorced fami-
lies, I present implications for design that may aid in creating better-situated interventions.
Empirical evaluation is the only way that these implications can be assessed, so subsequent
chapter of this thesis involve building and deploying a system that incorporates many of
these suggestions.
The contributions of this work are threefold. I call attention to supporting divorced
families as a potential domain of interest to HCI researchers and designers. I use the results
of interviews with parents and children from divorced families to highlight the challenges




MEDIATED PARENT–CHILD CONTACT IN WORK-SEPARATED
FAMILIES
As a follow-up to my investigation with divorced families, I wanted to better understand
other contexts of parent–child separation as well. Parents and children in families living with
regular separation due to work develop strategies to manage being apart. I interviewed 14
pairs of parents and children (ages 7 – 13) from work-separated families to understand their
experiences and the strategies that they use to keep their family together.1 In this chapter,
I introduce this investigation, discuss my findings, and contrast the needs of work-separated
families with the needs of families separated by divorce.
5.1 Motivation
Families are increasingly living with the challenge of regular separation due to work. Taking
the United States as an example, 3.6 million Americans live in a different city from their
partner due to work, a 53% rise since 2003 [35]. Additionally, many families with young
children are affected by long-term separation due to military deployment [50]. Increasingly,
work-separated families look to communication technology to support continued contact
during the separation [35] and there has been a great deal of interest in the HCI community
in designing for family communication [43, 57, 120, 142, 178, 189]. However, there has been
relatively little work exploring the current parenting practices of work-separated families,
especially taking into account the perspectives of both the parent and the child. I conducted
a qualitative investigation of the experiences of work-separated families with 14 pairs of
parents and children. Two research questions drove my work:
• How do parents and children respond to work separation?
1This work was originally published at CHI 2011 [187]; Fatima Boujarwah contributed to the analysis of
the interview data.
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Figure 4: Work-separated families participating in the study, including the ages and genders
of participants. I specify whether the family experienced periodic separation, long-term
separation, or both.
• What are the strategies used by these families to stay in touch and what are the
limitations of these strategies?
Aside from addressing these questions, there are two other goals of this work. First, I want
to expand the current understanding of the experiences of separated families, particularly in
contrasting work-separated families with other types of separation. Second, by highlighting
the limitations of current strategies, I hope to point out opportunities for new designs that
are grounded in existing practices.
I begin by describing my interview methods and participants. Then, I present the results
of the study with regard to the two research questions above. Finally, I discuss the results
of this work in the context of previous work in this field and point to opportunities for both
future research and design.
5.2 Methods




I interviewed parent–child pairs from 14 different families separated by work, speaking to
the traveling parent and one of their children (selected by the parent) between the ages of
7 and 13. I wanted the children to be old enough to be able to reflect on their experience,
yet young enough to be considered a child rather than a teenager. I looked for families
that spend on average at least five nights per month apart or had recently (less than six
months ago) returned from a separation that was longer than two months. Recruiting
was done through word-of-mouth, ads on craigslist.org, and through local military support
organizations. Figure 4 contains detailed descriptions of the participants. Throughout this
paper, I attribute quotes to specific individuals by using the family number followed by “P”
for parent or “C” for child. I continued recruiting families until I felt that I had approached
a point of data saturation. A post-hoc detailed analysis of the interviews revealed that all
of the major themes pertaining to my research questions were represented in the first seven
interviews, thus there is some support for the claim that I did indeed reach data saturation
for my purpose.
5.2.2 Procedure
I conducted hour-long semi-structured interviews with each participant. All of the inter-
views were conducted in-person in a location familiar to the participant (typically, their
home) with the exception of interview 13P, which was conducted over videoconferencing.
Parents and children were interviewed separately, though in eight out of the 14 families
the parent remained in the vicinity of the interview and was able to hear the child’s re-
sponses, which may have potentially affected the child’s answers. The questions focused on
the participants’ general experiences with the separation, how they manage contact during
separation, and how they use technology to stay in touch. I also asked each participant to
talk about whether he or she was generally happy with the amount of contact they had
with their partner. Lastly, I asked a series of more specific questions about their experi-
ences with the two most common technologies they use. I found that participants had no
trouble reflecting upon their long-distance communication routines and practices explicitly,
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because many of these involved problem-solving and complex coordination by the families.
Nonetheless, I acknowledge that an inherent limitation of the interview method is that it
may not get at some of the more tacit communication routines in the home.
5.2.3 Analysis
I audio-recorded and transcribed all interviews. The interview transcripts were analyzed by
creating thematic connections using a data-driven approach [155]. Statements of interest
were extracted from each interview and grouped together by theme. With each pass through
the interview data, these were refined until a set of distinct themes emerged. To demonstrate
that an independent rater would code the data in a similar fashion, I computed an inter-rater
reliability metric. An independent coder and I coded three randomly-selected segmented
interviews for these themes. The Cohen’s Kappa value of agreement between the two
coders was 0.85 (for 76 statements), which is classified as outstanding agreement [105]. Any
disagreements on codes were discussed until consensus was reached. I then proceeded to
code the rest of the interviews using the agreed-upon scheme.
5.3 Results
My results focus on two research questions. How do parents and children respond to being
separated by work? What strategies do these families use to manage separation and when
do these strategies fail?
5.3.1 Responding to Separation
Parents and children respond to the separation in different ways. For the parents, the
focus is maintaining an active role in the child’s life, while children try to spend time with
collocated adults and focus on the eventual reunion.
5.3.1.1 Parents Seek Active Contact Remotely
Nine out of the 14 parents made comments about wanting to remain an important, active
part of the child’s life while away.
“I guess just try and let your kids know that you’re still there; you’re still a part
of their lives; that you haven’t really gone; not to worry about you.” (4P)
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“Just ‘cause they know that you’re there and you still care and that you’re part
of their life. ‘Cause they get busy too and they’ll... out of sight, out of mind.”
(8P)
Parents maintain contact by initiating either synchronous or asynchronous communica-
tion (I discuss this in more detail in a later section). They describe their most meaningful
conversations while apart as having to do with learning about the child’s day and finding
opportunities to provide support:
“She was complaining about something her teacher had done. And I called to
say that I hope her day gets better.” (6P)
Additionally, parents spent much of their time away thinking and talking to others about
their children:
“I talked about her a lot. I would talk to other people about her. It just made
me think of her more.” (3P)
“I got into the habit of quite liking thinking about what to buy them ... I
suppose it’s a way of thinking about them when I’m away.” (9P)
Nine other parents also mentioned acquiring physical and digital artifacts during their
travels to share with the child. It seems that while away, parents dedicate a lot of thought
and energy to the separation. However, it is also important to acknowledge the experiences
of the other five parents, who did not emphasize the importance of contact while apart. For
all five of these families, separation lasted no more than a week. These parents mentioned
relying on the collocated adult to take care of all childcare matters while they were away,
but spending more time with the children upon their return. Interestingly, this strategy
seems to be more in line with the way children manage separation, as I discuss next.
5.3.1.2 Children Focus on In-Person Interaction
Unlike the parents, children think of separation in terms of the eventual in-person reunion,
rather than focusing on maintaining instrumental contact while apart. The most meaningful
conversations for children were ones that focused on the reunion:
“What we were going to do when he got home, planning different restaurants
that he hadn’t been able to go to, what games he hadn’t been able to play
with us, stuff that he hadn’t been able to do that was one of the first things we
wanted to do when he got home, looking forward to getting home.” (12C)
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Ten out of 14 children mentioned being comforted by “counting down the days” (3C)
as the most important topic of conversation with the remote parent while they were away.
Physical objects representing the remote parent seemed to be a big component of how
children handle moments when they miss their parent.
“He gave me a medallion with a picture of us before he left, so I can know that
he’s right next to me ... I wore it all the time.” (4C)
“We had daddy dolls. One that was a pillow that was actually a human shape
that had a full body picture of him. And so I would sleep with those at night
or whatever when I missed him.” (12C)
As an interview strategy, I asked the interviewees how they would advise other children
in handling separation from their parents. Rather than dealing with the separation by
advising actively seeking a connection to the remote parent, children advised focusing on the
eventual reunion, spending time with other family members, or finding other distractions:
“I’d probably tell them that they’re not going to work there indefinitely, because
that helped [me] a lot.” (3C)
“You should spend time with your mom when your dad’s away and spend time
with your dad when your mom is away.” (9C)
“Maybe try to like think about other stuff. Like try not to think about that.
Sometimes like watching TV gets my mind off of it.” (8C)
Perhaps because children’s way of managing separation is not focused on direct contact,
children were more likely than adults to be satisfied with the amount of contact during
travel. Nine out of 14 children were satisfied with the current contact, compared to only
four out of 14 adults. Three of the children in this study expressed some level of displeasure
about being obligated to maintain contact with their parent while they travel, because it
takes them away from other activities.
“Evenings is my free time and I’m usually busy with my own things. I don’t
really like to spend time to chit-chat. It’s just not who I am.” (7C)
Several parents confirmed that often children are not motivated to take the time to
speak to them.
“I’m calling from Iraq and he’s like, ‘Dad, my friend is here. I need to go play.’”
(4P)
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Again, it is important to acknowledge the experience of the four out of the 14 children,
all over the age of 10, who did manage separation by actively maintaining contact. Three
of these children had been living with regular separation due to work for more than two
years. I saw evidence that willingness to actively communicate is related to the personality
of the child, his or her age, and the opportunity to practice communicating while apart.
5.3.2 Strategies for Managing Separation
Through my interviews, I identified five specific strategies used by parents and children
to manage separation due to work. For each of these strategies, I discuss the reasons for
employing this strategy, the number of families in this study that have attempted this
strategy and the number that use it regularly, and the limitations of this strategy that may
be addressed with new technology.
5.3.2.1 Scheduled Synchronous Contact with the Home
It is not surprising that all of the families in this study maintained contact through syn-
chronous technologies like the phone and videochat. My contribution is identifying two
specific characteristics of this synchronous contact that were shared by many families: the
contact was scheduled and it consisted of the remote parent contacting multiple members of
the household in a single call. For most of the families I spoke to, typical synchronous com-
munication consisted of the remote parent contacting multiple members of the household
during a pre-established window of time by either calling the house phone or contacting the
collocated adult first.
“I’ll call home every night and then it just kind of depends on who’s here.” (9P)
“I’ll call and see whoever answers, and they’ll say, ‘Oh, do you want to talk to
so and so,’ and I’ll talk to each one for a little bit. But if somebody can’t talk,
that’s okay.” (6P)
Only two families reported that their typical synchronous contact that did not exhibit
these characteristics—family 13 only made sporadic unscheduled contact and family 8 con-
tacted each household member individually rather than calling the house.
There are three advantages of this strategy. First, it allows the remote parent to schedule
the interaction at a time that doesn’t interrupt their work.
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“A lot of times I feel like I’m interrupted, you know. Like I’m in the middle of
something and the phone rings and I’m like, ‘Oh geez, I’ve got to answer.’ I’m
much more of ‘Okay, we’re going to talk at this time. Set it up.’” (7P)
Second, it limits interruption of individual activities of those at home, because only
those who are available to talk participate.
“They also have lots of activities, so it’s too hard to try to figure out when they
might be available. I just call at a certain time and whoever can talk talks.”
(6P)
Lastly, it allows multiple members in the household to participate in the conversation
at the same time, which leads to a sort of synergy and generally a more fun experience:
“Whenever someone else is talking, like my sister or my brother, we all just have
fun, like sometimes I put rabbit ears in front of the other person to make my
mom laugh and stuff.” (6C)
“We’ll say something like an inside joke, and she’ll laugh. And my brother, he’ll
say something weird. We don’t know what he be saying, but we just laugh.”(2C)
However, there are also three limitations that this strategy creates. First of all, because
the interaction is driven by the parent, the child sometimes does not feel empowered to
initiate contact:
“She usually calls us because we don’t know what kind of meeting she’s in right
then or something.” (6C)
Second, it put the remote parent into the difficult position of coming up with regular
topics for conversation:
“They don’t like me to call every day because I ask the same questions ... I’m
forcing myself to be a part of their life when they don’t really have anything
new to talk about.” (4P)
Lastly, four of the 14 households no longer had a communication device shared by
the household (e.g., house phone) so the act of “calling home” must be mediated by the
collocated adult. This can reduce contact with the child if the collocated adult is unavailable
or unwilling to talk. I discuss this issue in more detail in a later subsection.
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5.3.2.2 Spontaneous Asynchronous Phatic Communication
Thirteen out of the 14 families attempted to supplement the scheduled synchronous contact
with spontaneous asynchronous communication over mail, email, or SMS. Eleven of these
13 families used asynchronous communication regularly. Eight of the parents explicitly
mentioned that sending an asynchronous message was the way they dealt with moments
when they miss their child. Asynchronous communication was usually targeted individually
at the child:
“I’ll flood her box with a bunch of e-mails and send her animation things. And
sometimes, I may just overnight her something in the mail. I mean, to get
something with her name on it blows her away.” (10P)
Rather than focusing on instrumental concerns, asynchronous contact was usually phatic
in nature—focused on reinforcing the social bond rather than providing information [115].
Two children describe their emails to their parents:
“I always use big letters and say I love you. They take up like half of the page.
I used to make these little smiley faces and I’d put them on there. Then I’d put
like a little background.” (3C)
“I wouldn’t talk about how I’m feeling, I would just use a lot of those smiley
face pictures.”(4C)
SMS messages were often focused on conveying a sense of connection rather than prac-
tical information exchange.
“Oh, I’ll send her little smiley faces or little messages. Little special, you know,
songs or little gifts through the phone.” (2C)
“I’ll just send him a text and say, ‘Hey, I’m thinking of you. Hope you’re having
a good day’ type thing.” (4P)
Phatic communication was the rule for most of the families who communicated asyn-
chronously (except families 6, 8, and 11, who also used asynchronous communication for
instrumental purposes). There are two limitations of this strategy. First of all, the only
form of asynchronous communication available for individual use with younger children is
mail, because they often do not have phones or email accounts. That makes it difficult
for parents with younger children to enact this strategy. Four parents mentioned struggling
with the idea of buying their child a cell phone to allow them to send messages to each other,
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but not feeling that the child was ready for the responsibility of owning a phone. The sec-
ond issue is that asynchronous communication offers limited opportunities for emotional
expressiveness—a major limitation since it is mostly used for phatic messages.
“...with email, sometimes you will sanitize it a bit; like you’re feeling really sad
but you don’t want the person to know how sad you are.” (3P)
“...you can’t really, like, feel someone’s emotion that they’re, like, feeling. Like if
they don’t want to talk about it then you don’t know what we’re going through.”
(8C)
5.3.2.3 Enlisting the Aid of a Collocated Adult
All of the families in this study talked about seeking help from a collocated adult during
the separation. For children, this was the most listed strategy for managing separation:
“If one of your parents is gone and stuff, then start to talk more to the other
parent too about how you feel and stuff.” (6C)
“She would, you know, would be there and like talk to me, tell me that he’d be
home soon, that it’s all right.”(12C)
For parents, the collocated adult is not only a source of emotional support, but also the
major mechanism by which they stay in touch with the child. The collocated adult serves
as an awareness system about events in the child’s life and encourages the child to speak to
the remote parent:
“It’s [my wife] I’m always phoning ... she’d always make sure that they come to
the phone, you know, talk a little bit ... And she recounts what’s been going on,
especially if there’s anything around school or behaviors or something.” (9P)
“If something comes up, she’ll just normally send it to me on email while she’s
thinking about it. And then when I get to email, I’ll have four, five, six emails
waiting on me, and just get caught up that way” (5P)
Additionally, the collocated parent supported technology use by helping set up any
technology involved in the communication and motivating its use:
“He would make videos with her, so he would actually set up the camera and ev-
erything and they would make videos together to send to me, which she couldn’t
have necessarily done on her own at that time because she was little.”(3P)
However, two of the families in my study were unable to use this strategy routinely:
one (family 2) because the collocated adult was a distant relative unmotivated to maintain
contact and one (family 4) where there was frequent marital conflict between the parents.
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These examples point to the limitations of this strategy. Even in families that are usually
cooperative, there may be times that the collocated adult may be unwilling to participate
fully:
“There were times when, if my husband and I weren’t getting along ... he was
short in answer and so then I’m only able to email with her and that was very
upsetting.” (3P)
In other situations, the collocated adult may be willing to support the communication
but may not have the technical competency to do so in the most effective way:
“...because of her lack of technology awareness, she hasn’t really helped too
much...” (4P)
Lastly, in six of the families parents expressed concern over the additional responsibilities
that their absence introduced to the collocated adult and wanted to limit this overhead.
5.3.2.4 Using Videochat
I discuss the practices of using videochat separately from the synchronous communication
practices highlighted in the previous sections, because using videochat had a different effect
on satisfaction with contact than other types of communication. I did not explicitly recruit
for families that use videochat, yet nine of the 14 families had attempted to do so and five
out of those families used it regularly. As in the previous investigations of videoconferencing
[6], my participants described a number of advantages over the phone, such as being more
emotionally expressive, leading to longer conversations, and allowing show-and-tell:
“She’s always showing me something new she got, something she made in school.
So it’s really, really fun.” (10P)
The availability of video seemed particularly important to parents during longer separations:
“If I had not done the video, it would have been when I left in June till December
when I saw everybody ... So I don’t know that I would have recognized them if
it hadn’t been for the video as often as it was.” (12P)
Videochat seems to be an effective strategy for staying in touch. Eight out of 10 participants
who used videochat routinely were satisfied with their overall contact with their remote
partner, whereas only six out of 18 of those who didn’t use videochat reported being satisfied
with the overall level of communication (80% vs. 33%). So, why is it that so few families
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use it routinely? I discovered three major limitations of videochat that prevented it from
becoming used routinely. First of all, setting up videochat is still a major barrier for families
because it requires at least one knowledgeable user at each location who is willing to deal
with the setup overhead:
“You know if I was to be here and try to get a video call done ... I just know
that it’s gonna be fraught with problems. It’s not gonna be simple. Something
is gonna be wrong ... It doesn’t just have an on/off button.” (9P)
Second, for a relatively large number of families videochat was simply unavailable because
they did not have the necessary infrastructure such as a computer (family 2) or a reliable
Internet connection (families 3, 4, 5):
“When we were deployed, the bandwidth wouldn’t support it and it would lock
up, and you’d end up getting madder about the whole thing. We tried to use it
and it just wasn’t reliable. So that’s the only experience I’ve had with it.” (5P)
Lastly, whether for technical or social reasons, videochat requires a dedicated time and
place for the interaction. Several families mentioned that they used the phone more than
videochat because it supports multitasking:
“If I’m on the phone I could be washing the dishes, or doing other things that
are mindless; whereas with Skype I can’t be doing that because they’ll notice.”
(13P)
“I can walk with [the phone]. That’s what I can’t do as easily while I’m Skyping.”
(6P)
For others it was because the video-chat-enabled computer was often placed in a location
usually used for work or rest rather than a living room.
“I think it’s because she has to be upstairs in her bedroom ... And she’s not in
her bedroom unless she’s going to bed.” (10P)
“We’re supposed to be on the computer at the same time, which usually can’t
happen because I’m not in the [home] office that much.” (13C)
Many families viewed videochat as something only worth attempting on special occasions.
For casual communication, they did not want to “make a big deal of it” (9P) and often
used the phone instead.
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5.3.2.5 Playing Online Games
Four out of the 14 families attempted to incorporate some form of online gaming into their
contact while apart, but only two families used online gaming regularly. Three of these
families tried synchronous casual online games and one tried asynchronous gaming through
Facebook.
Family 12 found online gaming to be so important that they switched videochat clients
to one that provided a larger variety of games. The games that they played online became
part of their in-person interaction as well:
“We would play backgammon or Chinese checkers ... That was excellent. We
even bought a Chinese checkers game after I got back home.” (12P)
However, there are a number of challenges to incorporating online gaming into long-distance
interaction. First of all, children do not necessarily want to see their parents involved in
every game space:
“I don’t want to play online games with my dad. I more like to play on my
own.” (14C)
One avid World of Warcraft player rejected the idea of using it to stay in touch with his
dad:
“That’d be kind of weird. I would feel like he’s watching over me.” (4C)
Second, when gaming is a synchronous interaction, multiple children may want to partic-
ipate at the same time. However, currently multiplayer games are usually set up to allow
only one player per computer. So, while children will often talk to their parent all at the
same time, they have to take turns in order to play with their parent.
“I think there was a couple of games where you could play with more than two
players ... But we didn’t do that often, because we don’t have another computer
at home.” (12C)
Lastly, when playing in-person, parents often have the responsibility of motivating the game
and guiding the younger players. This is very difficult to do with online games, so younger
children may quickly lose interest in the game:
“I try to do some kind of chess play you know, that kind of thing, but with them
is a little difficult because they are still learning ... we tried to do a Monopoly
game one day but it was very slow, the thing is he gets bored.” (1P)
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There was less interest in playing online games together than may have been observed in
previous work (e.g., [125]).
5.4 Discussion
In this section, I put this investigation in the context of other work in this field and point
out some opportunities to further investigate and support work-separated families.
5.4.1 The Unique Situation of Work-Separated Families
While work-separated families share some challenges and needs with other types of parent–
child separation, there are some unique aspects to their situation. I considered the results
of interviews with divorced families [188, 131] to better understand the similarities and
differences between divorced and work-separated parent–child contact.
On first examination, the situation of work-separated families is not in as much need
for intervention as the situation for divorced families. In work-separated families, reintegra-
tion is assumed, so many families are willing to put up with non-optimal communication
technologies as a temporary solution. At least some of the parents and the majority of the
children are willing to minimize long-distance interaction with the understanding that a
forthcoming reunion will provide better opportunities for staying in touch. Overall, nine
of the children and four of the adults in my study were satisfied with the currently avail-
able methods of communication. However, there is a class of families that seems to be
consistently unhappy with the available options for communication. Out of the eight mil-
itary family interviewees, only one was satisfied with the amount of contact during the
deployment. So, while the overall level of satisfaction with current contact is higher for
work-separated families than for divorced families, there are a clearly opportunities where
additional interventions would be welcome.
The second difference between divorced and work-separated families is the greater expec-
tation of conflict in the former. Work-separated families make greater use of the collocated
adult, whose cooperation is expected. The presence of this ally makes the work-separated
situation easier to handle. However, my interviews revealed that even in intact work-
separated families, conflict between the remote and collocated adult can limit interaction
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with the child. In divorced families, this conflict is anticipated and families implement
strategies to minimize the effect of this conflict on the relationship between the remote
parent and the child. Work-separated families do not usually prepare alternative routes of
communication and strategies for managing conflict. In this way, when the conflict does
occur, its effects may be more serious.
Lastly, a big difference between separation due to work and other types of parent–child
separation is the relative lack of control by the remote parent over their environment. In di-
vorced families or other permanent separations, the parent may be more able to invest in the
necessary infrastructure to support richer forms of interaction. Work-separated families may
not have access to the necessary infrastructure or the influence to create such infrastructure
either because their relocation is short-term or because they are in an infrastructure-poor
location (as is often the case for military families [50]). Additionally, work-separated par-
ents may have less control over their time while away for work and fewer opportunities to
develop permanent social strategies for maintaining contact with their children. In essence,
while divorced families may sculpt their permanent environment to support maintaining
contact, work-separated families must often make do with temporary solutions that they
can bring into the situation with them.
5.4.2 Non-Consensus in Work-Separated Families
Studies of communication technologies for the home often emphasize families that seek
out more opportunities to communicate. It is a common trend in discussing domestic
communication technology to focus on harmony and consensus. However, recent work in
the HCI domain points out that conflict, disruption, and non-consensus are also part of
family life and the way families use technology [46]. To contribute to this conversation, I
highlight the finding that there is often a lack of consensus between parents and children
in work-separated families as to what constitutes “enough” communication.
My study showed that the need to increase contact is a characteristic common of trav-
eling parents, but less commonly seen in children. Spending more time communicating
with the remote parent may in fact interfere with the strategies used by children to cope
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with the separation. To them, the time is better spent connecting with a collocated adult
and focusing on things other than being apart. While only three children expressed dis-
pleasure with excessive contact from their traveling parent, a number of parents expressed
frustration with short conversation and single-word replies. At least one previous project
has considered giving the child the power to determine the amount of communication—the
eKiss system allowed only the child to send messages to the system and did not provide
the parent with any means of prompting for communication [43]. They found that children
did not share as much as the researcher had expected or as much as their parents had
hoped. This is additional evidence that children are not as motivated to communicate as
their parents may be.
In designing new communication technologies for families, designers are implicitly sup-
porting the desires of the typical parent over the desires of the typical child. Perhaps,
designers are justified in making this decision in the spirit of meeting the needs rather than
satisfying the desires of the child. However, it is important for designers to consider the
obligation to communicate that their system may impose on the child and what may happen
if the parent’s expectations for communication are not met.
5.4.3 Opportunities in Designing for Separation
There are three clear opportunities in designing for work-separated families that emerged
from these interviews: designing for synchronous communication with multiple children, de-
signing for direct asynchronous communication between the parent and child, and designing
for infrastructure-poor environments.
Synchronous communication in work-separated families often occurs between the re-
mote parent and multiple members of the household simultaneously. Videochat supports
participation by multiple individuals and is reportedly used this way quite frequently [6].
However, the synchronous communication technologies that we have been designing as a
community seem to focus on contact with one child at a time [189, 57, 142]. In the inter-
views, families talked about the synergy that occurs when multiple children are able to talk
to their parent together. HCI researchers should consider placing a greater emphasis on
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designing to support this configuration.
Though there have been several previous projects looking at asynchronously sending
photos from a mobile device to a public display or blog [43, 117, 178], there is an opportunity
to explore designing devices that allow the parent and child to exchange asynchronous
messages directly. My study showed that though synchronous communication tends to
occur “with the household,” asynchronous communication is often targeted directly to the
child. Parents mentioned that sending a message just to the child is a way of making him
or her feel special. Though cell phones currently fulfill this functionality for older children,
mail is often the only available form of asynchronous contact with younger children—a clear
opportunity for new designs. In creating novel methods of asynchronous communication,
it is important to keep in mind that such a system would be most helpful if it provided
opportunities for including color, images, and animations. The participants emphasized that
these are important to the way that children express themselves in asynchronous messages.
Perhaps the biggest need in designing for work-separated families is in supporting mili-
tary parents. These families face a combination of three challenges that make the separation
particularly difficult: the separation is usually long-term, there is usually a significant time
zone difference, and there is usually very limited access to communications infrastructure
[50]. Using videochat is a key strategy for other work-separated families, but one that is
often denied to this group. These families have found creative ways of appropriating com-
munication technologies that are otherwise not very child-friendly, such as email. There
is a clear opportunity to provide expressive, low-bandwidth means of communication for
these families. Some of these prospects are being explored by Sesame Workshop’s Family
Connections2, but there are still many opportunities for future work.
5.4.4 Opportunities in Investigating Separation
There are two directions for future investigation: studying the role of the collocated adult
and further investigating the role of games in staying in touch.
The collocated adult plays a key role in work-separated families. Aside from serving
2http://www.familiesnearandfar.org/
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as emotional support, a human awareness system, and encouraging communication, they
are in the difficult position of reconciling the sometimes conflicting strategies for managing
separation enacted by the child and the remote parent. Though these interviews revealed
some of the responsibilities of these individuals, a follow-up study looking specifically at
collocated adults in work-separated families would allows the community to better under-
stand the challenges they face, the strategies they use, and how to support them in their
role.
These interviews revealed a tension in how families use online games to stay in touch.
While two families found it helpful, others rejected the idea of playing games together for
various reasons. This seems contrary to the previous suggestion that activities together are
a more natural way for parents and children to stay in touch than simply talking [188] and
to previous accounts of families playing together online [125]. As a community, designing
for remote play between parents and children has been a key approach taken by several
projects [45, 120, 57], but all of these system presented only preliminary evaluations so it is
interesting to consider what would happen in a longer deployment. Our assumptions as a
community about the benefit of games for connecting parents and children may not reflect
the reality of long-distance parent–child interaction, so HCI researchers should investigate
this in more detail. What aspects of games contribute to families adopting online gaming
as a strategy for staying in touch? In what situations can online gaming be an effective
strategy and in what situations do families reject it?
5.5 Conclusion
When separated by work travel, parents and children adopt strategies to manage being
apart. Parents often turn to synchronous and asynchronous communication technologies in
order to maintain a consistent presence in the child’s life. Scheduled synchronous commu-
nication with the entire household is supplemented with spontaneous asynchronous contact
with each child individually. Videochat is a successful strategy for staying in touch when it
is used, but is often unavailable or impractical for regular use. Unlike their parents, children
often do not seek out communication but rather focus on managing separation by spending
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more time with a collocated adult. It is often up to the collocated adult to balance the
gap in motivation to communicate between the parent and child. Current communication
practices are meeting the needs of many work-separated families, but not the needs of mil-
itary families. A designer focusing on work-separated families should consider the tension
between the amount of contact desired by the parent and child, the role of the collocated
adult, supporting existing synchronous and asynchronous communication practices, and
designing for situations with limited infrastructure.
This investigation allowed me to examine parent–child separation from a context other
than divorce. I found a rich area for future investigations that presents distinct challenges
from divorced families. However, I also saw that a large proportion of work-separated
families (excluding military ones) were already satisfied with their remote communication.
Divorced families seemed to face communication challenges more consistently, so I saw a
greater opportunity for impact in pursuing the context of divorce more explicitly in the
remainder of my thesis work. However, the interviews described in this and the previous
chapter highlighted for me the nuanced nature of family communication and the importance
of understanding the emotional consequences of a technological intervention. In the next
chapter, I describe an effort to contribute to the ongoing discussion of how these aspects may
be evaluated, through the creation and initial validation of a questionnaire for measuring
the affective benefits and costs of communication technologies.
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CHAPTER VI
TOWARDS A VALID AND RELIABLE METRIC OF THE
AFFECTIVE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES
One of my goals in creating and deploying systems for separated families is to be able
to rigorously compare novel prototypes to other communication systems used by families.
Through conversation with other researchers in the domain, I discovered that no validated
instruments were currently commonly used in such evaluations but that the community had
an interest in the development of such tools [128]. This was the main impetus for creating
and validating a questionnaire to aid designers in evaluating communication technologies.
This chapter presents the design and validation of a questionnaire for measuring the Af-
fective Benefits and Costs of Communication Technologies (ABCCT). 1 Motivated by the
need to support evaluations of technologies for intra-family communication that include also
children as participants, I have developed and validated two versions of this instrument one
for adults and the other for child users. I describe the pilot use of this instrument with 45
children and 110 adults, concluding that the ABCCT has acceptable inter-item reliability.
I present interviews with 14 children and 14 adults, which support the validity of the in-
strument in that the ABCCT measures the same constructs that may emerge through an
interview investigation. I show that the ABCCT has high test–retest reliability and con-
vergent validity with the SCQ metric of social connectedness. Next, I demonstrate that the
ABCCT is sensitive enough to discriminate between different communication technologies
and results in findings that are consistent with previous work in the field. Finally, I discuss
1This work is currently under review for inclusion in the HCI Journal. Panos Markopoulos contributed
greatly to the conceptualization of this project. Fatima Boujarwah contributed to the interview analysis.
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the limitations of the ABCCT and provide recommendations for using this instrument. The
full text of both the child and adult versions of the questionnaire is provided in Appendix
A.
6.1 Motivation
Informal social communication has traditionally been supported by generic communication
media originally intended for work- and task-related purposes. For example, communication
for most families relies on the telephone, text messaging, and more recently videoconfer-
encing [95]. However, since the turn of the millennium, interest has been growing regarding
technologies that are aimed specifically at supporting affect-oriented communication. Re-
lated innovations often rely on conventional technologies like browsers accessed on desktops
(e.g., [137]). Others develop special purpose devices that enable informal social interactions
(e.g., [82, 189]). Moreover, industrial designers have been exploring how communication
tied to sensing and actuating can render a wide range of physical objects into carriers and
enablers of affective communication. Some of the diverse designs in this domain include the
Feather, Scent and Shake [166], doll houses [59], lampshades [78], and jewelry [135].
As the field progresses from early design explorations to robust technologies intended
to address specific separation contexts, the need arises to support the empirical evaluation
of the emerging user experience with quantitative measures. Given its subjective nature,
user experience is typically evaluated with self-report methods: interviews, questionnaires,
diaries, etc. The field of HCI has thus directed considerable attention to evaluating the user
experience; however efforts to develop related questionnaires have considered user experience
in a very narrow sense, tied to the interactivity offered by the device rather than placing
it in the context of human activity. A well known example is the AttrakDiff questionnaire
that extends traditional notions of usability with the hedonic aspects of interacting with
a device [77]. Valuable though they may be, such instruments and related research need
to be complemented by evaluation methodology and instruments that are specific to the
human activity that the interactive technology supports and that can characterize its effects
in doing so. Specifically for affect-oriented communication one question that arises is: How
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do we evaluate such a diverse set of ideas and associated systems to understand their effect
on the users and their relationships?
Given this broader and more holistic consideration of interactive technology, it follows
that traditional laboratory evaluations that have characterized much of usability oriented
evaluations are of limited utility, giving way to field testing as the golden standard for the
evaluation of a novel social communication system. Field deployments of interactive systems
allow for “exploring user understandings, practices and the eventual uses” of the novel sys-
tem [24]. In particular, field deployments of social communication systems published in the
research literature typically last between 1 and 8 weeks and include between 1 and 14 house-
holds. Typically, researchers log systems use (e.g., any messages sent through the system)
and interview the users before and after the deployment. This approach provides rich qual-
itative data about system adoption and appropriation, prompting and guiding subsequent
improvements of the system. However, relying exclusively on qualitative methods presents
some problems for this domain. One of the main problems is that a lack of agreed-upon met-
rics makes it difficult to draw generalizable conclusions across investigations, deployments,
and systems (as discussed in, [128, 180]). It is difficult to compare a specific technology
system systematically either to earlier technologies or to alternate versions with different
subsets of features. As such, one can only theorize as to which features of a new design are
effective at supporting communication, which aspects of the results reflect the distinctive
aspects of the trial population, or what conclusions can be drawn by examining the sum of
work in this domain. I propose that some of these challenges can be addressed by adopting
a common approach for measuring the costs and benefits of communication systems, in
addition to the commonly used qualitative methods.
A few attempts have been made already towards developing an instrument to allow
the quantitative evaluation of affective aspects of communication technologies. These are
reviewed in the following section. In this paper I present the Affective Benefits and Costs
of Communication Technologies (ABCCT) questionnaire as one such potential common
approach to the problem of evaluating communication technologies. Originally aimed at
evaluating communication media used by children, it allows the evaluation of such media
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for adults as well. The ABCCT provides the following benefits over related instruments:
• It addresses the use of the specific technology in question, rather than connectedness
or relationship quality in general.
• It is applicable to both synchronous and asynchronous communication technologies.
• It is contains less than 30 items, so it takes less than 10 minutes to fill out.
• It can be used with both children and adults, with preliminary reliability and validity
metrics provided for both groups.
• It highlights both emotional benefits and emotional costs that a system may introduce.
• It is sensitive enough to show differences between two similar communication systems.
I developed the ABCCT questionnaire by building extensively on previous work, though
collaborations with experts in the field, and through an analysis of interviews with sepa-
rated parents and children. I piloted the questionnaire and tested its reliability through
deployments with 45 children and 110 adults. I validated the benefits portion of the ques-
tionnaire by correlating answers on the ABCCT with an existing validated metric of social
connectedness. I continued to validate the questionnaire by comparing interview data about
technology use gathered from 14 adults and 14 children with their responses to the ABCCT.
I also collected test–retest reliability statistics from the same sample. Though this provides
only an initial reliability and validity analysis, it strongly suggests that the ABCCT is a
promising metric for evaluating communication technologies.
6.2 Related Work on Evaluating Communication Technologies
I provide an overview of the current evaluation methods for social communication tech-
nologies and a review of currently available questionnaires for evaluating these types of
systems.
6.2.1 Review of Evaluation Methods for Social Communication Technologies
I identified 35 papers published in archival HCI venues (e.g., CHI, CSCW) that presented
and evaluated novel communication technologies for families, friends, or couples (see Figure
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5). While I do not claim that this is an exhaustive list of all work done, I believe that it
provides a representative sample of work in this space to understand the current practices
of evaluating novel social communication technologies.
A significant proportion of papers in the HCI domain present novel communication
technology ideas (e.g., [53, 166]) or even novel systems (e.g., [172, 174]) but do not provide
any sort of evaluation. In this analysis, I include only those papers that provide a discussion
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Figure 5: Previous lab and field evaluations of novel communication technologies for the
home. Those that included questionnaires are highlighted in boldface.
of a system evaluation. Of the 35 papers that provide an evaluation (see Figure 5), 10
papers (29%) reported lab study evaluations. Most papers used passive observations and
interviews in the evaluation, though 2 papers [191, 142] also employed structured observation
using specific validated criteria for the evaluation. Eleven papers (32%) involved field
deployments of 1 – 4 weeks. All of these collected logs of system use and conducted periodic
interviews with participants. Thirteen papers (38%) involved field deployments of 5 – 12
weeks. Most of these collected logs of system use and interviews with participants; two of
these also collected diaries of participants’ experiences. This demonstrates the prevalence
of qualitative methods as a means of user based evaluation in this field.
Only five of the studies I investigated included structured pre- and post-deployment
questionnaires to understand the impact of system’s use on the social relationships of the
study participants. This is surprising, because investigations of family communication in the
social science domain quite frequently involve the use of validated questionnaires in addition
to other methods [129]. Kaye et al. stated that “participants were asked to subjectively
rate the effectiveness and level of intimacy of their current methods of communication” [92].
No other detail was provided on the questions used or the effectiveness of these metrics.
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Rowan & Mynatt stated that they “attempted to measure changes of perceived awareness
and connectedness by asking [participants] to rank these indicators using a Likert scale
daily in their diary.” [150] Unfortunately, this metric did not yield useful results as they
saw a ceiling effect. Khan et al. took measures before the introduction of their experimental
system to support intra-family awareness, after a week of use, and a week after the end of
this intervention [96]. They did not apply any validated instrument for the evaluation but
directly asked their participants to evaluate four aspects: the reassurance it provides, how it
helps them coordinate, their ability to communicate emotions, and how it helps express to
the other that they are on your mind. Their results could attribute relevant benefits directly
to the use of the system, but the specific questions posed would be very difficult to re-use
in another context. Romero et al. report a two week deployment of an experimental system
in which they compared measures prior to and after a week of using their system [148]. For
the quantitative evaluation they used the Affective Benefits and Costs questionnaire (ABC-
Q), a predecessor to the instrument presented here, that was developed for the purposes of
that study [83]. That questionnaire had an excellent internal consistency as a whole (a =
0.86). However, the only validation was the measurements collected from 11 participants
in a single case study deployment of novel technology. Though its results were not in
conflict with the qualitative data collected through diaries and interviews, no quantitative
measure of agreement was provided. Additionally, the ABC-Q was not appropriate for use
with children who were thus excluded from the quantitative evaluation, and subsequent
applications have shown it to be difficult to understand and to apply in relation to diverse
technologies, making its revision necessary. This chapter presents significant changes to the
original affective benefits and costs questionnaire, validates the resulting questionnaire with
a more rigorous quantitative approach, and extends it for use with children.
I do not advocate that qualitative methods should replaced or abandoned, but rather
want to support a mixed methods approach. I agree with Brown et al. that field trials
present inherent challenges that could be ameliorated through diversifying the methods
and approaches used in understanding system use [24]. Qualitative methods provide rich
descriptions of system use and point to potential areas of improvements. On the other hand,
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collecting quantitative and structured data about how the system is perceived through
the use of questionnaires better supports comparison between pre- and post-deployment
experiences, between multiple novel systems, and between different versions of the same
technology. This may be particularly important in the field of communication technology.
Figure 5 reveals that participant numbers tend to be fairly small for these studies (with two
recent notable exceptions [112, 145]). In order to be able to draw meaningful conclusions
across systems and deployments, it is helpful to use standard methods that would allow
combining and comparing data across investigations. My hope is that the ABCCT can
provide one such standardized approach.
Lastly, none of the papers I have examined represented a between-participant approach.
In other words, no studies in HCI have attempted two compare the use of two different
social communication interventions in any way other than within subjects. This leads
to possible biases in field trials where the participants try to be “good participants” by
providing favorable feedback about the experimental system or changing their behavior to
match the researcher’s demands [24]. In a blind between-participant study, participants
would be expected to display equal demand bias towards the systems tested since they
would not know if the system they are using is the experimental or the control, allowing for
a more valid comparison. Creating a standardized questionnaire for understanding the costs
and benefits of communication technologies may make such a between-participant approach
more viable.
6.2.2 Using Survey Instruments for Evaluating Communication Technologies
There are a number of survey instruments in social science that one might consider using to
evaluate affective costs and benefits of communication technologies. Noller & Feeney provide
a review of validated questionnaires for measuring characteristics of family communication
[129]. A person’s general positive and negative affect can be measured using the Positive
and Negative Affect Schedule [173]. Further, there are a number of metrics for assessing
the quality of any specific relationship, such as the Quality of Relationships Inventory
[139] or the Parent–Child Relationship Questionnaire [61]. One could imagine that such
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measures could be taken before and after the introduction of a novel technology to evaluate
its impact. However, these instruments measure characteristics that remain fairly stable
over time. There is no evidence to show that any of these instruments would be sensitive
enough to detect a subtle change in a relationship, communication pattern, or personal
affect that may be caused by a 1 – 12 week usage of a novel communication system, which
is typical and feasible for field tests in this domain.
There are a few attempts within HCI literature to design survey instruments specifically
aimed at evaluating the affective aspects of communication technologies. Traditionally
a focus on synchronous media and especially those intending to emulate and substitute
physical co-presence of communicating parties, gave rise to the notion of Social Presence, the
sensation remote communicators experience of being together. Validated inventories have
been developed by Short, Williams, and Christie [161] and more recently the Networked
Minds Social Presence questionnaire [76] aimed at measuring social presence in various
communication technologies. These instruments have been used extensively for evaluating
communication media and in a few cases also in the context of field trials, to evaluate
affect-oriented communication media, as for example Romero et al. did in the context of
a field trial lasting two weeks [148]. The limitations of such instruments pertain to the
operationalization of social presence, which is not applicable for asynchronous systems and
is not necessarily a relevant aspect of the emerging user experience when informal social
media are discussed.
Recognizing this need, W. IJsselsteijn et al. developed the Affective Benefits and Costs
Questionnaire which provides the basis for the ABCCT presented in this chapter [83]. The
ABC-Q scales were identified as a result of extensive interviews, diaries, and email diary
studies. The scales of the original questionnaire are the following:
Obligations: social obligations felt or created as a result of the communication activity.
Expectations: raised expectations or unmet expectations for communication.
Threats to Privacy: the extent to which communication threatens one’s privacy.
Thinking About: thinking about each other and knowing one is thought about.
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Need to Be Informed: knowledge of other people’s activities.
Staying in Touch: the feeling of being connected.
Sharing Experience: how much one feels other people are involved in his/her life, sharing
experiences.
Recognition: the extent to which each other’s feelings are understood.
Group Attraction: the feeling of being part of a group.
ABC-Q was found to have an excellent internal consistency (a = 0.86) and was applied
by its creators for evaluating a novel communication system, which supported the validity
of the ABC-Q as qualitative data largely confirmed the quantitative results [148]. ABC-Q
has been used widely in several research groups and industry projects; however it appears
challenging for respondents. For example, the ABC-Q consists of 60 items which makes
it too long for most studies (especially those with young children), the reciprocal items
it includes require perspective-taking that is beyond the abilities of younger children, and
it mixes questions regarding specific technologies with general contact questions (making
it difficult to use it to compare specific technologies). These issues have resulted to the
exclusion of children as respondents in studies where the ABC-Q has been applied (see for
example, [148]).
The ambition to link measurement to the theoretically founded notion of belongingness
[14] prompted the development of the Social Connectedness Questionnaire (SCQ) [176] .
This instrument combines items of an earlier questionnaire on social connectedness and the
inclusion of other in scale [10], in an attempt to measure the satisfaction of having sufficient
social contact with one specific person, or with one’s social network in its totality [106].
The SCQ was conceived to be used in a similar manner to the ABC-Q: Comparing pre-
and post- measures can reveal potential benefits deriving from using a newly introduced
communication technology in real life for some period of time [16]. From the perspective
of an interaction designer, an inherent weakness of this approach shared by the SCQ and
ABC-Q is that the evaluation of user attitudes does not refer to a specific medium. In
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other words, you can ask about a person’s overall connectedness experience, but not about
how a specific technology has shaped that overall experience. Linking the measured effects
to this technology is then an issue handled in experimental design and requires that the
introduction of a novel application can make a sufficient difference even in a short period of
time. Further, I note that social connectedness was originally but one subscale of the ABC-
Q, measuring one of the eight potential benefits of communication media. The SCQ only
evaluates this specific benefit of a new technology and is silent about potential downsides
which are crucial to the designer of systems that increase social connectedness.
In summary, I can conclude that the ABC-Q as it was originally conceived is the only
self-report instrument that addresses the need of the interaction designer in relation to
measuring affective costs and benefits of communication technologies. It has high internal
consistency but does so at the expense of its length (60 items). The limitations listed above
render it inadequate for use in evaluating new media, especially when children are involved
as field-test participants. The SCQ is too limited in scope, covering only one of the eight
benefits originally included in ABC-Q, it is not appropriate for children participants, and it
is excessively long and difficult to answer. Additionally, both instruments do not evaluate
a specific technology but the attitude of a person regarding their social network or relation
to a specific other.
To address these challenges I have continued the development of the ABC-Q in a dif-
ferent direction: (1) respondents are required to evaluate the experience of using a specific
communication medium to communicate with a specific individual and (2) I have developed
two versions of the questionnaire one for adults and one for children. Validating question-
naire instruments with children is a fairly new development in the field of psychometrics, as
traditionally the attitudes of children have been gathered through proxies such as parents
and teachers [17]. However, HCI and related fields have customarily acknowledged the value
of working directly with the child (see [193]). Currently, investigations with children are
generally done through qualitative methods such as interviews, observations, think-aloud,
and participatory design [2]. There are few validated structured methods for gathering
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children’s opinions about technology. Some notable exceptions are the three methods pre-
sented as part of the Fun Toolkit [147]. The first is the Smileyometer scale, which asks
the child to rate the interaction with a particular technology on a picture-based scale of
5 smiley faces. The second is the Fun Sorter, which asks children to rank several tried
technologies from best to worst. The third is the Again-Again table which asks children to
say whether they would like to use a particular technology again: “Yes,” “No,” or “Maybe.”
The value of these methods is that they could be employed in any technology evaluation,
but this general nature also introduces a shortcoming. Each technology is evaluated as
whole, making it hard to understand the pros and cons and trade-offs that exist between
multiple systems. The ABCCT addresses these shortcomings by allowing children to rate
communication technologies on several cost and benefit scales.
6.3 Designing the ABCCT Questionnaire
In order to design the ABCCT Questionnaire, I conducted a review of previous work looking
at communication technology use in families. I worked with experts to condense and refine
my scales. The resulting scales were piloted with children and adults. Most relevant scales
were retained in the ABCCT, resulting in a 7-scale questionnaire.
6.3.1 Generating the Scales
I created the children’s ABCCT first and then adopted it for use by adults. Creating a survey
appropriate for children forced me simplify wording and make the questions more clear.
Adult participants appreciate these features as much as children do, so it was reasonable to
move from the child version to the adult version. Four types of previous work were used to
generate the original ABCCT scales and questions: the adult ABC-Q [83], the theoretical
background provided in related literature (see Figure 6), re-coding of the interviews from
a previously conducted study of parent–child communication in divorced families [188], and
brainstorming by two experts in designing for social connectedness. The original drafting
yielded 12 scales with at least 5 questions per scale (total 90 items).
To shorten the survey, I decided to narrow the scope of the survey to only include
affective benefits and costs. As a result, the “Coordination” scale was dropped from Benefits
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Figure 6: Original ABCCT scales and support for each scale in previous literature. [21]
[31] [53] [54] [65] [78] [81] [97] [124] [135] [138] [149] [148] [154] [156] [171] [174] [179] [178]
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and the “Efforts of Scheduling” and “Cost of Initiating and Composing” scales were dropped
from Costs. I do think that these issues are important in how a communication technology
is interpreted and adopted, but they relate to logistical rather than emotional needs. As
part of future work, it would be appropriate to design a different instrument to address
these aspects of communication technologies.
In the children’s version of the questionnaire, I removed any reciprocity scales and ques-
tions (e.g., “My partner worries about me violating their privacy”), because development
literature shows that it is challenging for children to conceptualize another person’s world
view [165]. Review and discussion of the resulting measure by 2 experts lead to eliminating
23 questions and rewriting a significant portion of the remaining questions. This resulted
in a draft of the survey with 8 scales and 55 items. Figure 6 lists these original scales and
related literature that supports the inclusion of each scale.
However, the reader should be aware of two limitations of this literature review. First,
this review focuses on the reported costs and benefits of communication technologies used
by families, rather than friends or acquaintances. The main reason for this is that there is
very little work on communication technology use by children outside of the family setting.
Second, this review was conducted in 2009, so there are new sources of evidence available for
these scales that are not represented in this analysis. More recent publications also confirm
the constructs presented through my scales (e.g., [89]), however since these publications
were not considered when the questionnaire was conceived, I do not include them in the
discussion of the design (however, I do reference later work in the evaluation and discussion
of my findings). In order to create the adult version of the ABCCT, I added reciprocity
items to the appropriate scales, slightly reworded 3 questions to reflect a more sophisticated
understanding of emotional states, and added items to the “Opportunity for Social Support”
scale to represent both giving and receiving support.
6.3.2 Piloting the Survey
I followed Bell’s guidelines in designing and testing the children’s questionnaires, by con-
ducting comprehensive pretesting, including cognitive interviewing [17]. To pilot the survey
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with children, 3 nine- and ten-year-old boys were asked to complete the ABCCT-Child
one-on-one with the researcher while reasoning out loud. By observing when the children
became restless while taking the survey, I noted that it needed to be cut in size by half.
The next draft of the survey restructured two of the scales and eliminated 9 questions that
the children found unclear. The resulting measure was piloted with another 4 ten-year old
children using a think-aloud protocol. From this pilot, the next draft had one scale elimi-
nated, most questions refined and redundant ones eliminated, resulting in an 8-scale, 32 item
questionnaire (4 questions per scale). Following, an additional deployment (see following
section), factorial analysis was done on the survey results leading to one item being moved
to a different scale and to the merging of two closely-related scales. Ten questions were
omitted in an effort to shorten the survey and remove confusing questions. The resulting
draft consisted of the 7-scale, 22-item ABCCT-Child questionnaire.
A pilot was conducted with 8 adults, asking them to complete the ABCCT-Adult one-
on-one with the researcher while reasoning out loud. This led to a slight rewording of all
of the questions along with removing 2 questions that seemed to be confusing to multiple
participants. The changes to the survey from piloting with adults were relatively minor, as
I had already worked out the majority of the problems through piloting with children. The
final result was the 7-scale, 27-item2 ABCCT-Adult.
6.3.3 ABCCT Final Scales
My process of design, consultation with experts, and piloting of the surveys allowed me to
focus the survey and refine the scales to the 4 major affective benefits and 3 major affective
costs of communication technologies. In this section, I provide detailed descriptions of each
scale.
Benefit 1: Emotional Expressiveness. One benefit of a communication technology may
be the ability to share emotional states with a partner. This includes both being able
to express one’s own feelings and being able to perceive the feelings expressed by the
2The final survey actually consists of 26 items, as one question was omitted to improve inter-item relia-
bility of the Engagement & Playfulness scale (see later section)
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partner.
Benefit 2: Engagement & Playfulness. Social communication is frequently character-
ized by playful exchanges and other attempts at making the communication more
engaging for both partners. The ABCCT asks whether the communication via a cer-
tain medium is fun and exciting to the participant. Adults may also be sensitive as
to whether the communication was engaging to their partner, so the adult version
includes a reciprocity item.
Benefit 3: Presence-In-Absence. Presence-In-Absence is defined as the “subjective sense
of social others whilst separated from them by time or space” [81]. Some communica-
tion technologies may be more suited to fostering feelings of “closeness” or “connect-
edness” to a partner, as well as better supporting specific behaviors like remembering
a contact or frequently thinking about each other.
Benefit 4: Opportunity for Social Support. One of the great possible benefits of com-
munication technologies is the opportunity to provide social support without being
physically present. This includes a general sense of the other person “being there” for
you, reducing negative affect (such as soothing anxiety), or increasing positive affect
(such as feeling “special” or loved). This may also include more instrumental forms of
support such as giving advice or helping make a decision. While social support is usu-
ally bilateral between two adults, it is often unilateral in the direction of the child. As
such, ABCCT-Adult includes items about both providing and about receiving social
support.
Cost 1: Feeling Obligated. A communication technology may introduce an unwanted
obligation to connect. This may include feeling compelled to communicate or respond
when you would rather not do so and even feelings of guilt over not maintaining
adequate communication. The adult version of the questionnaire also includes a reci-
procity item, since adults are often sensitive of situations where they might be creating
obligations for others.
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Cost 2: Unmet Expectations. A given communication technology may increase expec-
tations for communication. When these expectations are not met, participants may
experience negative affect. Expectations may include the frequency of contact, how
quickly a person returns a missed contact, and how much attention is devoted to the
communication. On the ABCCT, I ask only about the frequency of situations where
unmet expectations actually result in negative affect. Lastly, the adult version of this
scale also includes a reciprocity item, as negative emotions can result from feeling that
you are not meeting your partner’s expectations.
Cost 3: Threat to Privacy. A communication technology in the home may be seen as
invading a very private space. This scale includes three major aspects: concerns over
your communication partner being able to see or hear something you may want to
keep secret, concerns over others in the environment overhearing the communication,
and concerns that the communication may be invading the partner’s privacy. The
last aspect is another example of a reciprocity item and thus only present on the
ABCCT-Adult.
6.4 Methods
I conducted three studies to gather reliability and validity measures of the ABCCT. I
deployed the child version survey and discussed it in focus groups with 45 children. I
deployed the adult version of the survey online with 110 adult participants. Lastly, I
conducted interviews and deployed the survey with 14 adults and 14 children in families
where a parent travels frequently for work. I discuss the results of these studies in the
following sections. In this section, I give an overview of my procedure in each study.
6.4.1 Deployment and Focus Groups with Children
Following the initial pilots described earlier in this chapter, I proceeded to test the ABCCT
with a larger group of children to gather reliability statistics and to continue refining the
question set (more details about this study can be found in [192]). The study was conducted
at a school in Preston, England with 45 eight- to ten-year-old children participating in
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testing the survey. Children were excused from class for 20 minutes in groups of 6 at a
time. The survey was read aloud by the researcher to each group of 6 children as they filled
it out. The children were observed as they completed the survey and confusing questions
were noted. After completing the survey, each group of six was led by the researcher to
discuss which questions seemed to be most problematic. From the focus group responses,
the authors identified questions that needed to be reworded or removed from the survey.
The survey responses were analyzed quantitatively to gather metrics of inter-item reliability.
6.4.2 Deployment with Adults
To pilot the ABCCT with adults, I created an online version of the questionnaire. A link
to the questionnaire was circulated using social networking media (Facebook and Twitter),
emailed to the general Georgia Tech College of Computing mailing list, and posted in the
craigslist.com “Volunteer” section. Each participant was asked to fill out the ABCCT for
a relationship and communication technology of their choosing. There was also a comment
area where they were asked to provide general feedback about the questionnaire. A total of
113 participants completed the questionnaire. Two entries were removed from the analysis
as the participants rated multiple communication technologies in a single survey instead of
selecting one specific technology. One entry was removed because the participant gave the
same answer to all questions and took less than 1 minute to complete the survey, suggesting
he or she did not read the questions. The remaining 110 questionnaires were analyzed
quantitatively to gather metrics of inter-item reliability and to understand differences in
how different communication technologies were rated.
6.4.3 Interviews and Surveys with Parent–Child Pairs
The process of designing the questionnaire allowed me to make sure that the questions
and scales aligned with the previous work in evaluating communication technologies. The
process of deploying the questionnaire with large groups of children and adults allowed me
to make sure that questions corresponded with scales in ways that I would expect and gather
general comments about the face validity of the questionnaire from the target participants.
However, to more rigorously measure the reliability and validity of the questionnaire, I
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conducted a follow-up study with a smaller number of participants that allowed me to see
how the results of the ABCCT corresponded to other measures of affects and benefits of
communication technologies and see whether the results on the ABCCT remained stable
over time for each participant.
6.4.3.1 Participants
I wanted to be able to gather measures about both the ABCCT-Child and the ABCCT-
Adult, so I recruited families who frequently used communication technologies and who
were willing to participate in in-depth interviews. Families where one parent travels for
work frequently met the criteria for this study. I interviewed parent–child pairs from 14
different families separated by work, speaking to the traveling parent and one of their
children (selected by the parent) between the ages of 7 and 13. I wanted the children to be
old enough to be able to reflect on their experience, yet young enough to be considered a child
rather than a teenager. Recruiting was done through word-of-mouth, ads on craigslist.org,
and through local military support organizations.
6.4.3.2 Proceedure
I conducted hour-long semi-structured interviews with each participant. The questions
focused on the participants’ general experiences with the separation, how they manage
contact during separation, and how they use technology to stay in touch. Lastly, I also
asked a series of more specific questions about their experiences with the two most common
technologies they use, specifically what they see as the costs and benefits of each technology.
In this chapter, I focus specifically on the costs and benefits of communication technologies
reported in the interviews (a detailed discussion of my overall findings in this study can be
found in [187]).
In addition to the interview, I collected several survey measures from each participant
about how they used communication technologies. After the interview, each parent and
child responded to ABCCT questionnaires for the two technologies they used most fre-
quently to stay in touch. I read the ABCCT questionnaire out loud to each participant
younger than 10 and recorded the answers; older participants were given the paper version
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of the questionnaire to fill out independently. I also asked each adult to fill out a Social
Connectedness Questionnaire [176] specific to his or her relationship with the child inter-
viewed (unfortunately, no child version of the Connectedness Questionnaire is available).
Finally, all adult study participants were contacted again two weeks after the interview and
asked to fill out another version of the ABCCT questionnaire for the same technologies
they had previously discussed. I also asked that each parent verbally administer another
ABCCT-Child to the child who participated in the study.
6.4.3.3 Analysis
All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed by me. The interview transcripts were
analyzed by creating thematic connections using a data-driven approach [155]. With each
pass through the interview data, themes were refined until a set of distinct themes emerged.
In addition to this data-driven approach, I identified all statements in the interview that
corresponded to any of the scales on the ABCCT. For each participant, I examined all
interview statements corresponding to any of the ABCCT scales. Based on these interview
statements, each participant was assigned a score of either “low,” “medium,” “high,” or
“insufficient information” for each ABCCT scale. For three randomly selected participants,
the lead author and an independent coder scored interview statements for each scale. The
agreement between me and the independent coder was for 0.80 over the 42 codes (3 par-
ticipants * 7 scales * 2 communication technologies). Any disagreements on codes were
discussed until consensus was reached. I then proceeded to code the rest of the interviews
using the agreed-upon scheme. In order to be able to quantitatively compare the results
of the interview coding and the ABCCT questionnaire responses, I also classified each par-
ticipant’s responses on the ABCCT for each scale according to the same scheme. To do
so, I averaged the responses to all of the questions pertaining to a particular scale. If a
participant averaged between 1.00 and 2.33 on a particular scale, he or she was classified
as “low” on that scale; averages between 2.34 and 3.66 was classified as “medium” on that
scale; and, averages between 3.67 and 5.00 was classified as “high” on that scale. Thus,
for each of the 14 adult and 14 child participants, for each scale of the ABCCT, I recorded
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two values: one as indicated by the participant through his or her ABCCT responses and
one as coded by the researcher based on the participant’s interview responses. I treated
these two values as two sources of ratings and conducted inter-rater reliability analysis to
understand the level of agreement between the two measures. Any participant scales coded
as “insufficient information” in the interviews were dropped from this analysis. On the
adult version of the questionnaire, there was insufficient evidence for 14 out of the 190
scale-medium pairings (7.4%). On the child version, there was insufficient evidence for 29
out of the 175 scale-medium pairings (16.6%).
Lastly, I conducted a quantitative analysis of the surveys administered to these partic-
ipants to get measures of convergent validity and test–retest reliability. To get a measure
of convergent validity, I compared the average benefits of communication technologies as
reported on the ABCCT with the Specific Social Connectedness metric of the SCQ [176].
I hypothesized that a participant that reports high level of benefits in using the group of
communication technologies with a specific family member would also report having high
levels of social connectedness with this family member. To get a measure of test–retest
reliability, I asked study participants to fill out the ABCCT for each communication tech-
nology again two weeks after it was initially administered. I hypothesized that responses in
the initial week would correspond strongly to responses in the follow-up survey deployment.
6.4.3.4 Methods Limitations
The evaluation of the ABCCT questionnaire presented here is meant to provide an initial
step towards a final instrument. Though I provide several components of typical question-
naire validation, the number of participants in each part of the analysis is significantly lower
than in a typical psychometrics study. For example, the PANAS affect schedule [173] was
tested with an initial study of 407 participants and with a retest study of 163 (compared to
110 test and 27 retest for this ABCCT investigation). While the ABCCT approach is ap-
propriately scaled to other validations of instruments in the HCI domain (e.g., SCQ tested
with 215 participants, and provided no test–retest [176]), it may not provide as thorough a
validation as a true psychometric approach. In the light of this limitation, it is important
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Figure 7: Inter-item reliability metrics for the ABCCT-Child Questionnaire.
for investigators using this instrument to understand it as a work-in-progress and to use it
in a manner proportionate to its limitations. This, among other reasons, is why I recom-
mend a mixed methods approach where the ABCCT is not the only source of evaluation
data for a communication system. As more HCI investigations utilize this instrument, the
community may come to better understand the specific limitation it presents and which
cases may require modifications of the instrument.
6.5 Reliability Results
In this section, I discuss the reliability of the ABCCT questionnaire. I present preliminary
evidence for the internal consistency of the child and adult ABCCT questionnaires. Lastly,
I discuss the test–retest reliability of this instrument.
6.5.1 Internal Consistency with Children
I gathered inter-item reliability metrics by piloting the ABCCT-Child questionnaire with
45 children. The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 7. Overall, the Benefits
and the Costs dimensions both achieve internal consistency classified as “good” [67]. The
scales for Engagement & Playfulness, Presence-in-Absence, Opportunity for Social Support,
Unmet Expectations, and Threat to Privacy all achieve Cronbach’s Alphas in the “accept-
able” to “good” range. However, the Emotional Expressiveness and the Feeling Obligated
scales have a Cronbach’s alpha in the “questionable” range. Since there are only general
rules of thumb as to appropriate level of Cronbach’s alpha and since lower values may still
be acceptable for scales with a smaller number of items [130], I argue that these scales are
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Figure 8: Factor analysis of the child-version of ABCCT, showing the orthogonal nature of
the costs and benefits dimensions, as well as idenifying most significant questions to each
dimension.
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Figure 9: Inter-item reliability metrics for the ABCCT-Adult Questionnaire.
still within reasonable parameters to warrant their use. This reflects my design decision to
create a questionnaire with fewer items, rather than focusing on the internal consistency
of each individual scale. If internal consistency is of particular concern to the researcher, I
recommend administering and reporting results along the entire Benefits and Costs dimen-
sions (both of which achieve “good” internal consistency) rather than splitting the results
into each specific scale. I also conducted a two-factor analysis of the responses (see Figure
8). This analysis shows that cost and benefit dimension are indeed orthogonal. The table
also provides information about the contribution of each question to the overall dimensions.
6.5.2 Internal Consistency with Adults
I gathered inter-item reliability metrics by piloting the ABCCT-Adult questionnaire with
110 adults. The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 9. Overall, the Benefits and
the Costs dimensions both achieve internal consistency classified as “good” [67]. All scales
except the Feeling Obligated scale achieve Cronbach’s alphas within the “acceptable” to
“good” range. It should be noted that a single item was dropped from the adult version of
the ABCCT as a result of the internal consistency analysis. Dropping the statement “It is
boring to use <M> with <P>” from the adult ABCCT led to the internal consistency of the
Engagement & Playfulness scale rising from “poor” to “acceptable.” I hypothesize that this
is due to the fact that this was the only negatively worded statement on the survey, causing
some confusion for the participants. The Feeling Obligated scale achieves a Cronbach’s alpha
in the “questionable” range. I posit that this is due to the small number of items in this scale
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Figure 10: Factor analysis of the adult-version of ABCCT, showing the orthogonal nature
of the costs and benefits dimensions, as well as idenifying most significant questions to each
dimension.
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and argue that the alpha is still within reasonable parameters to warrant the scale’s use.
Again, this reflects my design decision to focus on creating a shorter questionnaire rather
than focusing on the internal consistency of each individual scale. If internal consistency
is of particular concern to the researcher, I recommend administering and reporting results
along the entire Costs dimension (which achieves “good” internal consistency) rather than
splitting the results into each specific scale. I also conducted a two-factor analysis of the
responses (see Figure 10). This analysis shows that cost and benefit dimension are indeed
orthogonal. The table also provides information about the contribution of each question to
the overall dimension.
6.5.3 Test–Retest Reliability with Children and Adults
All of the adult interview participants responded to the ABCCT retest request, allowing
me to compare the measures for 27 ABCCT surveys total (13 participants responded about
2 communication media each, 1 participant responded about 1 medium). For adults, the
correlation of the average reported benefits and costs of each communication technology
on the two surveys given two weeks apart was 0.951 which is statistically significant (p
< 0.001). This shows that for adults, the ABCCT is a stable metric of a communication
medium’s emotional costs and benefits over a time period of two weeks.
Gathering an ABCCT retest measure from the children required more effort on the adult
participants’ parts (since the questionnaire needed to be administered verbally), so not all
parents responded to the request to collect these measures from the child participants. I
collected a total of 10 ABCCT retest surveys (5 participants responded about 2 communica-
tion technologies each). However, even with the reduced sample size, the correlation of the
average reported benefits and costs of each communication technology on the two surveys
given two weeks apart was 0.686 which is statistically significant (p = 0.001). This shows
that for children, the ABCCT is a stable metric of a communication medium’s emotional
costs and benefits over a time period of two weeks.
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6.6 Validity Results
To validate the ABCCT, I (1) compared the Benefits dimension with the results on the
Social Connectedness questionnaire, (2) measured the relationship between the self-reported
results on the ABCCT and the independently coded metrics gathered by coding participant
interviews, and (3) demonstrated that the ABCCT is sensitive enough to discriminate
between current technologies in expected ways.
6.6.1 Convergent Validity between the ABCCT and the SCQ
I asked each of the 14 adult participants to fill out a Social Connectedness Questionnaire
[176] to describe their sense of connection to their child. The Social Connectedness ques-
tionnaire is not validated for use with children so I could not collect convergent validity
statistics comparing the ABCCT-Child and Social Connectedness Questionnaire.
It would stand to reason that participants who reported receiving higher benefits from
each of the communication technologies they used to maintain contact with the child re-
motely on the ABCCT would also report a higher level of social connectedness with the
same child on the Social Connectedness Questionnaire. Indeed, the correlation between the
average benefits reported on all technologies used by each adult participant and the SC
score was 0.652 for the 14 adult participants, which is statistically significant (p = 0.012).
This correlation confirms the expected relationship between the benefits dimension of the
ABCCT and the construct of Social Connectedness. Unfortunately, no related construct
currently exists to allow me to relate the costs dimension to an existing metric. To continue
validating the ABCCT, I turned to interview analysis.
6.6.2 Convergent Validity between the ABCCT and Interview Coding
It can be expected that interviewing a person about the costs and benefits of a communica-
tion technology should produce roughly the same findings as asking that person to respond
to the ABCCT. I conducted hour-long semi-structured in-depth interviews with 14 parents
and 14 children. One of my goals was getting participants to talk about the costs and ben-
efits of the communication technologies they use. Several of the questions in the interview
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Figure 11: Sample interview prompts and sample coded phrases for each interview scale.
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Figure 12: Agreement between the interview coding and the questionnaire responses for
children.
were explicitly designed to draw out responses related to certain ABCCT scales in an open-
ended manner. Figure 11 shows some of the questions that I asked in the interview to get
insight into specific scales, as well as phrases from the interview that were coded as being
relevant to that scale. However, I also coded phrases from the other parts of the interview
that provided insight into specific costs and benefits of communication technologies. Since
the interviewer did not pose the same questions as the survey and asked the participant to
relate specific stories and experiences rather than data on frequency of particular events,
not all participants addressed each scale in the interviews. If there was insufficient evidence
in the interview to code a participant as “low,” “medium,” or “high” on a specific scale,
that scale was dropped from the analysis (7.4% of scale–medium pairings for adults, 16.6%
of scale–medium pairing for children).
6.6.2.1 ABCCT vs. Interview Coding with Children
Overall agreement Cohen’s Kappa was 0.612 (over 146 codes), which is statistically signif-
icant (p < 0.001). Figure 12 shows the Cohen’s Kappa for each scale on the survey. The
“Engagement & Playfulness” scale stands out as having the lowest level of agreement. The
interview coding almost always predicted a lower response than the one that appeared on
the survey. The interview asked children to recall a time that they had fun with their parent
while using a certain communication technology together. Many of the children could not
recall a single instance of “having fun.” Yet, on the survey the same children reported that
talking to their parent was “never” boring and “sometimes” or “frequently” fun. There
could be two possible reasons for this observation. First, it’s possible that children are
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Figure 13: Agreement between the interview coding and the questionnaire responses for
adults.
simply not very good at recalling specific past examples, but may in fact have a better
gestalt impression of their engagement with their parents. Alternatively, it is possible that
children experience greater demand characteristics in the survey—a child may not want
to say that talking with their parent was boring for fear of hurting their parents’ feelings.
In this situation, it is difficult to know whether the interview code or the survey response
is closer to the ground truth. With children, it seems that one may have to triangulate
evidence from multiple sources in order to get an accurate understanding of their engage-
ment. However, it seems that on the other scales, the interview and the ABCCT responses
corresponded significantly for each participant—evidence that the ABCCT-Child measures
what it intends to measure.
6.6.2.2 ABCCT vs. Interview Coding with Adults
Overall agreement Cohen’s Kappa was 0.793 (over 175 codes), which is statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0.001). Figure 13 shows the Cohen’s Kappa for each scale on the survey.
The adult version of the ABCCT showed significant agreement on all scales between the
experiences related in the interview and the responses given on the written ABCCT. These
results provide strong evidence that the ABCCT-Adult measures the same construct as
gleaned from the independently coded interviews.
6.6.3 Discriminating between Different Communication Technologies
While convergent validity metrics reported above do suggest that the ABCCT measures
affective benefits and costs of communication technologies, to those who seek to use the
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Figure 14: Number of online ABCCT surveys addressing each communication technology
in the adult pilot of the survey.
ABCCT questionnaire to understand and evaluate communication systems it may be more
important to know that the ABCCT is actually sensitive enough to be able to discriminate
between two different communication technologies. I used the data from the ABCCT ad-
ministered online to 110 adults to address this concern. Unfortunately, I could not conduct
a similar analysis for ABCCT-Child as the vast majority (82%) of the children’s responses in
the Preston trial addressed the telephone. There were no more than 5 responses addressing
any other technology, so I could not conduct a meaningful quantitative comparison.
However, since the adult pilot gathered a number of responses for a fairly diverse set of
communication technologies (see Figure 14), I could conduct three relevant comparisons.
First, I decided to compare two synchronous and two asynchronous communication tech-
nologies most frequently described in the online surveys. I used a two-tailed Mann-Whitney
Test to compare telephone versus videoconferencing, IM versus texting, and texting versus
videoconferencing on each of the 7 ABCCT scales. Figure 15 shows the results of these
comparisons. As could be expected, videoconferencing scored significantly higher on the
Engagement & Playfulness and Presence-in-Absence scales. This is consistent with pre-
vious qualitative findings in the field (e.g., [6, 12]). Participants also felt more unwanted
obligations with the telephone. Perhaps a bit surprisingly, I saw no statistically signifi-
cant difference between telephone and videoconferencing on Emotional Expressiveness and
Threat to Privacy scales, though both did show small differences in the expected directions
(on average, videoconferencing supported emotional expressiveness more but introduced
more threats to privacy). This is perhaps due to high individual variability and the fact
that the comparisons were made between (rather than within) participants.
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Figure 15: Comparing different communication technologies using the ABCCT, in the adult
pilot deployment. All comparisons were done using 2-tailed Mann-Whitney tests.
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Comparing IM and Texting showed that IM scored higher on measures of Emotional Ex-
pressiveness and Engagement & Playfulness. My interview data suggests that this might be
due to IM’s support for images, emoticons, and ability to link to other media (e.g., YouTube
clip) [187]. There is some trend (through not statistically-significant) for IM introducing
more unwanted obligations, which is consistent with Grinter et al.’s qualitative work ex-
amining IM and SMS [71]. Also as expected, IM introduced significantly more threats to
privacy than texting, due to the fact that IM conversations can easily be saved and passed
along to others. Lastly, I compared videoconferencing and texting, because these two me-
dia have been previously compared on social presence measures in the lab [76]. These two
media are quite different and I expected to see differences on a number of scales. Indeed,
I found that videoconferencing was significantly better at supporting emotional expression,
engagement & playfulness, and presence-in-absence. Also, as can be expected, videoconfer-
encing introduces significantly greater concerns over privacy. However, texting introduced
more obligations to communicate than videoconferencing, which is consistent with interview
findings that users are often expected to answer their texts in a timely manner [187]. It is
encouraging to see that ABCCT was able to highlight some statistically significant differ-
ences between communication technologies even with a relatively low number of responses
and data collected between (rather than within) participants.
6.7 Discussion
I provide guidelines for the use of the ABCCT questionnaire, discuss its limitations, and
provide directions for future work.
6.7.1 Guidelines for ABCCT Questionnaire Use
The ABCCT can be administered to adults on paper or online. My pilot deployment
with 110 adults was completed online with minimal instruction for participants. Most
participants did not have trouble with the survey, but it should be noted that 2 participants
filled out the survey for multiple media rather than focusing on a single technology. It is
important to convey to the participant that the questionnaire must be filled out for a single
technology and a single personal relationship. Whenever possible, the researcher should
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aid the participant by filling in the “person” and “medium” fields with appropriate values
ahead of time or programmatically at the time of taking the survey.
In administering the ABCCT-Child Questionnaire, I recommend following Borgers &
Hox’s guidelines [22]: the questionnaire should be clearly explained or include a clear in-
struction page, the questions should refer to the opinions and behaviors of a recent time
period (e.g., past week), and all options on the survey should be labeled (“Never,” “Rarely,”
Sometimes,” “Usually,” and “Always”). While this survey has only been validated for chil-
dren over 8, it may be usable with younger children by reducing the number of options
(e.g., “Never,” “Sometimes,” “Always”). In all cases, I recommend that the survey be ad-
ministered as a structured interview to children (i.e., read out loud to the child) whenever
possible, as this helps ameliorate individual differences in reading level and comprehen-
sion. Additionally, this allows the researcher to make the substitution for the “person” and
“medium” being investigated, rather than placing the burden of this cognitive task on the
child.
The main value of the ABCCT is in allowing the investigator to make comparisons
between different technologies. Here are several potential scenarios for appropriate use of
the ABCCT:
• Two versions of a novel communication technology (with and without an experimen-
tal feature) are deployed one-after-another within participants (counterbalanced for
order) in a series of homes. Each participant fills out the ABCCT for each technology
after the deployment. A pairwise comparison is used to point out how the experimen-
tal feature affected the benefits and costs of the novel technology for the individuals
in the study.
• A novel technology is deployed to replace the use of a particular current technology
(e.g., better IM client). Before the study, the participant is asked to fill out the
ABCCT for the current technology. The new technology is deployed. After the
deployments, the participant is asked to fill out the ABCCT for the novel system. A
pairwise comparison is used to point out how the novel system differs from the status
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quo system.
• A novel technology that is meant to supplement the currently used communication
systems is deployed in the field. Before the study, the participants fill out ABCCT
questionnaires for each of the communication media they currently use. After the
deployment, participants fill out the ABCCT for the novel system and again for each
of the communication media they currently use. An analysis of these results can
show whether the new system filled a need different from the other systems, whether
previous systems were now perceived differently because of the introduction of the
novel technology, and how the novel system compares to the previously used system
on each of the ABCCT dimensions.
• An investigator wants to conduct a meta-analysis showing that adding a particular
feature to a communication system has a predicted effect on a specific ABCCT scale.
He or she gathers all papers that investigated relevant systems with this feature and all
papers that investigated relevant systems without this feature. Assuming these papers
presented ABCCT scores (or made these metrics available by request), the investigator
can use standard meta-analysis techniques to draw comparisons and conclusions.
Since there is a great deal of individual difference in how communication technologies are
perceived and used, the greatest statistical power can be gained by making comparisons
within-participants, however large-N between participant studies are also appropriate.
I caution the investigator against making between-study comparisons when only a small
number of other studies are available on a particular issue of interest. Particularly, drawing
favorable or unfavorable comparisons against a technology in one previous investigation
is more likely to be misleading than informative. Brown et al. point out the incredible
difficulties in attempting to generalize from single-case field deployments, as even small
variations in participants and methods can lead to drastically different interpretations of
the same technology [24]. However, as similar technologies are deployed in a variety of




Researchers should understand the inherent limitations of the ABCCT questionnaire before
using it. Most importantly, I want to convey that this questionnaire should not be used as
the only evaluation metric for a novel communication technology.
First of all, the emotional aspects of communication are inherently nuanced. While the
ABCCT provides a good way to collect data to compare systems and synthesize findings
across investigations, qualitative methods are still the best way of understanding the inher-
ent differences and contextual factors that play into the adoption and use of a novel system
for communication. Triangulating data from rich qualitative metrics and the structured
data from the ABCCT would lead to more valuable results than using either method alone.
Secondly, the adoption and use of communication technologies is influenced not just by
emotional factors but also by pragmatic time-related and effort-related factors. For example,
videoconferencing is frequently not used by families because of the complex work required to
set up a session [6] and because of the undivided attention demanded by this medium [187].
On the other hand, other communication media that have very low time and effort costs to
compose and send a message may be compelling even if they do not provide a rich channel
for communication (e.g., [92]). Other communication media lower the cognitive costs for
planning and composing an interaction by providing guidance to the user. For example,
in several communication systems created by Nokia Research, an Elmo character guides
adult participants in adopting a communication style that is engaging to young children
and provides them with ideas for conversation topics [142, 144, 145]. However, there are also
benefits of technologies that require high personal effort. For example, Tee et al. reported
that communications that required personal effort and thought were much more valued by
the recipients [171]. Measuring the costs of initiating contact, the costs of composing or
maintaining the contact, the time costs of the contact, and the opportunity provided for
demonstrating personal effort are all meaningful metrics for communication technologies
but outside of the scope of the ABCCT questionnaire.
Lastly, the ABCCT questionnaire has the same limitations as other questionnaire meth-
ods appropriate for field evaluations. The participants fill out the ABCCT some time after
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events of interests occur, so participants may forget important issues or have trouble esti-
mating the frequency of particular events. Participants may be biased to present themselves
in a positive light to the investigator and therefore choose responses that may not accu-
rately reflect their experiences with the technology. Additionally, participants may respond
to the demand characteristics of the investigator, especially when the expected results easy
to deduce (e.g., within-subjects design where the experimental system is obvious). This
may be especially true of children, who often worry about providing the adult with “the
right answer.” Triangulating the results from multiple methods and multiple sources of
data can mitigate these shortcomings. Additionally, taking care to equalize power between
the child and the researcher using classic participatory design methods can address some
inequalities that exacerbate demand characteristics with children (e.g., [116]).
6.7.3 Future Directions
There are a number of future directions that emerge from this work: (1) designing a method-
ology for measuring the “pragmatic” costs and benefits of a communication technology, (2)
using the ABCCT in the field and iterating on the design when necessary, (3) creating alter-
native versions of the ABCCT that may be useful for experience sampling methodologies.
The ABCCT does not provide a complete picture of a participant’s experience with a
communication technology. Understanding the pragmatic costs and benefits of communica-
tion technologies, such as the time and effort expanded during use, may help complete this
picture. It may be possible to gather some of this data using survey methodologies, but it
may be impractical due to the difficulty that users may have recalling the exact amount of
time spent on a particular interaction. Logging methodologies may be most valuable in this
domain, perhaps in combination with some appropriate self-response data (for example,
getting a participant to reflect on specific log data in an interview).
One of the potential benefits of the ABCCT is in supporting synthesis and comparison
across technologies in multiple studies. However, in order for this to be possible, investiga-
tors must include the ABCCT in their methods and report (or make available upon request)
the results of these deployments. As the ABCCT is utilized in diverse contexts, it is quite
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likely that shortcomings will emerge that will need to be addressed in future iterations. As
such, I greatly encourage any investigators who chose to use the ABCCT to share their
experiences with the authors of this instrument. I also encourage investigators to modify
the ABCCT to suit the needs of a particular research project, though with the caution that
such modification may need to be validated before use.
One of the limitations of the ABCCT is that it asks participants to reflect upon past
experiences, potentially leading to recall mistakes. Ideally, the survey could be adopted
to pose appropriate questions to the participants immediately after an event of interest
has occurred. For example, immediately after receiving a message from a loved one or
terminating a synchronous communication session, the participant can be asked to answer
2–3 questions about their experience. While it would be impractical to administer the entire
ABCCT after each session with the technology, a system may be designed to ask a random
subset of relevant questions. Collecting such responses over the course of a long deployment
may contribute to an understanding of the system with less recall bias. Designing such
a method would not only involve rewording the questions to be relevant in the moment,
but also designing the system that would provide the participant with the questions at
the appropriate time. This may be particularly challenging when trying to gather baseline
information about common technologies such as the phone.
6.8 Conclusion
This work presents the design and initial validation of a questionnaire instrument for mea-
suring the Affective Benefits and Costs of Communication Technologies (ABCCT). I discuss
the pilots of this survey with 45 children and 110 adults, leading to the preliminary conclu-
sion that the ABCCT has acceptable inter-item reliability. I discuss the results of interviews
with 14 children and 14 adults, which help confirm that the ABCCT measures the same
constructs that may emerge through an interview investigation. I show that the ABCCT
has high test–retest reliability and convergent validity with the Social Connectedness met-
ric. Finally, I demonstrate that the ABCCT is sensitive enough to discriminate between
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different communication technologies and results in findings that are consistent with pre-
vious work in the field. Though the ABCCT is not without its limitations, it provides the




DESIGN AND INITIAL PROOF-OF-CONCEPT FOR THE
SHARETABLE SYSTEM
My formative investigations provided me with a better understanding of the problem space
of supporting remote parent–child interaction. In this chapter, I describe the process I took
in exploring the solution space, as well as a number of design ideas that I considered early in
the process. Through iterative design, critique, and feedback from potential users, I decided
to pursue the ShareTable concept—a system that combines easy-to-initiate videochat with
a shared tabletop task space. I describe the design of this system, the initial prototype
implementation, and its initial evaluation in the lab with seven parent–child pairs.
7.1 Design Explorations of the Problem Space
I conducted several rounds of ideation and idea selection around the problem of supporting
long-distance parenting. I describe the initial round of ideation and idea selection and then
focus on two follow-up rounds of design—of the eMutts system and of the ShareTable. A
selection of sketches from the design process is available in Appendix B.
7.1.1 Initial Ideation & Idea Selection
First, five HCI experts informed by previous work in the space brainstormed ideas for
parent–child communication, focusing mostly on fluency of ideas.1 I applied affinity di-
agramming to combine key ideas and select five most interesting design alternatives to
sketch:
1. The CoMeal system (see Figure 16a) lets the distributed families have meals together
and to discuss everyday issues at the dinner table. A large videoconferencing screen,
mounted on the table head, shows the scene of the distant dining area. CoMeal allows
1Stephen Cuzzort, Brian Di Rito, Hendrik Mueller, and Hina Shah contributed to the initial design
generation
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Figure 16: Conceptual designs from the first round of ideation: a) CoMeal, b) TV Buddy,
c) ShareTable, d) RemotePresent, and e) ChildAware.
the distant parent and the child to converse over dining, facilitating casual breakfast
and dinner conversations.
2. The TV Buddy system (see Figure 16b) lets the non-residential parent and the child
simultaneously watch TV. The system augments a TV with a touch-screen videocon-
ferencing device and a haptic-feedback remote. The remote assures the synchroniza-
tion of the channels on both TVs. When either person intends to switch the channel,
the other person’s remote starts to vibrate; squeezing the remotes may determine who
takes control. The video-conferencing system, activated simultaneously, may facilitate
the transition from watching TV to casual interaction.
3. The ShareTable system (see Figure 16c) supports asynchronous as well as synchronous
activities that require access to shared physical artifacts such as worksheets, board
games, and pictures. The system may consist of a table, a projector, a camera, and
a videoconferencing device. The two tables remain synchronized, allowing both users
to view items placed and manipulated on each other’s table.
4. The RemotePresent system (see Figure 16d) lets the distant parent reward the child
with a present. The parent may give a locked box to the child while visiting or send
it through the mail. The child cannot open it until the parent sends a special signal
through his or her cell phone that unlocks the box. The phone may then call the child
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to let the parent be virtually present as the gift is opened.
5. The ChildAware system (see Figure 16e) lets the parent stay aware of the child’s
daily activities and share context-sensitive prerecorded messages. The child may wear
a tag on his or her lanyard, which triggers messages depending on the proximity to
detection devices placed in key locations like rooms in the home, grandparents’ house,
and the family car. The parent may also record custom messages to be played for the
child when a certain event occurs.
I surveyed eleven parents from three leading long-distance parenting forums, asking
them to rank and provide qualitative feedback on my designs. TV Buddy was the least
popular of the five ideas; parents thought that watching TV did not facilitate parent–
child communication. ChildAware earned only slightly higher ratings than the TV Buddy.
Parents questioned whether the child would agree to be monitored with a tag and whether
recorded messages would really lead to a feeling of greater intimacy with the child. However,
three parents ranked this idea highly and saw potential for it, provided it could detect and
share the right information. RemotePresent received considerably more positive responses.
It conforms to the current practice of parents’ hiding presents while visiting and revealing
them to the child some time later. CoMeal was ranked favorably by parents mainly due to
its potential to introduce opportunities for spending quality time together. The parent may
keep the system turned on at all times to use it as a window into the childs everyday life.
The ShareTable received the most favorable feedback from the surveyed parents; eight out
of the eleven parents ranked it as the best or second best idea. Parents suggested a wide
variety of alternative uses of the ShareTable, from collaborative drawing to sharing pets’
antics. Moreover, parents preferred this system because of its ability to support casual,
spontaneous interaction and due to its flexibility of use. I decided to pursue ChildAware
(later reconceptualized as eMutts) and the ShareTable as the two most interesting and
promising ideas.
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Figure 17: Examples of three eMutts and the information they share with the parent.
7.1.2 Design Concept: eMutts
I chose to continue exploring the idea behind ChildAware, because my interviews with di-
vorced families (described in a previous chapter) yielded several challenges that could be
addressed with a child-appropriate awareness system.2 Parents reported seeding conver-
sation and staying aware of the child’s activities as two major challenges to maintaining
contact. An awareness system could address this by providing frequent information about
the child’s surroundings and explicit messages from the child. Children found it challenging
to share thoughts spontaneously or to find a private space for communication with current
technologies. Mobile sensors and input toys can provide an unobtrusive, on-the-spot way to
share with the remote parent. However, the initial feedback round showed that parents were
unsure about the ChildAware idea as initially presented. To reconceptualize ChildAware, I
conducted a second round of brainstorming to identify potential data that could be sensed
2This work was originally published in the Mobile Technology for Children book [190]. Claudia Winegar-
den aided with critique and conceptualization of this design.
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and transmitted to the parent; I also conducted a review of successful mobile devices cur-
rently available to children. Selected ideas were embodied as sketches (see Appendix B)
and presented to 3 parents for comments. From parent feedback, I determined that it may
be beneficial to provide a large variety of sensors and toys and allow the child and parent to
negotiate which would be active at any point in time. The eMutts system seeks to address
the challenges that parents face in seeding conversation and staying aware of their child’s
state and activities while apart and encourage spontaneous self-disclosure from children,
while still allowing the child to maintain a reasonable level of privacy.
The eMutts system consists of a series of keychain-sized toys, each containing a sensor
or a capture device. A pedometer sensor, for example, tracks the number of steps the child
has walked at different times of the day, while an ambient noise sensor may show how loud
the child’s surroundings were throughout the day. Capture devices include toys that allow
the child to record audio or image messages, a stress-ball creature that records how hard it
is squeezed, or a toy with buttons corresponding to different moods. The child may select
one or two of these toys to carry with them during the day. At the end of the day, the
toys dock to upload their data to the child’s computer. The parent can use a web-based
interface to see information about the child’s activities during the day and any messages or
images the child may have recorded. The parent can then use this information as a starting
point in his or her conversations with the child. Figure 17 shows some example eMutt toys
and data shared (for additional toy sketches, see Appendix B).
An online game is used to motivate children to actively wear and interact with the
mobile device toys. Each sensor is represented as a different pet with preferences and a
personality. For example, the pet associated with the image-capture toy get happier if the
child wears it and even happier if the child takes pictures to share with the parent. Children
are given points in the online game for keeping their collection of pets happy, while parents
can contribute to the points by viewing and responding to the shared information. By
providing playful motivation for children to stay in touch and tools for parents to stay
aware of their children’s everyday activities, I hope to lay the groundwork for improving
parent–child communication and intimacy in distributed families.
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The eMutts system seeks to empower the child to manage his or her privacy by selecting
which sensors to carry or not to carry on a given day. As a community, we know relatively
little about the specifics of how parents and young children manage privacy—eMutts may
provide an interesting opportunity to explore this issue in more detail by serving as a tech-
nology probe. The challenge lies in balancing the conflicting needs and desires of the parties
involved in the interaction and allowing privacy to be negotiated in a dynamic fashion. The
information shared by eMutts is relatively ambiguous, requiring interpretation and further
probing on the part of the parent. While there is evidence that family members are skilled
at understanding another’s context from ambiguous data [18], eMutts can provide an op-
portunity to better understand how parents may combine and interpret multiple sources of
information. The associated challenge is finding ways to visualize and present this data in
a way that best supports interpretation.
The last challenge is that of balancing the external motivation provided for children
through game mechanics with the desire to foster internal motivation to communicate.
Dalsgaard et al. have suggested that children are generally less motivated to self-disclose
than their parents desire [42]. While eMutts may structure and scaffold self-disclosure by
seeking to fill this gap in motivation, eventually the goal is for the child to realize the inherent
value of sharing information with their parent and be equipped to do so independently.
Designing eMutts was an effort to respond to the current challenges of parents and children,
however it also represents a type of asynchronous awareness system that has already been
the focus of many HCI investigations (see my review in chapter 3). In order to focus on the
less explored area of synchronous communication, I set eMutts aside for the purpose of this
thesis.
7.1.3 Design Concept: ShareTable
The process of arriving at the current design of the ShareTable involved many other explo-
rations. Some of these may potentially become other parent–child communication projects,
but the remainder of this thesis focuses on the ShareTable system. ShareTable was one of
the five ideas selected in the first idea selection phase, based on feedback from parents in
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long-distance parenting forums. The initial interest in the idea drove me to formalize the
design requirements for this system and create a proof-of-concept prototype.
The four most important requirements for a synchronous communication system for
parents and children that emerged from the analysis of my interviews with divorced families
and my review of related literature were as follows:
Include Visual Channels for Communication The most common theme reported by
both parents and children in my study was dissatisfaction with audio-only communi-
cation. During the middle childhood, children are still developing the conversational
competencies to interpret irony, humor, and fantasy [165]. Providing multiple chan-
nels and modalities for communication, particularly video, affords additional cues for
the child.
Function without a Collocated Adult’s Help Videoconferencing was not used regu-
larly by the families I interviewed, because the system is complex enough to require a
collocated adult’s involvement to arrange a chat session. Additionally, some parents
saw it necessary to supervise videoconferencing, since the child could potentially con-
tact or be contacted by a stranger. My goal is designing a dedicated communication
system with a minimal control interface that reduces the need for a co-located adult
to assist the child with setting up and maintaining the connection.
Support a Wide Variety of Play Activities Keeping the child engaged and seeding
conversation were two major challenges reported by parents. I seek to support engage-
ment by leveraging fun activities that the parent and child are already used to doing
together. I emphasize the system’s ability to support a variety of activities, rather
than incorporating interfaces for specific games or requiring specific accessories.
Provide Opportunities for Care Activities There is strong evidence that instrumen-
tal involvement of both parents correlates with positive outcomes for children [94].
Many care activities require physical presence; however, there is a clear opportunity
for remote instrumental care in providing homework assistance. The challenge to us
as designers is to afford transitions between the physical artifacts of homework that
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the child possesses (e.g., textbook, worksheet) and digital versions of these artifacts
which the parent can view and annotate.
In conceiving an early implementation of this system, I drew my inspiration from the
significant body of research work that addresses supporting remote communication in the
office, particularly the concept of a media space. A media space is an audio and video
connection between two distributed locations for the purpose of maintaining social and
work connections. Media spaces have been used since the mid-80s to synchronously connect
workplaces and to support collaborations between geographically-distributed offices [19].
The audio–video connection can be supplemented with a shared workspace to support col-
laboration over documents, data, etc. There are a number of such media spaces which share
implementation aspects with the ShareTable, including TeamWorkStation [86] and Video-
draw [169]. Like the ShareTable, these systems create a shared workspace through video;
however, my system is different in that it overlays physical artifacts from both surfaces,
therefore requiring top-down projection (I discuss this in more detail in the next section, as
I describe the implementation challenges). The PlayTogether [185] system is most similar
to the ShareTable in its use of top-down projection and a light-weight approach to removing
visual echo (I describe this challenge in the next section). PlayTogether uses an IR emitter
and filter in order to remove visual echo, but this solution removes color from the video.
Because perceiving color is important for a number of childhood activities, I implemented
an alternative light-weight approach that preserved this characteristic. My work expands
on the PlayTogether project by applying the technology to a new domain and providing
empirical insight into how such a system may be used. In contrast to the systems above,
my development of the ShareTable was driven by the unique needs of parents and children.
In its most basic form, the ShareTable consist of a standard videoconferencing setup
to support a person-space view and a tabletop that provides a shared task-space view
(see diagram in Appendix C). The overhead camera captures activity over the surface of
the ShareTable and sends it as a direct video stream to be projected on the surface of
the partner’s table. This allows the ShareTable system to support separated parents and
children in engaging with each other through shared tasks rather than only conversation.
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Because the system transmits direct video, the ShareTable is not bound to a specific activity
and it does not require specialized books, games, or toys. It supports a variety of play
activities because the parent and child can use familiar toys that they may already have
around the house rather than specialized accessories. This is particularly important to
supporting helping with homework, as textbook and worksheets are usually provided by the
school. To support functioning without a collocated adult’s help, the ShareTable system
provides a paired connection between the two households triggered by a physical interaction
with the system (opening the cabinet doors). This makes it possible for a young child to
initiate the interaction without remembering user names, having to log in, or having to
remember to end the call when done.
The ShareTable is influenced by the paradigm of embodied interaction. Dourish defines
embodied interaction as “the creation, manipulation, and sharing of meaning through en-
gaged interaction with artifacts” [48]. Systems that support embodied interaction leverage
our inherent abilities to function in a physical world and organize our activity in concert
with others according to social conventions. In the case of mediating parent–child commu-
nication, an embodied approach is one that allows both parties to leverage their experience
of interacting with each other in-person to continue building shared meaning while apart.
I aspired to this paradigm in developing the ShareTable prototype for supporting parent–
child communication. Three aspects of the ShareTable design address embodied interaction:
(1) interaction through physical artifacts, (2) emphasis on the place where communication
occurs, and (3) a physical metaphor for controlling the system. First, the ShareTable in-
vites the user to share the same physical artifacts they use during in-person interaction. I
leverage familiar aspects of interactions like putting pieces on a game board, drawing with
a marker, or seeing the other person by looking across the table. There are no modifications
required to prepare an artifact for use with the system—anything put on the table will be
visible to the other person. The ShareTable does not prevent a user from blocking the view
of one item with another, does not enforce rules or turn-taking in games, and does not
automatically clear any marks off the table surface at the onset of a new activity. Rather,
it relies on cooperation between the two parties and social conventions to moderate these
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Figure 18: The lab setup of the initial ShareTable evaluation with the physical components
of the system highlighted.
aspects of the interaction. Secondly, I emphasize the importance of the communication
setting by implementing the ShareTable as a piece of furniture with an established location
in the home. In doing so, I capitalize on the importance of place in mediating interaction
in the home and structuring family routines around technology [38]. The ShareTable as a
rooted object presents certain boundaries as to where and by whom it might be used. Each
family can negotiate these boundaries through the same mechanisms they used to decide
the location of a TV, computer, couch, etc. Lastly, I looked to create embodied ways of
controlling the system state. Opening the doors of the ShareTable cabinet answers or places
a call to the paired table; closing the doors ends a call. I leverage a physical metaphor to
support the child in being able to independently initiate contact and to make it immediately
apparent to the users whether the system is transmitting or not.
I chose to pursue the ShareTable system in my thesis both because it had the greatest
potential for positive impact for families and because of the contributions that I could make
through its design, implementation, and deployment.
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7.2 ShareTable Lab Prototype Overview
Before investing the time and resources to create a robust prototype for a field deployment,
I created and tested an early functional prototype to serve as a proof-of-concept for the
ShareTable design.3 The initial prototype was set up in the “home office” and “child’s
room” of the AwareHome [99]. This allowed me to test the system in a controlled setting
that was more friendly and familiar than a regular lab space. The ShareTable system
consists of two identical table setups (see Figure 18). Each shared workspace consists of
an overhead camera that records any activity over the surface and a projector that displays
this video on the paired table in the other room. The video from each camera is aligned
precisely with the projection, so that artifacts placed on one table appear projected in the
same location on the other table. The tabletop is coupled with a videoconferencing system
(i.e., monitor, webcam, speakers, and microphone) that let the users see and hear each
other “face-to-face.” As in other videoconferencing systems, each user also sees a smaller
video window showing how they appear to the other person. The basic idea behind the
ShareTable is simple, but multiple design and implementation challenges were addressed in
developing this functioning prototype:
Layering Physical Artifacts. In order to support layering physical artifacts in a realistic
way, I implemented the ShareTable using top-down projection. For example, if the
parent places a physical token on a projected game board, top-down projection allows
the projected token to appear on top of the child’s physical board rather than projected
unseen on the board’s bottom. Similarly, if a parent writes a comment on top of a
projected worksheet, top-down projection allows this annotation to be displayed on
top of the physical worksheet.
Removing Visual Echo. Visual feedback or “echo” is a major concern in camera-projector
systems [119]. Unmodified, the camera records an image of the projected artifact and
sends it back to the originating surface. If the physical artifact is moved, an echo of its
3This work was originally published in at IDC 2009 [189]. Stephen Cuzzort, Hendrik Muller, Hina Shah,
and Brian Di Rito contributed to creating the prototype and running the lab study.
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projection remains on the surface. If projected images are re-projected without any
intervention, the resulting image keeps getting brighter and less clear. Without some
way to filter projected artifacts from real ones, the ShareTable would be unusable due
to this feedback effect. I wanted a light-weight way to eliminate visual feedback, so I
used linear polarizing lenses to filter out the projected artifacts from the physical ones.
Light that passes through the lens becomes polarized and cannot be seen through a
lens with the opposite polarity. Thus, by attaching lenses with perpendicular polar-
ization to the camera and projector, I prevent artifacts from being re-projected. In
order to preserve the polarization of the light once it strikes the table surface, I use a
non-depolarizing silver lenticular projection screen as the surface backdrop.
Minimizing Complexity. In designing for families, it is important to minimize complex-
ity and cost. I sought to do so by leveraging existing systems and off-the-shelf compo-
nents. The face-to-face audio-visual feed uses a computer with a standard videocon-
ferencing software (Skype) and hardware (a webcam and a microphone). Any camera
and projector could be modified for use with a shared surface just by adding linear
polarizing filters. Any tabletop could become a ShareTable through the addition of
the non-depolarizing projection surface. Writing or drawing on the table surface is
accomplished through dry-erase markers rather than with computationally-intensive
computer vision techniques. Most importantly, the ShareTable does not require any
specifically designed accessories: most board games, books, and school worksheets are
usable with it.
Though this prototype was functional, there were more technical challenges to be resolved
before such a system could be deployed for long-term use in an actual household. To inform
the design directions and priorities for my continued work with this system, I performed
an exploratory evaluation to see how the ShareTable functioned when used by parents and
children in a controlled setting.
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7.3 Lab-Based Evaluation
I present an exploratory lab-based evaluation of the ShareTable with seven parent–child
pairs aimed at investigating three questions. First, I explore whether the shared workspace
benefits the interaction. To do so, I compare how parent–child pairs complete a homework
task using the ShareTable system versus using just plain videoconferencing. Second, I was
unsure whether young children would be able to understand and manage the unfamiliar
interweaving of physical and virtual spaces created by the ShareTable. To investigate this,
I observed how parents and children manage turn-taking and access to physical artifacts
while playing a board game remotely. Finally, I was interested in finding out how the par-
ticipants would spend unstructured time with the system to see which attempted activities
are unsupported by the ShareTable. I conclude with a discussion of how the results of my
evaluation informed potential changes to the design of the prototype.
7.3.1 Methods
In this section, I describe the participants, setting, and procedure of the lab-based deploy-
ment.
7.3.1.1 Participants & Setting
Seven parent–child pairs participated in the study. The set of parents, four males and three
females, varied in age from 30 to 44 (average 37.3, median 38). Their occupations ranged
from attorney to professor to student, but all had a high degree of education. The children,
three females and four males, were between 7 and 10 years old (average 8.4, median 9).
Overall, three father-daughter, one father-son, and three mother-son pairs participated. I
recruited these participants through word-of-mouth and fliers posted around campus. I
advertised that I was looking for individuals interested in technology for families who spend
significant time apart. One of the seven parent–child pairs represented a divorced family.
The other six pairs represented families in which one or both of the parents were often away
from the child for work reasons.
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Figure 19: From the perspectives of the parent and child, a) the worksheet and b) the
board game tasks being performed using the ShareTable system.
I deployed the system at Georgia Tech’s Aware Home residential laboratory, an off-
campus house simulating a domestic residence [99]. The parent’s ShareTable was located
in the home office of the residence, while the child’s version was located in the adjacent
playroom, allowing me to simulate the parent and child being apart.
7.3.1.2 Procedure
I familiarized participants with the residential lab and introduced the project. I gave them
time to play and experiment with the ShareTable in an unstructured manner. They were
encouraged to think about how they would possibly use such a system while apart and to
actively try out some of those activities. When the participants were ready to continue, I
asked them to perform three separate tasks and fill out a brief questionnaire.
The first two tasks involved completing a worksheet together. The worksheet given to
the child consisted of a political map of Africa without any labels, with instructions to
color in all countries that began with a certain letter (“M” in the first task, “A” or “Z”
in the second). The parent was given an answer sheet—a political map of Africa that
contained the names of the countries and their capitals—and instructed to assist the child
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in any manner they thought appropriate. For one of these tasks, the parent–child pair was
asked to use videoconferencing, while the other task allowed them to use the ShareTable
(see Figure 19a). Each parent–child pair completed both tasks, representing a within-
participant design, counter-balanced for order effects. I was interested in comparing the
strategies that parents and children used with and without the addition of the tabletop
video channel.
In the third task, the parent and the child were asked to play a board game together
using the ShareTable system. This represents a task that is currently impossible to carry
out using a videoconferencing system alone, so there was no videoconferencing condition. I
provided a simple game, based on the idea of “Ludo” or “Sorry!” (see Figure 19b). Only
the parent’s side had the physical game board, but each side had physical token pieces and
a die. Thus, the child had to place his or her pieces on the projected surface of the board. I
was interested in whether the child would be able to manage turn-taking and access in this
unusual space which interweaves physical and projected artifacts.
After completing all three tasks, I returned to the questionnaire to understand why
participants answered a certain way. For example, if a child moderately agreed that using
the ShareTable was fun, I probed him or her deeper to explore how the child understood
the idea of “fun” and what aspects of the interaction corresponded with or went against
that idea. I also asked the participants open-ended questions about their experiences with
the system, including what they found confusing about using it, which aspects they liked or
disliked, and how they might use a system like this at home. I asked each parent–child pair
to commit one hour to this study; however, they were also given the option of continuing
to play with the system in whatever way they chose at the end of that time. Throughout
the study, two investigators observed each participant and took independent notes, which
were later combined for analysis.
7.3.2 Results
My goals were evaluating whether the ShareTable provided any benefit over a plain video-
conferencing connection, understanding whether children as young as seven were capable
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of managing play mediated by this system, and generating ideas for tasks that families
may want to do with the system. To get at these issues, I looked at the following specific
questions in my exploratory evaluation:
• How do the pairs complete a task using the ShareTable system as compared to using
videoconferencing alone?
• How do parents and children coordinate turn-taking and access to artifacts with the
ShareTable?
• What activities do the children and parents choose to do when allowed unstructured
time to use the system?
7.3.2.1 Comparing ShareTable to Videoconferencing
I began by observing how parents and children completed two worksheet tasks—one with
the ShareTable system and the other with plain videoconferencing. After completing each
task, I asked them to answer a few questions about their experience.
I asked each parent and child how difficult it was to do the worksheet with each commu-
nication medium and how much they liked using each system on a 5-point Likert scale (see
Figure 20). I hypothesized that the ShareTable would be rated as both easier and better
liked than plain videoconferencing. I analyzed the results using a Fishers Exact Test, which
is appropriate for categorical data (i.e., a Likert scale) with a small sample size [113]. I
found that participants enjoyed doing the worksheet task better with the ShareTable than
with videoconferencing. This difference was statistically significant (p = 0.012), meaning it
was unlikely to have occurred by accident. Participants also reported that the worksheet
task using the ShareTable was easier to do than using videoconferencing (p = 0.001). While
this shows that the ShareTable was experienced quite differently than videoconferencing, I
was interested in better qualifying this difference. For this, I turned to the observational
data.
In the videoconferencing condition, children and parents used the following strategy: the
parent would verbally explain where the country is (e.g., “the little one to the left of the big
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Figure 20: Responses to 5-point Likert-scale questions. Darker color represents parents,
lighter color represents children in each bar graph.
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one that looks like a heart”), the child would point to the country and hold up the worksheet
to the webcam, the parent would confirm or reject the selection, and the child would color
in the country if it was confirmed. The main breakdown in the process occurred as the
child tried to identify and confirm the country. Several children seemed to assume that the
parent could see where they were pointing without holding up the paper (even though it
was explained that the parent could not). Several children had trouble understanding how
the worksheet would look to the parent when held up to the camera—holding it too close,
too far, or even upside down.
In the ShareTable condition, the child would keep the worksheet flat on the table. The
parents described the correct countries verbally, by pointing to it with their finger, or by
circling it with a marker. Children would verbally confirm if they had the right country
or would touch the country with the tip of the marker and look up at the video screen
for confirmation. Interestingly, parents did not seem to be concerned with the efficiency
of completing the worksheet. None of the parents simply put the sheet with the answers
on the table. In one family, the mother explicitly acknowledged that if she showed the
answers, she would feel like she was cheating and that her son would probably learn more if
they worked through the worksheet together. Another common behavior was taking verbal
tangents from the task to tie the worksheet to other experiences in the child’s life. For
example, a father pointed to an African country to tell the daughter a story about her aunt
who currently lives there. Additionally, every parent made a remark about the country
Madagascar and the children’s animated movie by the same name.
It has previously been demonstrated that gestures over video streams can support
quicker completion of remote tasks [64]. When one user assists another for work, mea-
sures like time to completion make a lot of sense. However, when the users are parents
and children, completing the task takes a back seat to engaging with each other. In the
ShareTable condition, I noticed a greater level of engagement between the parent and the
child. They spent more time looking at each other and less time looking at the task. They
also spent more time laughing and talking about peripherally-related information. Parents
supported their children’s learning not by making sure that the worksheet was completed
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quickly, but rather by tying the activity to other aspects of the child’s life, such as familiar
children’s media. By making the logistics of the task easier, I conjecture that the ShareTable
freed the parent and child to focus on these other aspects of communication.
7.3.2.2 Coordination of Access to Artifacts and Turn-Taking
To see how parents and children coordinated turn-taking and interaction with the artifacts
while using the ShareTable, I asked them to participate in a simple board game task, similar
to “Ludo.” Since the ShareTable just projects a video stream, each participant can only
physically manipulate the artifacts on his or her side of the table. I wanted to see how
participants would manage the interaction of “bumping” each other’s pieces back to start.
All but one parent–child pair explicitly verbally acknowledged the possibility of refusing to
move their piece when bumped, but quickly dismissed it as it would “ruin the game” or
make the game “no fun.” In fact, there was a great deal of physical behavior surrounding
the bumping of a piece despite the fact that the participants could not physically replace
the opponent’s piece back to the start. A common behavior was manipulating the game
token in a “dancing” motion on top of the projection of the opponents’ piece after bumping
an opponent.
Unlike an online board game, the ShareTable leaves the management of turns and rules
up to the users. While the user was taking his or her turn, they would usually focus on the
table surface; however, during their opponents turn, they focused on the face-to-face video.
Looking up at the screen at the end of ones turn seemed to signal to the other person that
it was his or her move. One interesting facet I observed was that parents tried to bend the
rules of the game to the advantage of the child—children won six out of the seven games
played. Parents would do this by giving the child strategy advice and by letting them re-do
moves or take extra turns. If I had built explicit games and rules into the infrastructure of
the ShareTable, this interaction may have been lost.
In post-task interviews, two of the parents explicitly mentioned that, despite the lack of
access to the opponent’s pieces, playing the board game using the ShareTable felt much more
similar to playing a board game in-person than using any other computer-mediated channel.
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Another parent mentioned that after the first ten minutes of using the ShareTable, he felt
that he could focus entirely on interacting with his daughter, rather than “using the system.”
All of the children I interviewed wanted to try more board games with the ShareTable. Two
of them explicitly requested the chance to play again at a later time. In conclusion, parents
and children were successful at managing access to artifacts and turn-taking without specific
system support—they mutually acknowledged the rules and possibilities of the interface and
acted to manage them in a way similar to in-person interaction.
7.3.2.3 Observing Unstructured Activity
I observed the way users interacted with the ShareTable when given an opportunity for free
play before and after the tasks. I sought to identify the features of the ShareTable that
supported or hindered the activities that the parents and children chose. Several parent–
child pairs participated in “collaborative drawing” in which the child or the parent would
initiate a drawing while the other added elements to it (e.g., child draws butterfly and the
parent adds patterns on the butterfly’s wings). One of the parents mentioned that this
task was actually easier with the ShareTable than in-person because she and her son could
occupy the central physical location at the table without getting in each other’s way.
I observed a variety of other playful activities. One parent–child pair participated in
what I termed “competitive drawing”—the parent would draw something, then the child
would cross it out and respond with a different drawing. One family used the surface of the
table to “chat” in the way one would use an instant messenger—the child would write a
statement, the parent responded to it below, and the child responded in turn. One parent–
child pair participated in a “tracing” activity—the father put his hand on the table and
the child carefully traced it. In one family, the child played a game of “tag” by trying to
catch the projected version of her dad’s hand with her own. One family really wanted to
try doing their own task—playing a game of chess with their own board and pieces. I noted
that because the ShareTable places the two users on the same side of the table, the father
was put in the awkward position of having to play his pieces from the opponent’s side of
the board.
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In post-task interviews, I asked the parents and children how they would use the system
in their own home and if they had any suggestions for modifying the ShareTable. One
parent said she wanted her son to be able to leave a short note on the table when he gets
home from school. She wanted to be able to access a message left on the table from her
mobile phone to quickly get feedback that her son safely arrived at home. Two children
mentioned that they would want to use the ShareTable not just to interact with parents,
but also to play with their friends. The children who participated in collaborative drawing
during unstructured time were particularly excited about the potential of this activity. One
child suggested that her father could put printed pictures on his side of the table so that
she could trace them. Another child mentioned that he would have liked to be able to share
the drawings he and his mother created by giving them to his father to take to work or
hanging them on the refrigerator. Both parents and children said that they would use the
ShareTable for both play and homework if they had one in their home. Several parents
mentioned wanting to be able to read with the child, but three expressed a concern that the
resolution of the ShareTable surface would not be high enough to allow comfortably reading
most books. However, the most commonly cited concern with the system was the periodic
presence of audio echo in the lab setup, which reduced the clarity of audio transmission.
7.3.3 Discussion
One goal of the exploratory evaluation was to serve as a proof-of-concept for the ShareTable
system. It also served an equally important role in informing future design and research
directions of this work. In this section, I briefly describe the potential changes to the
prototype that were informed by the deployment.
7.3.3.1 Improving Audio and Surface Fidelity
When I asked the participants what they disliked or found difficult about using the ShareTable
system, they focused on the fidelity of the connection and the presence of audio echo as
deficiencies of the system. The microphone used in the prototype transmitted the speaker
output back to the sender, sometimes resulting in an unnerving echo. I have removed audio
echo in the current version of the system through use of a unidirectional microphone and
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Figure 21: Photographs of the improved ShareTable prototype that was developed following
the success of the initial deployment.
software filtering. While audio was important to the fidelity of the interaction, the tabletop
resolution determined what tasks were possible. Three parents mentioned that the resolu-
tion of the table surface was fine for the large-text worksheet but probably too low to read
standard-sized text. In the current system prototype, I have upgraded to a high-definition
camera that allows print to be clearly visible and still records a reasonably large surface
area.
7.3.3.2 Leveraging Physical Interaction and Metaphors
There are many aspects of the ShareTable system that I did not have to consider for this
initial deployment, for example, what the system would look like and how calls would be ini-
tiated and answered. Through a studio-based brainstorming dialog between two designers,
I was looking to consider alternatives in ShareTable construction, interaction paradigms,
and use of space in the home. Sketches from this stage are available in Appendix B.4 Major
themes of this exploration included:
• Alternatives for initiating conversation, e.g. opening doors vs. selecting the partner
from a list with a mouse
4Berke Atasoy was a major contributor to this design exploration.
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• Different arrangements of space, e.g. implementing the system as a play rug vs. a
play tent vs. a table
• Alternatives to projection, e.g. using monitor screens for feedback
• Alternative construction and hardware arrangements, e.g. portable variations, mod-
ular components, etc.
My final design choices were driven by some of the take-aways from this initial evaluation.
One of the things that parents and children reported liking about the ShareTable was
the fact that it did not have a traditional interface, but was instead rather similar to
non-computer-mediated interaction. To continue building on this theme, I incorporated
automatic calibration of the camera-projector system and kiosk-like activation into the
current iteration of the system. To attempt to contact the parent or to answer an incoming
call, the child must simply open the doors of the cabinet (see Figure 21). To end a call,
either party can simply close these doors. As an added benefit, the open doors create a
cubby-like area for the interaction, which engenders a sense of privacy.
7.3.3.3 Supporting Semi-Synchronous Interaction
The term “semi-synchronous interaction” was coined by Dourish & Bellotti [49] to de-
scribe systems that support both synchronous and asynchronous modes of work. In a
semi-synchronous system, the users can not only work together but also see representations
of past activities by others. One of the parents pointed me towards this idea when she
suggested that her son should be able to leave messages on the table surface for her. In the
context of the ShareTable, the following is a semi-synchronous interaction scenario:
A son attempts to contact his mother using the ShareTable, but she is not
available. He sits at the table for an hour doing homework, before leaving to
play. He is still outside when his mother attempts to contact him through the
ShareTable sometime later. While she can’t get in contact with him directly,
she is able to see his homework strewn across the surface of the table. From
this representation of her son’s past activity, she is able to determine that he
had safely returned home from school and that he may need help with a math
worksheet later. She draws a heart on the table and writes “I can help you with
this after dinner” by the worksheet.
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The above scenario assumes that both ShareTable systems are continually activated. This
may not be practical in the home setting for privacy reasons. To address this, I implemented
a protocol for semi-synchronous exchanges that does not require an always-on system. When
the mother places a call, the shared surface takes a still snapshot of the paired table and
projects it onto her surface until her son responds to her call or she chooses to terminate it.
Thus, she is able to see a message written on the surface or a note dropped on top of the
table without unnecessarily invading the audio and video space of her son’s room.
7.4 Conclusion
My exploration of the problem space of remote parent–child communication, resulted in
the ShareTable prototype. The prototype was well received by the parent–child pairs who
participated in my study. Interaction mediated by the ShareTable was qualitatively different
from interaction through videoconferencing alone. Children as young as seven years old
understood and used the system without collocated help. Families saw opportunities for
using the ShareTable for both new and familiar activities. Perhaps most telling of all,
several families asked how soon a version of the ShareTable would be available for use in
private homes.
Deploying the prototype in a controlled environment was helpful to the process of de-
veloping the ShareTable. It provided early answers to important feasibility questions and
helped generate and prioritize directions for design. As it was meant to do, the exploratory
evaluation raised many potential questions for future investigations. A clear next step be-
came conducting a deployment of this system in the households of parents and children who
live apart. Such an investigation is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER VIII
FIELD DEPLOYMENT OF THE SHARETABLE SYSTEM
Though I initially investigated both divorced and work-separated families, I chose to focus
on supporting parent–child separation due to divorce in the context of the deployment of
the ShareTable system. The initial evaluation described in the previous chapter showed
the potential promise of the ShareTable as a technology to support parents and children
in remote play and certain care activities. My previous work also provided me with one
valuable tool to understand how the ShareTable might be different from other communi-
cation technologies—the ABCCT. But, in order to understand how this system would be
adopted by real families, I needed to put the ShareTable in the homes of several families for
a reasonable length of time. In this chapter, I describe the four-week-long deployment of the
ShareTable system in four Atlanta-area homes and its evaluation using a mix of qualitative
and quantitative methods.
8.1 Motivation
Remote communication with children is notoriously difficult, with most sessions lasting un-
der five minutes and frequently failing to produce any real sense of connectedness (e.g.,
[12, 187]). More recently, a number of investigations have pointed to the potential of video-
conferencing technologies to expand the possibilities of remote interaction with children by
providing a context for the communication and allowing activities such as show-and-tell
[102, 6, 88]. However, standard videoconferencing is still problematic for many families
because (1) initiating a conversation is difficult and cannot be done without at least one
tech-savvy adult on each side [6] and (2) interaction over videoconferencing is still focused
on conversation, which is not the most natural way for children to build closeness with their
family [188]. This work contributes to the ongoing efforts of the HCI community to ad-
dress these two challenges by presenting a field deployment of the ShareTable system, which
provides easy-to-initiate videoconferencing and a shared tabletop task space for supporting
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activities.
An initial lab based evaluation of the ShareTable showed it to be a promising system
for supporting remote parent–child contact [189]. In this work, I present the results of
a month-long field deployment of the ShareTable system in four households affected by
divorce, where it was used to supplement in-person visitation between parents and children.
Three research questions drove my investigation:
• How is the ShareTable used by divorced families?
• How is the ShareTable different from previous technologies used by these families?
• What factors contribute to or detract from the successful adoption of the ShareTable
by divorced families?
To answer these questions, I collected data from a number of sources. I gathered pre- and
post-deployment measures of relationship quality, emotional costs and benefits of communi-
cation technologies used by the family, and communication diaries to understand the lengths,
frequencies, and typical topics of conversations. During the deployment, I instrumented the
prototype to collect textual logs of system use, as well as video and audio recordings of each
communication session. Additionally, throughout the 8 week-study (2-week pre-deployment,
4-week deployment, and 2-week post-deployment), I conducted weekly interviews with each
family. I found that the ShareTable more than doubled the amount of time that each family
spent communicating remotely, it provided additional emotional benefits without increas-
ing most emotional costs, and it enabled a host of interaction previously impossible for the
families. However, the ShareTable also introduced privacy concerns and a new source of
conflict as the divorced parents attempted to negotiate practices around its use.
In the remainder of this chapter, I begin by describing the ShareTable prototype in more
detail. Next, I give a detailed account of the procedure, instruments, and participants.
Then, I relate the findings of my study in the context of the three research questions above.




The ShareTable system consists of two identical ShareTables, one in the home of the parent
and one in the home of the child. To place a call through the system, the user simply needs
to open the doors of the ShareTable cabinet. The paired table in the other household rings
for 1 minute, as would a phone. To answer the call, the remote user needs to open their
cabinet doors. To end the call, either side simply has to close the cabinet doors. Once a call
is connected, audio is shared and the monitor screen of the ShareTable shows a standard
face-to-face videoconferencing view (large view of the remote participant and a small view
showing self). Additionally, the local table surface of the ShareTable now shows a projected
view of the remote table surface and vice versa. For example, the child can draw a cat on
her side of the table and the child’s parent would be able to draw a hat directly on the head
of the projected cat on his table. Since the drawings would be aligned and scaled on both
tables, both the child and the parent would see the same image of the cat wearing the hat.
8.2.1 Hardware
The ShareTable uses a Dell Inspiron 530s, customized with an ATI Radeon HD 3450 256MB
HDMI video card to allow for multiple monitors. The video and audio is captured by a
QuickCam Pro 9000 Web Camera. The face-to-face video is shown on a standard 15-inch
flat panel monitor; the audio is played on two Dell AX210 Stereo Speaker System. This is
essentially a low-cost off-the-shelf system.
The door sensor consists of a Reed switch mounted on the cabinet door and a magnet
mounted to the main cabinet of the table. When the Reed switch is close to the magnet, a
signal is sent to the system. Since this doesn’t require actual physical contact, the sensor
is incredibly robust and tolerant to actions such as slamming the door. The Reed switch is
connected to an Arduino prototyping board which communicates with the main program
via USB.
The ShareTable uses a Dell2400MP projector mounted four feet above the table surface,
resulting in a 20” X 16” projection. Commands are sent to the projector using an RS232
connection. When not in use, the projector remained in stand-by mode.
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The tabletop surface image is captured by a 207MW Axis Camera at 1024 by 768
resolution and sent directly to the partner table at 5 fps using the Axis camera’s internal
server. The cameras were connected directly to the router via a physical Ethernet connection
in three of the deployment homes. In the last home, the camera was connected to the router
via a networking-over-power-line connection.
Finally, each ShareTable included components to reduce the “visual echo” of the table-
top. In short, without modifying the transmission of the tabletop video, projected images
get captured and resent to the originating table. This leads to a “white-out” effect and
creates a “trail” from any object that is in motion. I used a polarization solution as a low-
tech, robust approach for avoiding recapturing projected artifacts. Each projector and each
Axis camera is outfitted with a custom mount for a linear polarizing lens. Projectors thus
emit light that is orthogonal to the light that the cameras receive, which breaks the visual
echo feedback loop. One last modification keeps the light from depolarizing when hitting
the tabletop surface—each surface is covered with a silver lenticular projection screen (the
kind used for projecting 3D movies, for example). To protect the screen and to allow the
table to be dry-erase marker friendly, the screen is covered in a thin layer of Plexiglas.
Figure 23 shows several photographs of the complete system.
8.2.2 Software
In order to correctly layer the image from the partner table over the physical space of the
local table, the ShareTable system must account for the barrel distortion introduced the
Axis cameras and crop the image to include only the relevant portion of the view. I modified
an existing Python OpenCV solution to generate two matrices specifying the distortion of
the Axis cameras after collecting 20 images of a checker-board pattern held at varying angles
to the Axis camera. I created a custom Visual C# component that applied these matrices
to the image and allowed us to select the relevant tabletop area for each camera. The
ShareTable applies these cropping points and de-warping matrices to each image received
from the remote Axis camera.
The main ShareTable system is programmed in Visual C# and consists of the following
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components: the status database, the face-to-face videoconferencing, the tabletop video,
and the logging infrastructure. Each ShareTable must know about the current status of its
partner in order to appropriately start and end sessions. To achieve this, each ShareTable
pings a MySQL database with its status every second. The face-to-face video and audio
is achieved by leveraging the Skype4COM API to initiate a full-screen videoconferencing
session. Optionally, the ShareTable could be set to use the TokBox API instead for face-to-
face video and audio depending on the constraints faced by the designer (TokBox is much
more CPU intensive, but Skype has more strict intellectual property constraints). The
ShareTable surface is a C# component that extends the Axis Media Control API to display
a cropped and de-warped image (see above) of the partner surface. Finally, the ShareTable
logs system use in two ways. First, any time that the status of the system changes (e.g.,
going from “Call Routing” to “Call In Progress”), a message is added to a text file marking
the time and reason for the transition. Second, any time that a call is successfully placed,
the ShareTable records video and audio of the local participant and their table surface. The
video recording is achieved using a QuickCam Pro 9000 Web Camera mounted on the top
shelf of the table. Whenever a call is connected, the ShareTable initiates video and audio
recording by issuing a command-line call to Flash Media Live Encoder (used on low-CPU
setting). All software for the ShareTable is available for download at www.sharetable.com.
8.3 Methods
The ShareTable was deployed with two Atlanta-area divorced families (four households) over
the course of four weeks. The system was evaluated using a mixed-methods approach com-
bining multiple sources of quantitative (communication diaries, system use logs, ABCCT,
etc.) and qualitative (weekly interviews, coded video logs of system use) data.
8.3.1 Participants
All four households participating in this study were recruited through a professional recruit-
ment firm, Schlesinger Associates. The study call described the following qualifications:
• You have a child between the ages of 6 and 9,
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Figure 22: A representation of relationships and participants in the ShareTable field study.
The red figures represent participants directly enrolled in the study while the grey figures
are family member who came into contact with the researchers and/or the system but were
not formally enrolled. The “roof” symbol groups people primarily residing together. The
dashed lines signify biological relationships.
• You live in a different house from the child’s other parent, and both you and your ex
are interested in working together to raise the child,
• The child currently talks (in-person or through phone, computer, etc.) with the non-
residential parent at least once a week,
• Both you and your ex live within a 3-hour drive of metro Atlanta.
Two additional families responded to the call but one withdrew from the study after the
first week due to objections from a step-parent and the second could not participant because
no high-speed Internet service was available in the area of one of the households.
8.3.1.1 Deployment 1
Simon1 is the 7-year-old son of Matt and Nadia. Matt and Nadia have been divorced for
5 years and they currently live a 45–60 minute drive apart. Matt and Nadia both describe
their current relationship as fairly low-conflict. Matt is recently remarried to Mary and lives
with Mary and Jeffrey, her 3-year-old child from a previous relationship. Nadia is remarried
1All participant names were changed to preserve privacy.
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Figure 23: Photographs showing the ShareTable setup in (A) mother’s home in the first
family, (B) father’s home in the first family, (C) mother’s home in the second family, and
(D) father’s home in the second family.
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to Rod and pregnant with Simon’s new half-brother. Simon spends 2–3 nights per week
with his father and the rest with his mom; they split the holidays. See Figure 22 for a
diagram of study participants and relationships.
Simon and Nadia communicate almost exclusively by phone. Matt and Simon also
communicate by phone, but have recently tried videoconferencing as well. Though Matt
has purchased the necessary equipment for Nadia’s home, she rarely uses videoconferencing
and Matt finds it difficult to do so without her support.
In Matt’s home, the ShareTable was set up in a public space in the living room. In
Nadia’s home, the ShareTable was set up in Simon’s room. See Figure 23 A and B.
8.3.1.2 Deployment 2
Taylor (11, boy) and Kennedy (7, girl) are the children of David and Kelly. David and Kelly
have been divorced for 7 years and they currently live about a 60-minute drive apart. Both
David and Kelly describe their relationship as fairly low-conflict, especially when needing
to make decisions in the best interest of the children. The father is single and Taylor lives
with him, spending alternate weekends with Kelly. Kelly lives with her partner Jason and
Kennedy. Kennedy spends alternate weekends with David. Taylor and Kennedy see each
other every weekend. On school holidays, David and Kelly alternately have both of the
children. Additionally, David is the father of 2-year-old Casey. Casey lives with David’s
ex-girlfriend but David gets custody every other weekend. See Figure 22 for a diagram of
study participants and relationships.
Taylor has his own cell phone and communicates with both of his parents by calling or
sending text messages. He also uses Facebook with his parents occasionally. Kennedy does
not have her own phone and Kelly’s house does not have a land line telephone, so David
usually calls Kelly’s cell phone and she passes it back to Kennedy to talk. Kelly and David
have previously attempted videoconferencing on special occasions, but found that it was
too problematic to setup the connection and debug when things went wrong.
In Kelly’s home, the ShareTable was set up in the children’s room. In David’s home,
the ShareTable was set up in the game room (described as the “man den” of the house).
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See Figure 23 C and D.
8.3.2 Procedure
The procedure for the ShareTable deployment consisted of three parts: (1) pre-deployment
interviews and diaries, (2) deployment with interviews, diaries, and logging, and (3) post-
deployment interviews and diaries. Through all three parts of the study, I kept detailed
field notes of each visit and collected photographs where appropriate.
8.3.2.1 Pre-Deployment
Before the ShareTable was deployed, I interviewed each family. I spoke to any children
over 6 who live in the house, both of the parents, and any cohabitating current partners.
The questions focused on current strategies that each family uses to stay in touch and the
specific challenges of their arrangement.
I collected responses to a number of validated questionnaires to get a baseline for each
participant. I asked each parent to fill out a Network of Relationships Inventory (NRI)
[62] describing their relationships to their past partner, current partner, and the children
participating in the study. I asked each child to out a shortened NRI inventory (shortened
by presenting only one question from each scale of interest) describing their relationships
with their parents and any step-parents. For each communication medium that the family
used regularly, I asked both the parents and the children to fill out an appropriate version
of the ABCCT (see Chapter 6 and [192]).
Finally, I provided each member of the family with a diary notebook and asked them
to log any remote contact between the parent and the child. The adult version of the diary
(given to the parents and the 11-year-old participant) consisted of noting the length of
communication, the medium used, recording the topic of the conversations and an affective
reflection (see Figure 24). The child version of the diary asked the child to circle the time of
day, medium used, topic of conversation, and their feelings afterwards. The child could also
draw or write additional information in the provided space (see Figure 25). Each family
kept these preliminary diaries for at least 14 days. I visited each household weekly to go
over the diaries and ask each member to expand on the provided entries.
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Figure 24: This is an example of a communication diary given to any participants over the
age of 10.
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Figure 25: This is an example of a communication diary given to any participants under
the age of 10.
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During the last week of the pre-deployment, I worked with each family to decide on the
best location for the ShareTable (the decision was mostly influenced by an availability of a
3’ by 4’ floor space) and I coordinated with each family to install Comcast Business Class
High-Speed Internet service for the duration of the study. The particular plan chosen was
advertised by Comcast to provide speeds up to 50 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload.
However, using an online service to clock the actual speed, I found that the families were
usually getting between 5 Mbps and 8 Mbps upload speeds.
8.3.2.2 Deployment
The ShareTable was installed in each home and the system was briefly explained to the
participants using example scenarios. I also explained that the system would log use and
video record any ongoing calls. However, videos were only stored locally and participants
could mark any session for deletion—I would delete this session’s video in front of them
without watching the video. Participants were provided with a new set of diary logs that
included the ShareTable as a medium option on the diary and that had the additional
option for marking a recorded video for deletion. I asked participants to continue keeping
communication diaries and I continued weekly interviews with participants for the next 28
days.
At the end of the 28 days, each participant was asked to fill out an ABCCT questionnaire
for the ShareTable and another NRI describing their family relationships.
In the final interview before removing the ShareTable, I conducted a workshop with each
household to ask them to consider synchronous communication technologies for families,
suggest new directions, and consider how they would redesign the ShareTable. Finally, I
also asked each household to give some advice to the next family that might use the system.
8.3.2.3 Post-Deployment
The post-deployment protocol was different for family 1 and family 2. Family 1 chose to
withdraw from the diary study after the ShareTable was removed, because the mother’s
life was hectic with the arrival of her newborn baby. However, I continued phone and
email correspondence with the father to understand how the family’s use of technology and
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communication practices changed after the removal of the ShareTable.
Family 2 continued the post-deployment study as planned. For the next 14 days, they
continued keeping communication diaries and I conducted interviews by phone (with the
father’s household) and by Skype (with the mother’s household).
8.3.3 Analysis
There were a number of quantitative (or at least, quantifiable metrics) gathered through
the course of the study: ABCCT responses, NRI responses, and descriptive statistics of log
and diary data. Because of the low number of participants in this study, I focus on general
descriptive statistics in reporting of this data rather than hypothesis testing. I present only
those aspect of the data that are meaningful to the overall research questions of this project,
however all anonymized quantitative data is available upon request.
There were numerous sources of qualitative data in this study: field notes, interviews,
video logs, and diaries. All four sources of this qualitative information were transcribed and
an initial round of open-coding and memoing was conducted on all four of these sources
of information. I followed the qualitative analysis process described by Seidman to create
thematic connections using a data-driven approach [155]. I extracted statements of interest
and other points of evidence (e.g., rich descriptions from field notes, etc.) and grouped
these together by theme. I conducted three such passes through all of the data, refining
the themes with each pass until a set of distinct themes emerged. Though the process was
largely data-driven, I was also influenced by the research questions I posed at the outset of
the study:
• How was the ShareTable used?
• How was the ShareTable different from previous technologies used by these families?
• What factors contributed to or detracted from the successful adoption of the ShareTable?
After conducting the qualitative analysis, I grouped the themes by the major research
question they addressed (with some themes appearing in more than one section). This is
the structure I use in the results section of this chapter.
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8.3.4 Limitations
As each ShareTable deployment required a significant commitment of of resources and as
only one working prototype of the system exists, it was only possible for us to recruit four
households. It is difficult to generalize from such a small data size and such a small N makes
most forms of statistical analysis impractical. However, the benefit of the small sample was
that it allowed us to conduct a more in-depth study (e.g., weekly interviews) and a more
detailed analysis (e.g., transcribing all video logs) than would have been possible with a
larger group.
Perhaps more problematic, the study may not have been long enough. I estimated that a
four week deployment would be adequate as this is the average length of a field deployment
for family communication technologies (see Chapter 6). However, one participant expressed
that it really wasn’t long enough for him:
“I think we really needed it for longer in order to figure out how to use the table.
When you first play around with it, it’s too new. We did try a few games like
tic-tac-toe and stuff, but I think now that it’s gone, I keep thinking of things
that we should have done and tried Well, like the other day, I thought that it
would be perfect for Pictionary! And I keep coming up with things like that
now that it’s gone!” David
Perhaps because this system is significantly different from what is currently available,
the families may have benefited from a longer deployment. Unfortunately, limited resources
combined with the time-related costs of the deployment contributed to the initial decision
and the limitations of this choice are only evident in retrospect.
My study required families that were both relatively low-conflict (at least low-conflict
enough to agree to participate in a study together) and had at least one young child. This
combination was found to be difficult even for a professional recruitment firm. Though
my original intention was to select several interesting case studies that varied on a number
of dimensions, I was instead limited to the families that responded to the call. The most
notable factor missing from my data is information about families that live further away
and do not see each other very frequently. Additionally, there was inevitable self-selection
bias in the recruitment process, as most evident by the technical nature of the participants
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(three of the four parents were involved in IT fields).
Another limitation is that I was only able to collect self-report data for the pre- and
post-deployment communication. This was particularly problematic for the second family
where lengths of sessions were frequently estimated on diaries. In weekly interviews, I
asked the family to specify the length of the session within a range that they thought would
definitely include the actual length (e.g., “longer than 5 minutes, but shorter than 10”). I
use the upper range of these estimates in the quantitative reporting to make sure that I do
not overestimate the effect of the ShareTable on communication session lengths. However,
one mitigating factor on the limitations of this self-report methodology is that I collected
two different diaries for each session (one from parent, one from child) and was able to
detect and correct inconsistencies through the interview process. Since all diaries matched
up with an appropriate pair at the end of the study, I am confident that the number of
sessions is accurately represented.
Because the ShareTable is a relatively early prototype that combines a number of dif-
ferent technologies (e.g., projector, sensors, videoconferencing, video recording, etc.), it did
not work perfectly all the time. In fact, something went wrong in 9 out of the total 24
sessions with the ShareTable. These problems included choppy face-to-face video (Skype
problems), projector taking more than 3 minutes to warm up and start, one of the surface
cameras failing to connect (thus one person could see the other’s table, but not vice-versa),
audio being too low, and tabletop video being out of focus. In three of these 9 cases the
users contacted me directly and I was able to correct the system through remote access,
thus the rest of the session proceeded unhindered. However, in the remaining 6 cases the
families used the system as-is, thus missing out on potential benefits of the ShareTable. It is
a testament to the families’ persistence and patience that they were willing to put up with
these problems and continued using the ShareTable despite experiencing these troubles.
Finally, as in all such deployments [24], there is a strong potential for the observer effect
and demand characteristics to bias the final findings. For example, the parents might feel
the pressure to perform as a “perfect parent” for the researcher, thereby increasing the
number of communication sessions and changing their content. I hope that including the
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pre- and post-deployment sessions mitigates this influence since the observer effect should
be present in both of these parts as well, thereby dropping out of the analysis. There was
little I could do to mitigate the demand characteristics in this field deployment, other than
emphasizing that the system was not complete and I needed lots of concrete critiques to
make it better. Indeed, in the trial I saw both evidence of “investigators as participants”
and “participants as investigators,” as described by Brown et al. [24]. The participants
oriented to my interests as an investigator, for example children seemed to be most eager to
talk to the remote parent immediately after the interviews (four separate examples of this
in the data). I also saw the fathers frequently take on the role of the “lead participant,”
encouraging others to use the system and even documenting its use for my benefit (e.g.,
photograph in Figure 26 was taken by the father). Brown et al. recommend a number of
changes to how HCI researchers conduct and report data from field trials to help moderate
these effects: diversifying methods, moving beyond success vs. failure analysis of the trial,
emphasizing the unique characteristics of each participant, and rejecting reproducibility
[24]. I act on all four of these recommendations when describing the results of this study
in the next section.
8.4 Results
The results section organizes the themes from the qualitative analysis of interviews, diaries,
and video logs to provide evidence relevant to each of the three research questions driving
this study:
• How was the ShareTable used?
• How was the ShareTable different from previous technologies used by these families?
• What factors contributed to or detracted from the successful adoption of the ShareTable?
Where appropriate, I also refer to relevant data from quantitative analysis of the diaries
and surveys.
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I hypothesized that the ShareTable would support a number of joint activities by providing
both face-to-face video and a shared workspace. In fact, I saw a number of different uses
of the system, many of which would be impossible without a video connection and some of
which would be impossible without the shared surface (See Figure 26).
8.4.1.1 Drawing Together
Drawing together was the most common way that the families in the study used the surface,
perhaps because this was an activity that they reported enjoying when collocated. For
Kennedy, it was her favorite thing about the ShareTable: “It’s just so cool! I like drawing
on it.”
Frequently, there was a playful and collaborative nature to the drawing, as the remote
participant tried to guess what the local participant was producing. Simon frequently
leveraged the ability to synchronously share his drawing as it was being created by asking
his father to guess at its nature.
Simon: Awesome! Cool, cool. Look what I drew.
Matt: Yeah, what is that. Is that DNA?
Simon: No, it’s like... Oh wait, it kind of does look like DNA.
Matt: That’s what I said...
Simon: Except there’s no lines... Just wait one second, it’s almost done... Let’s
see...
Matt: Yep, there’s the DNA.
Simon: You like it?
Matt: Yes.
Simon: [Jeffrey], look at my DNA!
After Matt provided an interesting suggestion, Simon changed his drawing to play along.
After the drawing was complete, he called over his younger brother (remotely) to take a
look and participate.
Throughout the study, there were seven different examples of contact where children
and parents drew on the table for each other.
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8.4.1.2 Supporting Learning
Parents have frequently described the frustrating interaction of trying to engage in their
child’s learning experience remotely (e.g., [187]). However, throughout the ShareTable de-
ployment, I saw five different examples where parents could engage with their child’s learn-
ing experience beyond the traditional “‘What did you learn in school today?’ ‘Nothing’”
exchange (there were many examples of this exchange as well, but they are not included in
this analysis).
For example, in one video, Simon and his mother practice math problems by writing on
the surface of the table:
Nadia: Good job! Let me give you one.
Simon: Give me a math problem I’ll write it.
Nadia: OK. [Writes on the table]
Simon: It has to be a big one.
Nadia: [Laughing] It’s a plus. [Waits for him to write out the answer]
Nadia: That’s right, Babbo. Good job!
There were five different examples where parents and children discussed something that
they learned or learned new things together. However, only two of these examples leveraged
face-to-face or tabletop video. The other three involved only audio: a question-answer
session, a quiz, and practicing singing a song in a foreign language.
When I initially conceptualized the ShareTable system, I anticipated considerably more
activity around homework help [189]. In fact the idea of homework help was one that was
compelling to the parents in this study:
“I especially want to use it to go over homework. I feel like the other house has
been slacking and [Simon] hasn’t been keeping up with it. I’d love to look at
the homework and get him to practice his spelling and all that.” Matt
Two aspects of the system and the deployment prevented this from being a more com-
mon activity. First, the participants found it really difficult to read small text over the
surface of the table. Though I did provide 1024 X 768 resolution for the surface (best
possible under bandwidth constraints), this was barely good enough for 16 point text and
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completely impractical for anything smaller. Though most of the younger children’s (Simon
and Kennedy) worksheets were viewable under these constraints, it was too straining and
it was much more practical for these families to defer this task until they could be together.
Second, in family 2 the deployment fell over a school holiday for the children. Even though
this was a compelling use case for the father, it was not one he got an opportunity to try
out:
“The holidays made it weird. It would have been cool to have it here once school
started back up for both of them. Especially, with [Kennedy], it would be great
if she could show off a drawing that she made in school or if [Taylor] could show
me a good grade that he got on a test.” David
However, despite the fact that this activity was not as common as I anticipated, it was
encouraging to see that parents and children could use the ShareTable to engage in learning
activities.
8.4.1.3 Playing
Interaction over the ShareTable was inherently playful, however unstructured playful ac-
tivities were much more common than structured games. The only structured play we saw
were four separate examples of playing tic-tac-toe. Other types of play was more focused
on playful actions and show-and-tell.
Playful actions were frequently spontaneous and child-initiated. In this example, Taylor
playfully moves his hand in a wave motion. His sister Kennedy first tells him to stop, but
then decides to get in on the fun. They go back an forth for several minutes, attempting
physical actions that are more and more complex:
[Taylor puts his hands together and moves them in a back and forth wave motion]
Kennedy: [Taylor], stop doing that wavy thing.
Taylor: Uh-uhhh ... Ready, [Kennedy]?
Kennedy: Yeah...
Taylor: Ready, [Kennedy]? Ready? Look. Forward, reverse. Forward, reverse.
Kennedy: [Tries to do the same] Forward, reverse. Forward, reverse.
Similarly, the parents were also at times drawn into this playful physical show-and-tell
activities (though, they seem to be less likely to join in):
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Simon: Hey, you want to see this? Watch my eyes. You ready?
Rod: Yeah [laughs]
[Simon tries to roll his eyes so that only the whites of his eyes are showing]
Jeffrey: Those are zombie eyes.
The ShareTable became a venue for the child to show off new skills and playact new
stories with toys. There were five separate examples of playful show-and-tell, including
puppets, baby dolls, and showing magic tricks. For example, Simon shows a new magic
trick to his father:
Simon: So you see this weird thing too?
Matt: Yeah, I see that.
Simon: I’m going to put this thing on the thing.
Matt: Umm-hmm.
Simon: Snap, One, two, three... It’s a ball!
Matt: Oh wow! Look at that. That’s a good trick, [Simon]!
Simon: Watch ... One, two, three.
Matt: Umm hmmm! Very good trick. I like it.
Most of these examples used the face-to-face video as a primary view, however in two
of the cases the tabletop view was used as well to provide the parent with an opportunity
to “touch” a particular toy that was being shared. For example:
Kelly: Where is your baby doll? Or, what’s her name?
Kennedy: Her name is Daisy.
Kelly: Where’s Daisy?
Kennedy: I’ll go get her...
Kelly: Oh, there’s Daisy! [strokes Daisy’s hair on the tabletop]
All in all, I saw thirteen separate examples of explicitly playful behavior in the recorded
videos. Two of these involved mostly audio (e.g., doing funny accents to each other), five
involved primarily the face-to-face video (two physical playfulness and three show-and-tell),
two involved both the face-to-face video and the tabletop (show-and-tell), and four involved
primarily the tabletop (all cases of tic-tac-toe).
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8.4.1.4 Coparenting
Coparenting is a term used to describe the activity of parenting together, when both of
the parents provide care and discipline to the child [47]. This is seen as a particularly rare
occurrence in divorced families, where the most common approach is “parallel parenting”
(dad’s house, dad’s rules; mom’s house, mom’s rules) [5]. Partially, this is a consequence
of the fact that it is difficult to provide care or discipline remotely [188]. However, I saw
several examples of coparenting in the ShareTable video logs. For example, David and
Kelly collaborate to convince Kennedy to clean her room after David sees its state over the
ShareTable face-to-face video:
David: You need to clean your room, princess!
Kelly: Yeah, she needs to give away to feel better. She needs to go through
her room today and pick some toys to give away so that she gets new ones.
Otherwise, Santa won’t have any room, right?
David: Yes, I’m going up there to inspect your room and if it isn’t clean, it’s
not a good thing.
Kennedy: Okay, okay, okay...
Kelly: But you don’t mind right, [Kennedy]? You don’t mind giving away some
of your toys to those in need to make room for some new ones, right?
Kennedy: No, I don’t.
There were four other examples of both parents parenting together from family 2
throughout the course of the videos. There were also six additional examples from family
2 where one parent remotely provided care or discipline for the child, for example:
Kelly: Oh, hey, let me see. Are all of your teeth still there, [Kennedy]? Yeah?
Okay, just making sure. Are you brushing them?
Kennedy: ... Umm ...
Kelly: [Kennedy], you gotta brush those nasty teeth! ...
Kennedy: No. I’m gonna brush my teeth today.
Kelly: Okay, that’s a great idea.
While there was only one example of coparenting in first family’s video logs, there were
four additional examples of the remote parent providing care or discipline for the child.
Interestingly, it seemed that Simon felt confident in turning to a remote adult to resolve a
local situation. For example, when Jeffrey tries to take the markers from the table:
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Simon: No, give back the markers! [tries to wrestle them away] [Rod], can you
make him give me?
Rod: Play nice and share half of them, okay?
The pre-deployment diaries did not provide the amount of granularity necessary to see
the amount of coparenting present before the ShareTable deployment, so no clear before and
after comparison is possible, however it was encouraging to see that this type of interaction
was possible and relatively common over the ShareTable.
8.4.1.5 Sharing Physical Items
The tabletop was most frequently used to show physical objects to the partner. One aspect
of being a child from a divorced family is having two homes with two mailing addresses and
two distinct locations for all of your physical belongings [131], so mail became a common
object to be shared using the tabletop surface. For example, David described a particular
interaction with Taylor:
“[Taylor]’s gaming magazine came while he was at [Kelly]’s and I put it on the
table. He wasn’t able to read the text, but he could see the pictures. So, we
were able to look through and see what would catch his eye, because you know
that Christmas is coming up.” David
Similarly, Matt shared a card from a grandparent with Simon using the ShareTable
system. This meant that the card could be shared on the appropriate holiday (Halloween),
rather than waiting for the next in-person visit several days later:
Matt: Grandma sent you a card, actually, a Halloween card. Do you want to
wait till you get it or do you want me to open it?
Simon: Open it.
Matt: OK, it says... “Cooked up these happy wishes, especially for you. Because
it’s that time of the year, when you send a happy boo. Happy Halloween, Love
Grandma and Grandpa.” See? Look!
Simon: Cool!
Matt: And, you get to see this ... this is also in it.
Simon: Oh, a check! How much is it?
Matt: What does it say? Grandma and Grandpa sent you a $5 check!
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One benefit of the ShareTable over holding an item up to the face-to-face camera is
that the object can remain on the table for the duration of the conversation, until noticed.
This particularly worked well for family 2, where interactions typically involved three or
more people at the same time, tending to get hectic, and a shared item would otherwise be
overlooked:
Kennedy: Look at at what daddy did to my nails? [hands on table]
[About 5 minutes of other conversation passes between Kelly and Taylor]
Kelly [looks down]: Oh my god, [Kennedy]! Your nails! [points to Kennedy’s
hand] Are these your nails, these long ones?
Kennedy: No, they’re fake. Dad put them on.
Throughout the logged videos, I saw seven separate examples of sharing physical items
using the surface ShareTable. There were three cases of mail being shared, one case of
showing off painted nails, two cases of showing toys and games on the surface (only counting
cases of showing, not playing), and two cases of homework/school items being shown.
8.4.1.6 Sharing the Moment
Family 2 frequently used the ShareTable to share moments of everyday life and special
moments rather than for scheduled communication.
Several times, the father would call the children over the weekend before a sports game
that all three of them were planning to watch. Even though the ShareTable was not used
during the actual game, the father found this to be a compelling interaction:
“We ended up talking around noon and before the game. So, that was almost
like we were watching the game together!” David
The father’s communication with the children in family 2 was generally spontaneous.
As such, the children frequently included him in whatever they were doing, rather than
interrupting their activity to talk. In one moment, Taylor shares playtime during a friend’s
visit with his father, while Kennedy narrates:
Taylor: Look, this is a game that me and [my friend] made up...
[Taylor and his friend begin tackling each other in the background]
Kennedy: Look. It’s so funny! They tackle each other as boys.
Taylor: Then we start punching each other! [laughter and yelling]
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The second family celebrated Christmas towards the end of the deployment period. The
ShareTable became the medium for the children to share the excitement of the moment and
show off their newest presents to their father:
Kennedy [yells]: Daddy!
Kelly: You don’t have to scream.
David: Hey, baby!
Kennedy [still yelling]: I’m gonna go get my Bedazzler!
[Taylor is sneaking up behind Kennedy to try to wrestle her away from the
screen]
David: Don’t let [Taylor] come get ya!
Kennedy: I’m gonna go get my Bedazzler!
David: You got a Bedazzler? [to Taylor] Hey, main man.
Taylor: Hey, dad!
David: I guess that’s your phone right there? [points to a phone on the table]
Taylor: No, that’s not my phone.
Kennedy: My Bedazzler. Look. It’s my Bedazzler! See it! See it! Daddy, did
you see my Bedazzler?
Taylor [puts his shoe on the table]: I got new shoes!
David: Let’s try not to get those painted.
Taylor: I know.
Kennedy: Daddy, look! My Bedazzler! Oh, here, look. These are bedazzled.
[Puts a bedazzled shirt on the table.]
Kelly: She’s bedazzling everything now.
I saw this activity more in the second family than in the first, because the former
incorporated spontaneous messaging into their practices with the ShareTable. In the first
family, Mike attempted to initiate similar sessions (e.g., calling late on Halloween hoping to
see the candy that Simon received during trick-or-treating), however all of these connections
were usually rejected by Nadia. Mike would always call or text Nadia before making a
ShareTable contact, so it was easy for her to serve as a gatekeeper for the in-the-moment
interaction.
8.4.1.7 Emotional Care
Perhaps the most common type of interaction with the ShareTable focused not on a specific
activity or topic, but rather on building closeness and communicating love. I saw examples
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of this in both families, but family 2 most clearly articulated the importance of this style
of communication.
Kennedy pointed this out as the main difference between the phone and the ShareTable:
Kennedy: I like that you can see the other person and you can hug them.
Me: You can hug them?
Kennedy: Yeah, just hug the screen and they see it on the screen and on the
table. And we can give kisses!
Perhaps the best example of this type of interaction was seen in the video logs as Kelly
talked to Taylor while he wasn’t feeling well:
Kelly: [Taylor]! What’s going on, baby?
Taylor: Well, my throat is acting up...
Kelly: Awww, well take care of yourself. Go to bed, go to sleep now. Because
you have a very busy day tomorrow What else is wrong, sweetheart? You look
like you’re really sad, honey!
Taylor: I’m not.
Kennedy: Here, [Taylor]. Have a thermometer. [Puts a thermometer up to the
monitor]
Kelly: [laughs weakly] [Kennedy], don’t break the thermometer. Put it back.
[Strokes Taylor’s hand on the table]
Taylor: I just don’t feel good.
Kelly: Alright, well listen. I love you You really just don’t feel good, is that all
it is? Are you sad about anything else?
Taylor: No.
Kelly: Do you see my hand, holding on to your hand?
Taylor: Yes, I do.
Kelly: I love you, baby.
Taylor: I love you too, mom.
Kennedy: Hey, Bubba.
Kelly: There’s my hand. Keep your hand in there, we’re going to do a family
handshake, okay? [Kelly, Kennedy, and Taylor put their hands on the table
together]
The face-to-face video was key to Kelly noticing that Taylor may have been more sick
than his voice sounded, but it was the ShareTable surface that allowed her to act towards
him to convey emotional care through “physical” touch.
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Figure 27: The lengths and frequencies of communication between the children and parents
before and during the ShareTable deployment.
All in all, there were 20 separate examples of “emotional care” interaction in the video
logs. Most of these were fairly brief kisses or hugs towards the end of the conversation.
However, four separate cases were longer interactions as the one above. Of those four, three
involved “touching” hands on the ShareTable surface.
8.4.2 Comparing ShareTable to Previous Technologies
One of the goals in deploying the ShareTable system was to understand how this system
is different from the other communication technologies routinely used by the families in
the study. In the pre-deployment phase, I asked the parents and children to keep diaries
of remote communication. Family 1 collected four diaries over the course of 14 days. All
four described telephone calls. Family 2 collected seven diaries over the course of 21 days
(the extra week of pre-deployment was due to a delay in getting the ShareTable installed).
Six of these described phone conversations, while one described an SMS exchange. Both
families continued keeping communication diaries during the deployment. Family 1 recorded
eight conversations in a 28-day period, with seven of those being over the ShareTable.
Family 2 recorded 17 conversations in a 26-day period, with all but one of those using
the ShareTable. Figure 27 shows the overall statistics on the amount of time each family
spent communicating, showing the weekly average for each family increased more than two-
fold. It may be interesting to note that family 1 had the same number of conversations
before and during the deployment but the length of the average conversation increased.
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Figure 28: This shows all communication session for family 1. The labels in this figure
correspond with the labels in Figure 30.
Figures 30 and 28 show the specifics of each communication session before and during the
ShareTable deployment. Family 2 saw the opposite effect—conversations were roughly the
same length (though, as I stated in the limitations section, this length of telephone calls
may be overestimated) but they were more frequent. Figures 31 and 29 show the specifics
of each communication session before and during the ShareTable deployment. It is also
important to note that children initiated a significantly greater proportion of conversations
during the ShareTable deployment.
I asked each parent and child in the study to complete a Network of Relationships
Inventory before and after the deployment [62]. The parents completed one for the remote
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Figure 29: This shows all communication session for family 2. The labels in this figure
correspond with the labels in Figure 31.
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Figure 30: This shows all communication session for family 1. The labels of the horizontal
axis in this figure correspond with the labels in Figure 28. All participants of a particular
session are shown in green, with the initiating participant(s) starred. Stars next to session
that were recorded exclusively through diaries and/or interviews (pre- and post- sessions)
indicate that the data was post-hoc self-report only.
Figure 31: This shows all communication session for family 2. The labels of the horizontal
axis in this figure correspond with the labels in Figure 29. All participants of a particular
session are shown in green, with the initiating participant(s) starred. Stars next to session
that were recorded exclusively through diaries and/or interviews (pre- and post- sessions)
indicate that the data was post-hoc self-report only.
child, for their former partner, and for their current partner (if re-partnered). The children
completed one for both of their biological parents and any step-parents. The NRI uses a five-
point Likert scale, asking the participant to evaluate different aspects of the relationship.
Here, I will highlight those aspects that changed by more than 1 point before and after the
deployment. The most striking changes can be seen in Taylor’s inventory, who reported
a more supportive relationship with his mother and a less antagonistic relationship with
both his mother and father. In interviews he reflected that much of the antagonism was
previously due to the fact that the did not call enough—an issue significantly eased by the
ShareTable. Kelly (Taylor’s mom) reported a greater sense of intimacy with him after the
deployment. The ShareTable also seemed to have the same effect on David’s relationship
with Kennedy. There were no differences exceeding 1 point on Kennedy’s inventory, but
this is perhaps due to a ceiling effect—she reported the highest possible value on positive
characteristics and the lowest possible value on negative characteristics on both surveys
before and after the study. Family 1 reported few changes on their NRI. Simon reported
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Figure 32: The results of the ABCCT survey describing the telephone vs. the ShareTable.
a higher level of satisfaction in his relationship with his father, but there were no other
positive changes. There was a negative change that Nadia reported in her sense of reliable
alliance with Matt. It seems that the table did introduce some conflict for this family that
was captured by the NRI. Overall, the ShareTable may have contributed to some positive
relationship outcomes for both families, though also some potentially negatives ones for
family 1.
The families in the study were aware of the challenges of using the phone to talk to a child
even at the onset of the study. As David said, “the phone is really too short and it’s so easy
to get distracted and want to go do something else.” This is consistent with findings from
previous investigations (e.g., [12]). However, these families also faced additional challenges
due to tensions introduced by divorce:
“Kennedy doesn’t have a phone and her mom doesn’t have a land line, so I
really have to call Kelly to talk to Kennedy. And that’s awkward and I really
can’t even call every day and even when I do, it’s for about 5 minutes, no more.”
David
“Some days are okay, but one day we really weren’t getting along and [David]
can be really a [problem] about it. He just won’t pick up the phone when I call.
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He wasn’t picking up and [Taylor]’s phone was turned off or dead or whatever
so I had no way of contacting him.” Kelly
One possible reason for the increased communication time during the deployment of the
ShareTable system is that the children could initiate conversation or answer incoming con-
tact independent of the collocated adult. In fact, the percent of time that children initiated
remote interaction in family 2 went from 14.3% before the ShareTable (one conversation
was initiated by the child) to 64.3% (nine conversations) during the ShareTable deployment.
The detailed data about the initiation and participation of each communication session is
presented in Figures 30 and 31.
One contribution of this work is pointing out the specific factors that may make the
phone less effective than videoconferencing technologies like the ShareTable. Figure 32
presents the results of the ABCCT questionnaire comparing the phone and the ShareTable.
Overall, the ShareTable scored higher on each measure of benefit and lower on all but one
measure of cost. Of most significant note, the ShareTable created fewer unwanted obli-
gations to communicate, supported greater emotional expressiveness, more engagement &
playfulness, and a greater sense of connectedness outside of the actual interaction (presence-
in-absence) than the phone. These findings were also confirmed in the interviews. For
example, one parent stated:
“Just in general, having the interaction is better. It’s more fun and more like
just killing time together ... It definitely makes it easier to keep it engaging for
more than five minutes.” Kelly
It may have been more interesting to compare the ShareTable with videoconferencing, as
the differences may have helped better understand the role of the shared surface. However,
the truth of the matter is that the main difference between the ShareTable and videocon-
ferencing is that the first was used while the second was not. Though both of the families in
the study reported trying out videoconferencing, neither family used it routinely (and not a
single pre-deployment diary from either family described a videoconferencing session). The
father from family 2 articulated the problem:
“We’ve attempted videoconferencing before and Facetime, but really we only
tried a couple of times ... Video is nice, but getting it to work from both the
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ends wasn’t worth it. We’d have the phone going, and I’d be saying ‘hit that
thing on the right’ or whatever. It would take forever to get it set up ... we
literally spent an hour and a half setting up a call which lasted five minutes. It
gets to the point when it’s not worth it. So, our main method is the phone.”
David
It seems that without an easy way to initiate and answer a connection, videoconferencing
was simply not a usable solution for these families. In fact, these results are consistent with
findings from other studies. In the study described in Chapter 5, I found that while nine
out of 14 families had tried videoconferencing, only five of those used it regularly (and even
then, mostly infrequently).
Despite the fact that it was impossible for me to quantitatively compare the use of
the ShareTable with the use of videoconferencing (since there was no use of the latter),
interviews revealed that the participants saw the surface as a significant component of the
interaction that was different from the previously-available technologies:
“But, when we did connect with the ShareTable, it really added an extra depth
dimension and another layer to the experience. I was surprised by how different
it was from trying to do something like an online white board together. It was
definitely a different layer to the experience.” Matt
“I feel like the table itself makes up the difference. There’s just something about
it, when you put your hand there and your daughter puts her hand on top, where
you feel like you’re almost touching. It’s like, now I know why you called it the
ShareTable. You really feel like you’re sharing the moment.” David
Overall, the ShareTable was successful in increasing the amount of remote contact for
the two participant families and was recognized by the participants as a compelling medium
for communication. In the next two sections, I examine in more detail the aspects of the
system and its adoption that contributed to its success versus those aspects that presented
challenges or detracted from its maximum potential.
8.4.3 Factors Contributing to Successful Adoption of the ShareTable
Throughout the four-week deployment, I asked the participants to reflect on their use of
the system in weekly interviews. These results provide some insight about the aspects of
the ShareTable that were most important to its successful adoption.
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8.4.3.1 ShareTable Session Is Easy to Initiate
Each of the parents commented on the easy-to-initiate nature of the ShareTable. For ex-
ample, David said that this was one of the aspects that differentiated the ShareTable from
other videoconferencing systems:
“The other thing is the idea of how you just open it up and ‘boom!’ It was
instant! We’ve tried Facetime. We’ve tried to do videoconferencing on the TV.
We’ve tried Skype. But, the ShareTable was just so much more convenient. It
was too much hassle with the other stuff. But this, you actually ended up using
it.” David
Designers may not think of a log in screen as being a big barrier to adoption, but it
seems that even something small as this can be a barrier to a quick or spontaneous call:
“Well, I think the biggest thing is just being able to just open the doors and
connect. We don’t have to log in or anything. It’s just already there.” Kelly
The fact that the ShareTable was a dedicated system, rather than one of many programs
on a computer, meant that it was possible for anybody to use it without worrying about
doing something wrong, affecting somebody else’s data or files, or making a mistake with
big ramifications. As Mike said:
“The other thing is that I really like how the ShareTable is not just a computer
program; it’s really an integrated piece. Just knowing that it only has one
function, looking at it as an appliance. You turn it on and it just shows you
stuff!” Matt
It appears that participants appreciated the strategy of leveraging the physical metaphor
of a cabinet to simplify the interaction of initiating a videoconferencing session.
8.4.3.2 Children Used ShareTable Independently
One of the factors that contributed to the increased number of communication sessions in
family 2 is that the children initiated a larger proportion of the calls. David explained that
the ShareTable has a “cool” factor that the kids loved:
“Oh my god, the kids LOVE it. They almost love it too much. They gave me a
call last weekend at like 8 am! I wanted to sleep, so I said, call back at 10 and
they did. But, it’s definitely getting the kids more motivated to talk! It’s cool!
It’s so cool that getting to use it is almost like an incentive to stay in touch
more regularly.” David
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It seemed the “coolness” of the ShareTable increased children’s motivation for commu-
nication. As Taylor said:
Me: In what ways has the ShareTable changed the way you stay in touch?
Taylor: It was more like “Yeah!” Like you wanted to do it.
Even in family 1 where few conversations were initiated by the child, it was now possible
for Simon to use the ShareTable without the help of a collocated adult. Nadia reported:
“No, I didn’t help them at all. I wasn’t there, they did it on their own. I did
hear it ringing and I knew that [Matt] was going to call because he always text
me before he calls, but I wasn’t in the room at all for it.” Nadia
The relationship between the parent and child is typically characterized by asymmetric
motivations to communicate [42] and difficulty communicating without the aid of a collo-
cated adult [187]. It seems that the ShareTable may help address some of these challenges.
8.4.3.3 ShareTable Supports Multiple Users on Each Side
One of the benefits of videoconferencing is that multiple people can easily join in conver-
sations on each side. In past investigations, participants have mentioned that this makes it
more fun and easier to find topics for conversation (e.g., [6, 187]). I saw evidence for this
effect with the ShareTable as well, for example Kelly explained:
“It’s more fun and more like just killing time together. I also like that when we
talked the one time, it was really all four of us talking, not just [Taylor] and I.
So, we could really joke and laugh all together ... it was definitely fun!” Kelly
By analyzing the video logs, I was also able to gain insight about why it was so beneficial
to be able to have multiple participants on each side.
First, when a collocated adult joined in the conversation, they could help the child and
clarify any uncertainties:
Simon: What are you drawing?
Rod: You can’t see?
Simon: Yeah, I can see, but what is it?
Matt: Looks like a Ninja Turtle to me.
Simon: Oh, yeah. He’s kicking. And there’s his arm.
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Second, when step- or half-siblings take part in the conversation, children revel in the
opportunity to introduce family members who don’t usually interact. For example, Simon
loved introducing his step-father to his step-brother:
Simon: Do gibberish!
Rod: You do gibberish!
Simon: No, you do it to [Jeffrey]!
Rod: [makes gibberish noise]
[Jeffrey laughs]
Seeing others in the background sometimes provided new contexts for conversation that
may have contributed to longer sessions when using the ShareTable than over the phone.
In one example, Kelly was concluding her conversation with Taylor and saying good bye.
However, as Taylor’s baby half-sister appeared in the background she was drawn into the
conversation.
[Kelly sees Casey in the background, after saying good bye to Taylor]
Kelly: Hey, [Casey]! Can you say hi? Take out your ‘paci’ and say hi?
Taylor: Say, ‘Hi!’
Casey: Hi!
Kelly: Hey, [Casey]. What are you doing?
Taylor: Say ‘Nothin”
Casey: Nothin’
Even after Casey ran off to play, Taylor and Kelly continued talking for another four
minutes. Casey’s fortuitous appearance in the background nearly doubled the overall length
of that interaction. There were four other examples in the videos where after saying good
bye the conversation would be renewed after seeing or hearing the background activities of
another family member (typically another child) and drawing him or her into the conver-
sation.
8.4.3.4 ShareTable Surface Opens Up New Possibilities for Remote Contact
In addition to easy-to-initiate videoconferencing, the ShareTable provides a shared tabletop
space. This was a feature that was particularly valued by the children in the study (perhaps
more so than the parents):
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Me: What are your favorite things to do with the ShareTable?
Kennedy: Draw on it! [Points to Kelly] I think hers is just looking at [Taylor]s
face.
Kelly: Yes, I’d say just being able to see the person and see what’s going on.
Me: What were your favorite things to do with the ShareTable?
Taylor: Definitely something that used the projector, like playing tic-tac-toe
and stuff.
“I just feel like it is so good when it works that I have to use it. It’s so good to
be able to write stuff and see each other.” Simon
While children were more likely to note the surface as the “must-have” feature of the
ShareTable, two of the parents also expressed that the surface supported a more natural
interaction:
“Well, there’s really an added dimension to it. Using the table adds a large
value! We’ve tried using online white boards together before but it’s really not
as organic as the ShareTable. There’s something organic about a table that’s
otherwise lost. It’s really an extra valuable dimension!” Matt
The video logs showed three out of the four parents using the surface to foster an
emotional connection by holding hands, giving a “low five,” tracing each other’s fingers on
the table, etc.:
“I feel like the table itself makes up the difference. There’s just something about
it, when you put your hand there and your daughter puts her hand on top, where
you feel like you’re almost touching. It’s like, now I know why you called it the
ShareTable. You really feel like you’re sharing the moment.” David
The surface was universally the favorite feature of the three children in the study. The
parents also saw the value of this feature, but saw it as just one of the features (or “dimen-
sions”) that made the ShareTable work.
One way to unpack the relative importance of the ShareTable surface is to examine the
cases where the tabletop did not work as intended. Between the two family deployments,
there were 3 situations where ShareTable surface did not work at all (neither side could
see what the other was doing on the table) due to malfunctions with the projector or
the networked cameras. The average length of the conversation in those three situations
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was only 2.5 minutes, compared to 8.1 minutes in situations where the tabletop did work.
Additionally, in interviews, the participants expressed that this was disruptive. For example,
Matt said that he was “definitely a little disappointed that I couldn’t show him the card
that I got from his grandma on the table.” It seems that the surface may have contributed
to longer conversations and was something that the parents relied on having available to
use.
8.4.4 Factors Detracting from Successful Adoption of the ShareTable
Throughout the deployment, I also asked the participants to reflect on the aspects of the
ShareTable and its use that didn’t work well for their family.
8.4.4.1 Insufficient Bandwidth for Clear Image
The most commonly cited problem with the ShareTable was that the image was not clear
enough, whether in the face-to-face video or on the surface:
“I’ll be honest that sometimes we get choppy signal or the video skips a bit on
the screen.” Matt
Me: What do you think are the most important things to fix about the ShareTable?
Kelly: Well, it really just has to be faster and have a better connection. The
tabletop was sometimes fuzzy or out of focus and the face-to-face video would
frequently freeze.
This was simply a limitation imposed by the amount of bandwidth required by the
ShareTable system (especially, to send high-resolution images of the tabletop). The cameras
above the ShareTable surface, captured images at 1024 by 768 resolution. While this was
an adequate resolution to read large-font text (greater than 16pt font), it simply did not
work for tasks that David may have wanted to do with Taylor:
“I think the only other thing was that the table wasn’t always clear enough. I
thought that we would do more sharing of pictures and things like that. But if
you put a regular book on the table, I really couldn’t read the words, I could
only see the pictures.” David
Interestingly, none of the participants noted the low frame-rate of the tabletop surface
(5 fps or less) as a cause of disruption. It seems that objects placed on the table were
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usually not in motion, so perhaps even a lower frame-rate may have been tolerated at the
expense of a higher resolution.
8.4.4.2 Interrupting Household Routines
A big concern with the ShareTable was that remote contact may interrupt routines in the
home:
“...you know if his dad calls, that just kind of means that [Simon] has to disen-
gage from us in order to engage with his dad.” Rod
In family 1, all contact was preceded by a telephone call to the mother to make sure
that no household routines would be interrupted. Even when a ShareTable call was planned
and a ShareTable connection was established, there were several times when the collocated
parent decided that it wasn’t a good time to talk:
Matt: I didn’t get you guys at a bad time there?
Nadia: Well, I mean. Normally, we’re at the church at this time but we’re really
busy today, so ...
Matt: Oh, all right ... Well, I’ll catch you later.
Nadia also cited concerns over interrupting the other household as the main reason she
kept contact with Simon to a minimum while he was visiting his father:
“The last thing is that I didn’t use it that much and that was mostly because I
feel guilty using it. We have [Simon] the majority of the time, so when he’s at
[Matt]’s, I want to respect that and give them time to be together. I feel guilty
about calling and taking away from that time.” Nadia
By contrast, in family 2, the remote parent prioritized continued contact over the worry
of interrupting the other home. While this did lead to more frequent use of the system, it
also created conflict as routines were disrupted:
“I did end up calling too early. You’ll see mom yelling in the video because I
called too early.” David
“If you leave it up to a child, they really just go ‘Ahhh!’ and use it all the time.
Sometimes it felt like it was like ‘Enough calling! He just got to my house!’”
Kelly
Neither arrangement was ideal for the ShareTable. In family 1, contact with the child
was curtailed to minimize conflict with the other parent. In family 2, the ShareTable became
a new source of conflict in an already-tense situation.
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8.4.4.3 Privacy Concerns
The ShareTable introduced additional concerns about privacy, especially when compared
to the phone (see Figure 32). Only one of the parents explicitly stated her concerns in the
interview, but this seemed to be a big barrier to adoption for her:
“For us, it just might not be worth it. There’s just the privacy issue. It’s like
you’re always on speaker phone. If you’re on the phone, you’re the only one
that can hear it and they can’t hear what’s going on around you. But with the
ShareTable ... It’s like this. I think [Matt] had it in his living room. And then,
they could really hear everything that we said and we could hear what [Mary]
was saying too.” Nadia
Based on Nadia’s comments, I provided head phones for the second family. However, the
second family did not choose the use them and did not state any privacy concerns during
or after the deployment.
Though none of the other parents explicitly discussed privacy in interviews, Rod and
Kelly also seemed concerned about the number of cameras when the ShareTable was being
installed and wanted to know exactly when and how video would be recorded. For both
Rod and Kelly, the primary concern seemed to be protecting their privacy from researcher
rather than protecting it from the other household.
8.4.4.4 Conflict over Appropriate Practices
The ShareTable introduced a new source of conflict over appropriate practices around this
communication system. One disagreement focused on the appropriate setting for the system:
“I feel like right now, [Simon] would have to be in his room to hear when I call
[Nadia’s house]. Here, it’s set up in a public space, so one of us hears it and lets
him know, but there, unless he’s in his room, I have to call first.” Matt
“I’d say that it needs to be in a private room, especially if the divorced parents
don’t get along as much as we do.” Nadia
“If I had known that this would be the outcome of putting it in [Taylor]’s room—
that [David] feels like he can call night and day—I would have probably put it
in the living room so that I could have more control over when it gets used.”
Kelly
“We never established a time. We called whenever because it was in [Taylor]’s
room. I definitely say if you call at any time, you have to put it in the kid’s
room so that it doesn’t interfere with the parent.” David
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It seemed that David was the only parent satisfied with the placement of the system in
the other household, all others thought that the ShareTable would be better off in a different
location. However, despite the disparate viewpoints presented, it seems that the general
requirements of each parent are not contradictory. The ShareTable should be in a location
(1) where the ringing could be heard by the child, (2) where the privacy of the other family
members is respected, and (3) where both the remote and the collocated parent have an
appropriate amount of control over when it gets used. However, the last aspect is the most
problematic one and caused significant disagreement in deciding what is appropriate:
“I think that right now, this kind of thing would only work for people with a
good relationship already. Otherwise, it will just end up causing more drama.
It sort of did this in our case, at certain times.” Kelly
In both families, the arrangement that was established did not work well for at least
one of the parents. In family 1, the arrangement was to always call ahead and whether it
was a good time to talk would be decided by the residential parent. This worked well for
Nadia, but really curtailed available communication time for Matt:
“[Matt] and I are fortunate that we are both fairly reasonable, but with most
families custody is always a big issue. We really try to think about it and
arrange communication with the other person in mind. That’s why [Matt] al-
ways messages me before calling—to make sure he’s not interrupting anything.”
Nadia
“I think that the biggest problem for us wasn’t the technology at all, it was
actually the social coordination aspect of it. Just the scheduling. It seemed like
it was really hard to get on. I always tried to call [Nadia] first or at least text
or something to let her know what I’d be trying to ShareTable later, but that
didn’t always work. I think they’d frequently be out of the house or couldn’t
talk when I called.” Matt
At the end of the study, I asked Nadia and Matt if they could recommend a better
arrangement for the next family who would use the ShareTable. Both agreed that an ideal
arrangement would be a set time every week to use the system:
“One of our problems is that we couldn’t coordinate when we’d be home and
he’d be home and we could actually use the system. I think it would be best to
just have set times.” Nadia
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This suggestion was passed on to family 2 before the ShareTable was deployed. Family
2 tried to heed this suggestion, but the conversation about setting a time got derailed early
on, so the dad got in the habit of calling spontaneously. This arrangement worked for David
but not for Kelly:
“Well, it’s really not about the ShareTable but about [David]. We get many more
unexpected calls. If I had known that this would be the outcome of putting it
in [Taylor]’s room—that [David] feels like he can call night and day—I would
have probably put it in the living room so that I could have more control over
when it gets used.” Kelly
“Well, I’d say that our arrangement worked really well. We didn’t really have a
set time, but I could hear the ShareTable anywhere so the kids could just call
any time. It would always be a pleasant surprise when they called and the kids
definitely wanted to talk more.” David
After the deployment, Kelly and Taylor both agreed that an arranged time would have
served the family better:
“I would say, that it would be good to set a time to call. I would say like 6
o’clock, when everybody is home.” Taylor
“I think it would be more successful if it was more structured and had some
rules and set times. Like, let me know ahead of time if you will call and always
call between 9 and 10 pm or something.” Kelly
However, David maintained that the existing arrangement worked well and Kennedy
also said, “I like getting [spontaneous] calls!” Unfortunately, the ShareTable can only work
for a family in the longterm if all members can agree on acceptable practices.
8.4.4.5 ShareTable Requires Uninterrupted Time in Front of the System
The last problem with the ShareTable was one that has been previously cited [187] for
videoconferencing in general—it requires uninterrupted time sitting in front of a non-mobile
system:
“It’s such a great idea and I’d love to use it more, but it really requires me to
sit down and be there to use it. We’re so busy ... I need to make time for it.
Both of us really have to be home and available. Even on weekends, I work on
Saturdays and we’ve got church on Sundays. With the phone, you can pick it
up even if you’re in the grocery store or something.” Nadia
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Kelly also cited this as a reason she did not used the system as frequently as she may
have wanted. She usually used the weekend that the children were at their father’s to run
errands and take care of commitments outside of the house:
“They were at their dad’s this weekend, but I was literally out of the house all
weekend so I didn’t talk on the ShareTable...” Kelly
David also mentioned that the ShareTable was more difficult to use during extremely
busy times than the phone may have been:
“I thought that we’d end up using it a lot over Christmas, but we really didn’t.
I think that’s because we were just really too busy here and always all over the
place.” David
It seems that the ShareTable has not addressed a fundamental problem with desktop
videoconferencing—it requires time spent in front of the system.
8.5 Discussion
In this section, I draw across the findings of this investigation to suggest that the ShareTable
is valuable as an artifact that provides emotional context, not just as one that provides an
activity context. I consider the success of the ShareTable in terms of the “languages of
love” framework to show why it may have been so well-suited to support remote parenting.
I discuss issues of privacy, control, and conflict uncovered in the deployment and how
such challenges may be addressed when the ShareTable is used outside of a study context.
Lastly, I provide some implications for design of future synchronous communication systems
for parents and children in divorced families.
8.5.1 Emotional Context Rather Than Activity Context
I initially anticipated that the main benefit of the ShareTable surface would be in supporting
activities between the parent and child. While it did in fact make it possible for the families
to play tic-tac-toe, draw together, share a magazine, do math problems, and more, this
was not the main benefit of the surface. It seems that the ShareTable surface was most
successful because it provided a shared video space—one where a remote and a local object
could be placed one on top of the other. The most important use of this space was not
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for helping with worksheets (which were too hard to read anyway), but for holding hands
and feeling together. The main benefit of the ShareTable surface was in providing a way to
“share the moment” (David) rather than share an activity. Olivier & Wallace considered
the design of technological artifacts that could help a family communicate abstract ideas
such as closeness and memories, providing several prototype ideas that had “no specific
function or purpose” but rather focused on the family as an emotional entity [135]. Though
the ShareTable seemed to have a very specific purpose—supporting the parent and child in
participating in activities remotely—in its appropriation, it was more similar to Olivier &
Wallace’s ideas.
My initial conception of system use was overly influenced by the controlled nature of
the lab study that preceded this investigation [189]. Instead of the structured and ordered
one-on-one activities, there was loud and hectic jostling for space between family members.
Discrete activities were difficult to identify. Much of the contact was focused not only on the
activity over the ShareTable but also on the activity around it. The parents paid attention
to the children who were actively using the ShareTable and the children who were playing
around in the background or just going about their daily activities in the house. Draw-
ing additional partners into the conversation made the interaction both longer and more
engaging for the participants. The strength of the ShareTable was in providing context
for the parent–child interaction, both through the easy-to-initiate videoconferencing and
through the “added dimension” (Matt) of the surface. Providing a conversational context
has previously been identified as being incredibly important for sustaining family commu-
nication [52]. In this study, it seemed that the ShareTable provided both a conversational
context and an emotional one, letting the remote parent briefly enter the (at times hectic
and chaotic) life of the children on the other side.
8.5.2 Applying Languages of Love Framework to Understand ShareTable Use
Kaye borrows a non-academic framework of the Five Languages of Love to apply as a lens
for understanding how families use, perceive, and benefit from videoconferencing [91]. This
framework focuses on the five ways in which people express their love for each other:
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Words of Affirmation expressing feelings of love and comfort in words
Quality Time giving focused attention to each other, for example having dinner together
or playing a game together
Giving Gifts giving physical or digital gifts to the partner
Acts of Service doing things for each other, such as driving to soccer practice or preparing
a special lunch
Physical Touch physical contact, such as hugging or tickling
In the deployment of this system all five “languages” are clearly present in the use of
the ShareTable. The ShareTable affords greater emotional expressiveness than the phone
and sessions frequently involved both verbal and symbolic expressions of love and comfort.
Because the ShareTable requires uninterrupted time in front of the system and because it
encourages engagement and playfulness, it became a source of quality time spent together as
a family. Though gifts were not physically given over the ShareTable, it became a medium
for remotely sharing received gifts (such as greeting cards and Christmas presents). The
ShareTable supported coparenting and care interactions which were forms of acts of service
from parent to child. However, Kaye noted clear examples of all four of the above languages
of love from videoconferencing technologies as well [91]. Perhaps where the ShareTable
stands out the most is in supporting a type of metaphorical video touch that the participants
described as “almost touching” (David). Even though the ShareTable is quite different
from the remote touch technologies considered in the HCI domain (e.g., [23, 141]), it was
successful at conveying an emotionally-meaningful sense of physical touch. The ShareTable
was successful for the two families that used it because it supported all five ways in which
people express their love for each other.
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8.5.3 Privacy, Control, and Conflict
Though the HCI community has been exploring technologies for divorced families through
interview studies (e.g., [131]) and including divorced families in deployments (e.g., [43]), gen-
erally most deployments focus on more amicable types of family separation (e.g., grandparent-
grandchild). This study may provide insight on how communication technologies are
adopted in situations where privacy and control may be of paramount importance to users
and conflict is a fundamental aspect of the relationship.
Privacy was much less of a problem in this study than may have been predicted. Only
one participant reported privacy to be a major issue, and even then she was more worried
about violating the privacy of her partner than about protecting her own. However, this
may in fact be due to the relatively low-conflict nature of the participating families and
may be a much greater issue for high-conflict families. In essence, the ShareTable makes
the room where it is placed part of both the local house and the remote one. It may be
hard for family members to develop practices around such a “cybrid misfit” [7]. Overall,
it seems that the best place for such a system would be in the child’s room, as that is the
most likely candidate for shared room between the two houses. However, in order for it to
work well in that setting the families still need to develop a reasonable agreement about
appropriate times for calling and the call announcement needs to be propagated to a space
where the child frequently spends time (which is often not in the bedroom).
In this study, parents struggled to control the amount of remote contact with the child.
Too much remote contact interrupts household routines and takes time away from interact-
ing with the local parent. Too little remote contact cuts the parent out of the life of the
child and does not provide the remote parent with opportunities to share in the joys and
burdens of child-rearing. The two deployments represent two contrasting cases: one where
the local parent limited the interaction considerably and another where the remote parent’s
spontaneous contact became a point of conflict. In both deployments, one parent ended
up feeling slighted by the adopted practices. In the end, use of the ShareTable and similar
technologies should be treated as a “virtual visitation” practice [41]. As such, decisions
over its use need to be made explicitly and potentially with the help of a court-appointed
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counselor who can advise the parents in an objective manner.
As it was, the ShareTable did introduce additional conflict into the lives of the families
in the study. However, as these families had been divorced for a number of years, they
had become quite accustomed to handling such disagreements. In the end, none of the four
households rejected the technology. In fact, the ShareTable became the medium for almost
all parent–child communication throughout the deployment. The benefits of this technology
were seen to outweigh the costs introduced by increasing tensions over appropriate practices
around its use.
8.5.4 Implication for Design
There are lessons to be drawn from the successes of the ShareTable that can be applied to
other communication technologies, as well as alternative system ideas that can help address
some of the challenges that using the ShareTable presented for the families in this study.
Plug-And-Play Easy-To-Initiate Videoconferencing. As a community, we have not
thought a lot about the process of initiating a videoconferencing connection. While
ethnographic studies have acknowledged the difficult “work” behind videoconferencing
[6], most studies of communication technologies have not addressed this issue. In field
studies of such systems, the issue has been avoided through always-on connections (e.g.
[89]) or by assuming that a parent will help set up the session (e.g. [145]). This may
work for some families, but certainly not for all. One of the big factors that contributed
to the ShareTable’s use was that the connection was very easy to initiate. There was
no log in screen, no user list, and no way to contact or be contacted by the wrong
person. This meant that children could use the system without adult supervision.
This benefit is not limited to an information appliance like the ShareTable. In fact, it
would be easy to create a simple USB device that would reduce the connection process
to pushing a single button and that would allow a child to use existing software such as
Skype by automating large potions of the connection process based on parent-created
settings. For maximum benefit this system would still need to be a dedicated system
residing in a space where the child frequently spends time, however it would be easy
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to recycle an old laptop or desktop system in such a way and it would provide much
of the benefit of the ShareTable at a small fraction of the cost and complexity.
Shared Overlapping Video Space. One of the most valuable aspects of the ShareTable
was the ability to overlap the local and remote spaces in a way that supported emo-
tional interactions, such as holding hands. In fact, there is something powerful about
sharing the video space rather than a standard videoconferencing window-in-window
view. Other studies have noted the power of a shared video arrangement for creating a
feeling of shared narrative [56] and for simplifying perspective taking on the part of the
child [191]. In this study, I saw another benefit—this arrangement created a greater
sense of closeness and a good metaphor for physical touch. In fact, a camera-projector
system is not required to create this sense. Simply displaying the participants at the
same scale on the screen, subtracting the background, and overlapping a portion of
the video would let participants give virtual high-fives, pinch a cheek, or even pick
each other’s nose.
Encoding Rules for Interaction. However, not everything about the ShareTable worked
well. The main problem with the ShareTable was a difficulty in developing practices
around scheduling use that would provide ample opportunities for interaction without
disrupting the routines of the child’s household. The majority of the participants in
the study agreed that best arrangement would be a scheduled time for interaction,
however I should also point out that at least one parent really valued the opportunity
to be spontaneously contacted by his children. In order of this system to be accepted
by high-conflict divorced families, it is likely that rules for interaction will have to be
determined with the help of a court-appointed counselor. The benefit of a custom
communication system is that the rules for interaction can actually be explicitly en-
coded. For example, a family may decide that the non-residential parent may only
initiate a call between 6 and 7 PM on a weekday, but that the child may initiate
interaction at any time. This rule can be added to the connection code, so that no
session may be initiated outside of these rules.
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ShareTable On-The-Go. Lastly, participants mentioned that it was frequently inconve-
nient to only be able to use the ShareTable while at home. Before the deployment,
several parents mentioned that they would “pass back” the phone to the child while
driving or running errands to allow him or her to talk to the remote parent while
the local parent was occupied with other activities. A mobile system that incorpo-
rates some of the benefits of the ShareTable, such as providing overlapping video (as
described above) and an easy-to-initiate connection may increase children’s oppor-
tunities for interaction with their parents. Additionally, as mobile Internet speeds
become better with many 3G and 4G enabled cities, it may be a compelling option to
integrate communication systems into existing media capabilities of family cars (e.g.,
parent’s mobile phone connects to the backseat video screen).
8.6 Conclusion
I deployed the ShareTable—a system that provides easy-to-initiate videoconferencing and a
shared tabletop task space—with two divorced families in the Atlanta area. Throughout the
month of its use, the families employed this technology to participate in shared activities
(such as drawing together) and share emotional moments (such as Christmas morning). The
ShareTable increased the amount of time spent communicating by more than 100% for both
of the families and seemed to have some positive effects on the parent–child relationships in
these homes. The ShareTable provided a number of emotional advantages over the phone
and was much easier to use than standard videoconferencing. However, it did also intro-
duce concerns over privacy and new sources of conflict about appropriate calling practices.
Overall, the ShareTable seems to represent a promising direction for “virtual visitation”




In this section, I draw across the findings, lessons, and underlying assumptions of the
work discussed up to this point. I begin by discussing my epistemological perspective in
investigating family communication technologies, pointing to how this perspective guided
my process and discussing why this may be a valuable perspective to take the context
of family communication. I discuss the findings across the previous studies by examining
parenting through the lens of Activity Theory. Finally, I provide an agenda for future work
in connecting parents and children who live apart.
9.1 Segmented Institutionalism as a Perspective for Understanding Fam-
ily Technologies
The definition of “family” is shifting. The nuclear conception of the mother, father, and
children living in the same household has given way to an infinite variety of extended, dis-
tributed, blended, and unconventional families. It is a challenge to design for this moving
target, but not one without precedent. At an analogous stage in the development of orga-
nizational computation for the workplace, social scientists reflected on the development of
two complementary views of computing: system rationalism and segmented institutionalism
[103]. System rationalists extolled efficiency and excelled in stable settings, while segmented
institutionalists assumed conflict and radical change to be inherent and succeeded in more
dynamic circumstances. I draw on this historical parallel to extend the segmented institu-
tionalist perspective, proposing it as a tool for understanding and responding to the rapid
evolution of family technologies and the social structures they aim to support.
Hirschheim & Klein posit that the information system developer’s basic epistemological
assumptions become manifest in the practice of system design and evaluation [79]. Bur-
rell & Morgan delineated the two dimensions that define these epistemological paradigms:
objective–subjective and order–conflict [28]. The objective paradigm posits a quantifiable,
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classifiable external reality. On the other hand, the subjective paradigm rejects “hard”
classification of facts and universal laws of the social world, often allying with qualitative
methods that emphasize the interpreted nature of reality. Both views are represented in
designing for families, though the popularity of methods like ethnography, participatory
design, and the probes point to a stronger endorsement of the subjective spectrum. The
order–conflict dimension presents two models for interpreting society: “sociology of regula-
tion” and “sociology of radical change.” The first is concerned with stability, integration,
functional coordination, and consensus. The latter is interested in change, conflict, disin-
tegration, and coercion. I posit that diverging motivations and tensions that characterize
family relationships have been largely overlooked in previous designs for families. I pro-
pose a more inclusive alternative perspective by connecting with another epistemological
framework.
Kling compared social analyses of computing in work organizations between 1950 and
1979 and found two distinct camps of study [103]. The system rationalists emphasized
the positive role of computing in improving the efficiency of organizations. On the other
hand, the emerging camp of segmented institutionalists examined both the “legitimate” and
the “illegitimate” consequences of computing by studying all stakeholders, including non-
users. While the rationalists emphasize agreement on goals, the institutionalists assume
stakeholders have overlapping and conflicting objectives and motivations. Many current
designs for the family echo the system rationalist approach: (1) focusing on improving
family efficiency (e.g., [127]), (2) assuming consensus on family objectives (e.g., [134]),
(3) including only direct users in the evaluation (e.g., [89]), and (4) having an optimistic
view of the impact of computing technology (e.g., [26]). While this is a reasonable lens
for many family designs, a different perspective—segmented institutionalism—is offered at
the intersection of the conflict and the subjective paradigms. Adapting the segmented
institutionalism perspective to analyze computing in the family shifts the focus to:
1. Achieving shared meaning, rather than efficient function
2. Conflicting and overlapping goals, rather than consensus
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3. Including all stakeholders, rather than only direct users
4. Highlighting trade-offs, rather than evidence of success
I propose that leveraging this perspective for designing family technologies may offer new
areas of investigation, identify open problems in existing work, and provide a powerful guide
for analysis.
Segmented institutionalism emphasizes the importance of understanding the experience
of the stakeholders involved with a technological intervention. One challenge is that partici-
pants may be hesitant to reveal conflicting motivations and disagreements when interviewed
as a family unit. Hirschheim & Klein pointed out that loyalty to the group, the need to
maintain authority, and the need to protect oneself pose serious challenges to the investiga-
tor in attempting to understand conflicting viewpoints [79]. Some strategies may help as-
suage these issues, such as interviewing each member in private and dividing families across
workshops and focus groups (e.g., all children in one group, all grand-parents in another)
during investigations. In my work, I strive to interview participants (including children)
separately whenever possible. It is not surprising that this allowed me to get a differing
perspectives from divorced parents, but it is interesting how important this methodologi-
cal choice turned out to be in understanding the views of children. Through this process,
I found that children and parents often have different views of perceiving and managing
separation [187]. Additionally, children in divorced families may be particularly protective
of their privacy because it is critical to some of the mechanisms they use to reduce tension
between households [188]. These insights would likely have been impossible had I chosen
to interview the family as a unit.
The design of a technological artifact in this perspective focuses not only on providing
evidence of its success, but rather on highlighting tensions in how each stakeholder experi-
ences the intervention. This provides opportunities to observe unintended consequences for
users and non-users. In embodying uncovered tensions in technologies, satisfying all parties
or achieving consensus is not necessarily possible or desired. Once trade-offs are identified,
the designer may choose to align with a particular stakeholder or work towards building a
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shared understanding between stakeholders (without necessarily seeking a functional res-
olution). However, it is important that the designer explicitly discusses this decision and
considers its political implications. The paradigm’s focus on change presents a challenge for
evaluation, suggesting the need for an extended deployment to provide ample opportunity
for family members to adapt and negotiate the artifact. Such deployments have previ-
ously proven quite challenging to the community, as most prototypes may not be robust
enough for the demanding environment of the home. In my work, I have chosen to test
the ShareTable by deploying it in the field. Rather than simply providing evidence of the
system’s success, I found it much more meaningful to also highlight the aspects of the sys-
tem that proved problematic to the families or that detracted from its successful adoption.
Frequently, those insights that are the most informative towards future directions for syn-
chronous communication technologies for divorced families. In order to standardize some
aspects of the process of drawing meaningful comparisons between systems that would allow
for a true costs and benefits analysis, I created a questionnaire instrument to aid evaluators
of communication systems.
Identifying with the segmented institutionalism perspective moves some questions to
the forefront, while others diminish in importance. I have pointed to the context of divorce
as one overlooked matter and have chosen to undertake this context as one of primary im-
portance to my thesis. However, it is not the only context in which a new lens on designing
for families may be most appropriate. In my investigations, considering the divergent goals
and perceptions of intact families who are separated by work led to new insights [187]. De-
signs for intergenerational interaction may also benefit from the segmented institutionalist
lens, as achieving shared meaning is an important goal of this context and the researcher
must consider the divergent views of all stakeholders. Similarly, relationships that are often
characterized by conflict or a lack of shared meaning, such as young siblings or relatives by
marriage, may benefit from a segmented institutionalist approach. Another largely over-
looked topic is addressing the needs of teenagers, whose role in the family is often defined
by radical change and conflict. Previous work has shown that considering artifacts from a
teenager’s point of view can lead to a rich understanding of family technologies [71], but
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Figure 33: The activity of raising a child articulated in terms of Activity Theory compo-
nents.
few designs have explicitly considered supporting shared meaning and addressing conflicting
goals between teenagers and families. Kling concluded that the segmented institutionalism
perspective gains value as computing expands to more diverse groups [103]; it is my hope
that this is also true in applying this view to design for families.
9.2 Activity Theory as a Lens for Understanding Remote Parenting
Activity Theory has been proposed a theory that may benefit HCI and CSCW (e.g., [74,
104]). This theory may provide a useful lens understanding communication technologies for
parents and children because it privileges human beings as active and purposeful actors and
acknowledges the co-constructive relationship between users and systems. Kuutti identifies
three key principles of Activity Theory [104]:
1. Activity as basic units of analysis
2. Continuous change and development of activity systems
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3. Artifacts (tools, rules, structures, etc.) and mediation of activity
An activity is a form of doing directed to transforming an object into an outcome. The
HCI community has two major way of understanding the term “object” in the context of
Activity Theory. For example, Nardi usually understands the term to mean “objective” or
“goal to be accomplished” [126]. However, others prefer to consider the object to be the
target of transformation, where the goal of the activity is to transform the object to the
desired outcome [74, 104]. I take the second approach in this discussion, because it highlights
that the object must be “sharable” for manipulation by the participants of an activity, but
does not have to be tangible. In the context of raising a child, the child is in fact the object of
the transformation (see Figure 33). The child, the remote parent, and the local parents are
all subjects of interest as those doing the transforming. The subject’s interaction with the
object is mediated by tools, such as a specific parenting philosophy, household routines, and
communication technologies. The activity is further contextualized through the presence of
a community (those who share the same object). For example, from the point of view of
the child, the remote parent, the local parent, siblings, extended family, teachers, church
leaders, etc. are all member of the “parenting” community. The involvement of each of
these members in transforming the child is mediated by a division of labor. Each subject’s
membership in the community is mediated by rules such as social conventions and (in the
case of divorced families) custody agreements. In fact, all six components of Activity Theory
interrelate and influence one another, though other connections are frequently omitted from
the diagram.
When understanding how work-separated families manage separation, it may be most
salient to focus on the factors related to the “Division of Labor.” From the work presented
in Chapter 5, it seems that parents and children have a different understanding of what
separation means for the division of labor in context of raising a child. For example, the child
chooses to rely on the local parent, while the remote parent frequently seeks to maintain
a more active role even remotely. When presenting the strategies families use to maintain
contact, I relate “relying on a collocated parent for help” as one specific approach. This
theme may seem strange because it is not focused on a mediating technology. However,
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in the context of Activity Theory’s definition of a mediating “tool,” the help provided by
the local parent can in fact be considered in this category from the point of view of the
remote parent and the point of view of the child. Indeed, mediation by the local parent
and a willingness to redistribute division of labor to assume more parenting responsibilities
appeared to be a critical components to successful parent–child contact in work-separated
families.
In considering the activity of raising a child from the perspective of different subjects
in a divorced family, each component of the diagram can be more clearly articulated:
Child as the Subject. From the point of view of the child, the activity of “raising self” or
growing up is mediated by tools such as own model of the world and community such as
family, school, church, etc. In an intact family, both parents may have the opportunity
to agree on the rule regarding the child’s participation in these communities; however,
in divorced families these rules frequently differ or even conflict. Some children have
trouble transitioning between rules in different parts of the community, others use the
conflicts to their immediate advantage to circumvent rules that may be inconvenient
at the moment. Divorce severely disrupts the typical division of labor in a family, as
each parent must perform all functions while having physical custody and frequently
has any opportunity to perform any functions while remote. As fewer adults are
potentially available to provide care and play, children may have to assume some of
those responsibilities directly or find others who may be able to assist.
Residential Parent as the Subject. From the point of view of the residential parent,
division of labor may be the aspect of raising the child that is most disrupted by
divorce. Many of the residential parents in my studies found themselves in a position
of providing a disproportionate amount of care support for the child. The residential
parents also may find themselves in an uncomfortable position of balancing the rules
imposed by the outside community (such as the custody arrangements agreed upon
with the judge) and the specific in-the-moment arrangements that must be made in
the process of child-rearing. For example, the judge may specify that the remote
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parent is entitled to spend one hour per week talking with the child on the phone. In
practice, the work of executing this arrangement falls to the residential parent, who
may have trouble fitting this practice in with other rules of the house (e.g., no phone
calls at dinner, homework before anything else, etc.) and the desires of others in the
community (e.g., child may not want to disengage from playing with a friend to talk
to the non-residential parent).
Non-Residential Parent as the Subject. From the point of view of the non-residential
parent, rules become the most salient component of the activity of raising the child.
The non-residential parent’s interaction with the tools that mediate interaction with
the child, with the community that interacts with the child, and with the division
of labor around interaction with the child are all explicitly restricted with formal
or informal rules. A custody agreement frequently defines specific arrangements of
visitation, contact between parents, and even use of communication technologies. Ad-
ditionally, the residential parent frequently has an opportunity to also put in place
implicit rules for interaction and cut off portions of contact when these rules are not
followed. For example, if the residential parent decides that mobile videochat in the
home is too intrusive, he or she may decide to stop encouraging the child to charge
the mobile device or even explicitly discourage the child from this type of interac-
tion. Additionally, the non-residential parent may have his or her own rules about
participation in the community, such as not wanting to interrupt the other house-
hold’s routines or intrude on the other’s privacy. Finally, other communities involved
in raising the child may have rules about the non-residential parent’s participation.
For example, schools may only send certain information to the residential parent and
doctors may by default only share medical records with the primary custodial parent.
Thus, the non-residential parent’s participation in the child’s life may at times be
tightly constrained by a complex network of explicit and implicit rules from a number
of sources.
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Of note from all three of the above descriptions, a focus on the “rules” portion of
the diagram may be most relevant when discussing divorced families. Particularly for the
non-residential parent, very explicit rules mediate not only membership in and relationship
to the community, but also the division of labor and the use of tools that mediate the
subjects ability to act in a transformational manner upon the child. The sheer number
of different rules and the variety of sources for these rules severely complicate the activity
of raising the child. These connections (which are not explicitly shown on the Activity
Theory diagram) are in fact the most salient in influencing the adoption of communication
systems. In the ShareTable deployment with first family, the system threatened to change
the division of labor, particularly the parallel parenting paradigm of “dad’s house, dad’s
rules; mom’s house, mom’s rules.” To prevent this change, the local parent put in place
rules that severely limited the use of the system and felt that the benefit the ShareTable
provided was not commensurate with its disruptive effects. In the second family, there
were few initial conventions about use, but the use of this tool by the father interfered with
parenting tools set in place by the mother (particularly, household routines). In the long run,
agreed-upon rules would have to emerge about acceptable use of the system. Without rules
mediating the use of the tool, it would eventually be rejected by the household that finds it
to be disruptive. With higher-conflict families, it is likely that all rules relating to division of
labor, relationship to the community, and use of tools would have be moderated by a formal
policy. Though encoding this policy explicitly into the tools themselves may be necessary
to the communication system’s adoption, Activity Theory points to a possible danger of
this approach. Because an activity is a dynamic unit that faces change and development,
explicitly encoded rules may not be able to change and evolve with the freedom required to
represent the accurate wants and needs of the family arrangement. This is a fundamental
problem of court-mediated custody agreements [182] and an important challenge that must
be addressed before a system like the ShareTable can be viable for high-conflict families.
Activity Theory acknowledges conflict and contradiction in activity systems, as individ-
uals are participating in multiple activities simultaneously and “participation in connected
activities have very different objects can cause tensions and distortions” [104]. This is
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particularly salient to remote parent–child contact, as parents and children often have con-
flicting goals and motivations relating to maintaining conflict. In divorced families, the goal
of “minimizing tension” between households frequently conflicts with the desire to commu-
nicate to participate in the activity of “raising the child.” There is actually a surprisingly
similar dichotomy in work-separated parenting where the goal of maintaining contact may
conflict with the resire to “minimize disruption to the household.” Understanding these
tensions makes it clear that communication in separated families does not occur in a vac-
uum but is rather a part of a complex context where the choice to pick up the phone or
launch Skype may have both positive and negative consequences.
9.3 Future Directions in Supporting Remote Parent–Child Contact
The work presented in this thesis addresses only a small portion of the problem and design
space. There are numerous other contexts and solutions to explore.
9.3.1 Better Understanding of Parent–Child Separation
The two formative interview studies presented in this thesis contribute to the understanding
of parent–child separation but do not provide conclusive evidence about the approaches and
strategies used by families due to the small sample size of the studies and the word-of-mouth
recruiting techniques. In order to understand how these findings generalize to the larger
communities of separated families, it would be most helpful to distill the most important
findings into a survey that would allow us to understand whether and how these findings
might apply to the larger community. For example, in the case of divorced families, one
may select a random sample of divorced families and ask the members of these families to
respond to a simple survey asking about each of the challenges identified in Chapter 4. In
the case of work-separated families, one may ask about each of the five strategies identified
in Chapter 5 to better understand how these generalize to the larger population.
Additionally, my work only draws the contrasts between parent–child separation due
to work and due to divorce. Highlighting the unique aspects of each situation makes it
apparent that context of separation plays a critical role in understanding and designing
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technologies for remote parent–child contact. In fact there are many other types of parent–
child separation, each characterized by unique challenges and constraints. Some examples
may include hospitalization, incarceration, and immigration. In the majority of cases of sep-
aration (i.e., divorce, military, hospitalization, incarceration, and immigration), policy and
infrastructure are frequently two of the biggest constraints on the design space. A successful
future agenda for designing for remote parent–child contact would have to be supported by
a strong collaboration with the appropriate policy experts, as well as those with the means
to provide the necessary infrastructure to make new designs viable in complex contexts.
9.3.2 Testing the Lessons from the ShareTable with More Families
An agenda that focuses on impact would have to balance the potential benefit of a novel tech-
nological approach with the likely penetration of the market audience. While the furniture-
based communication idea forwarded by the ShareTable was successful, it is unlikely that
most families would be willing or able to accept such a large single-use appliance into their
homes. In making a novel communication idea available to a larger audience, it is neces-
sary to leverage the infrastructure already available in the home. There is one successful
example of this sort of a transition in HCI. The Family Story Play system was tested in
the lab with a number of novel hardware components, for example the book knew when
a page was turned in order to support the remote readers in staying on the same page
[142]. Having a physical book object provided the benefit of a familiar interaction and clear
physical metaphor. However, this approach was deemed to be too complex and too fragile
to test in the home. As an alternative, the investigators pulled out two ideas that were
deemed to key to the system and that did not require specialized hardware: (1) combining
a shared storybook with videoconferencing and (2) having a puppet character guide the
adult in making the reading more engaging to the child. Both of these ideas were included
in a browser-only implementation of the system which could then be provided at no charge
to thousands of families [145]. This approach seems particularly promising in bringing the
benefits of a system such as the ShareTable to a larger number of families. There are three
key ideas of the ShareTable system that could be incorporated in a standalone computer or
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Figure 34: An artist sketch of a scenario of three ShareTables in use in a preschool class-
room.
mobile device program: (1) easy-to-initiate paired videoconferencing, (2) a shared activity
context (with digital, rather than physical artifacts), and (3) overlapping video for creat-
ing a metaphorical sense of touch. By incorporating these lessons into an easy-to-deploy
application (e.g., an app for the iPad app store), metrics of use can be collected from a
considerably larger population. If a large-enough base of users is established, the presence
of each of the three aspects above can be systematically manipulated as a variable to allow
the researcher to untangle the relative importance of each of the three characteristics on
system adoption.
9.3.3 Expanding Use of ShareTable-Like Technologies to Other Domains
One of the main points of my thesis is that communication technologies can increase par-
ticipation in children’s lives from important others. This has potential impact in a number
of domains, including those outside of the home. For example, the scenario below demon-
strates how a ShareTable-like system can allow a teacher to become the facilitator of learning
connections rather than the only source of educational content (also, see Figure 34):
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In the afternoon, the children at the Sunshine Way Preschool have some un-
structured time to play. Some kids have already set up toys on the carpet in the
center of the room, while others have congregated at several ShareTables in the
corner of the classroom. Rita is having a tea party with Mary, despite the fact
that Mary is currently at a hospital in a neighboring city. Each girl can see the
toys the other has set up projected on the surface of her table. Three boys are
enthusiastically listening to the latest adventures of “Captain Underpants” as
read by Mr. Dapper from the local retirement village. They can follow along as
Mr. Dapper’s hand moves across the page and see all the pictures as the book
is projected right on the table. Kelly and Alex from a specialized school for the
Deaf in a town across the country are excitedly motioning for Nick to join them
in a board game. Nick is a little unsure, because he doesn’t know sign language
yet, but the game is all set up and looks awfully inviting...
ShareTable-like systems can be part of unstructured experiences as described in the use
scenario, but also as part of more explicitly coordinated learning opportunities. Teachers can
draw upon the resources provided by the ShareTable in the same way that they are already
familiar with coordinating field trips, theme lessons, and other classroom experiences. Here
are a few examples of possible activities:
• Activity where children learn about history by inviting members of a retirement com-
munity to show photos and talk about their childhood
• Virtual visit to a museum with members of the staff showing a different artifact or
sets of artifacts at each station.
• Coordinating with a preschool in a different country as part of learning a foreign
language
• Inviting a class of older students to teach a concept to the preschool class (two older
students per group of four younger students)
• Weekly reading groups coordinated by members of a retirement community where
each station is reading and talking about a different book
A key aspect of the ShareTable in the classroom is that an activity should have the potential
to benefit all of the participants, whether it is by empowering the community’s elders to
inspire the new generation, by meeting the educational goals of another learning institution,
or by providing classroom access to those who otherwise would not have it.
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This is only one example of the possible use of the ShareTable system outside of the
home. This powerful approach to remote synchronous communication with children can
be applied to a number of other domains, such as providing health services to remote




Divorce, work travel, military deployment, immigration, and many other reasons may sepa-
rate a parent and a child. Children, remote parents, and local parents all struggle with sep-
aration in different ways when it occurs. Because of the physical nature of the parent–child
relationship, with its roots in care and play activities, remote parenting can be extremely
challenging. The goals of my thesis are to better understand the role of communication
technology in parent–child separation and design a novel communication system that may
be able to address some of the challenges faced by these families.
There are four main contributions of this thesis (see Appendix D for details). First, I
conducted in-depth interviews with parents and children from separated families to get a
better understanding of two contexts of separation. I found that both parents and chil-
dren in divorced families balanced motivations to maintain contact with the motivation to
reduce conflict between the two household. This tension frequently led to remote contact
being rigidly scheduled, which didn’t work well for the way children seek to communicate.
In work-separated families, I found that parents and children frequently had different ap-
proaches to dealing with separation, with parents focusing on remote communication and
children focusing on collocated adults and activities. Both divorced and work-separated
families frequently relied on the phone as the main means of communication despite the
difficulties of engaging children in phone conversations. Videochat was rarely used rou-
tinely because of the difficulties in establishing the necessary infrastructure and setting up
the connection. Remote conversation was usually scheduled by parents, rather than driven
by children. In both separation contexts, parents expressed frustration with engaging the
child in conversation remotely. Based on the findings of these interviews, I considered the
emotional aspects of communication technologies that may contribute to or detract from
a system’s adoption. I refined these ideas to create the Affective Benefits and Costs of
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Communication Technologies (ABCCT) questionnaire and conducted an initial validation
and reliability analysis of the resulting instrument—the second contribution of this the-
sis. My next contribution was to help meet the needs of separated families by designing a
novel communication technology that would provide additional emotional benefits without
incurring additional emotional costs over current communication technologies. An itera-
tive design cycle led to the creation and initial proof-of-concept study of the ShareTable
system—a communication system which combines easy-to-initiate videochat with a tabletop
video space for shared activities. The fourth contribution was the field deployment of the
ShareTable system. The deployment with four Atlanta-area divorced households showed
the promise of the ShareTable in improving the quantity and quality of parent–child com-
munication. Conversations over the ShareTable were frequently initiated by children (unlike
with previous technologies) and included a number of activities that would be impossible
with current communication systems. Particularly important, the families appropriated the
shared tabletop space provided by the system to communicate metaphorical touch. Though
the ShareTable did provide an additional source of conflict for these families as the parents
tried to negotiate rules over appropriate use of the system, their feedback highlighted the
promise of this approach to communication and suggested future directions for work in this
space.
There are three key take-away points to draw from the work presented in this thesis:
(1) the parent–child relationship is a unique communication context and the circumstances
of the separation influence strategies used and challenges faced by parents and children;
(2) emotional benefits and costs is one good way of considering and evaluating commu-
nication technologies in the home; and (3) communication technologies can increase and
change the nature of remote contact with children, when designed with specific considera-
tions for the context of separation. Future work in this space can focus on understanding
new parent–child communication contexts, designing additional approaches for evaluating
communication technologies, and considering new circumstances where remote contact with
children may achieve broader impact.
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APPENDIX A
AFFECTIVE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES (ABCCT) QUESTIONNAIRE
This Appendix contains the full text of both the adult and child final versions of the ABCCT,
as well as directions for use.
A.1 Full Text of the ABCCT-Child (7 scales: 22 items)
Directions: Substitute the name of the communication medium for 〈M〉 and the name of the
communication partner for 〈P〉 at the appropriate places in the survey. Participants should
respond to each statement with: “Never,” “Rarely,” “Sometimes,” “Usually,” “Always,” or
“Doesn’t Make Sense Here.” For children under the age of 10, this survey is validated only
for reading the questions out loud to each participant.
A.1.1 Benefits (4 Scales: 13 items)
A.1.1.1 Emotional Expressiveness
• Talking with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me tell how 〈P〉 is feeling that day.
• Talking with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me let 〈P〉 know how I am feeling.
• Talking with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me see how much 〈P〉 cares about me.
A.1.1.2 Engagement & Playfulness
• It is boring to use 〈M〉 with 〈P〉.
• I am excited about using 〈M〉 with 〈P〉.
• I have fun with 〈P〉 while using 〈M〉.
A.1.1.3 Presence-In-Absence
• Talking with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me feel closer to 〈P〉.
• After we are done talking, I still keep thinking back to something 〈P〉 shared using
〈M〉.
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• Talking with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me feel more connected to 〈P〉.
A.1.1.4 Opportunity for Social Support
• 〈P〉 makes me feel special when we talk using 〈M〉.
• Talking with me using 〈M〉 helps 〈P〉 be there for me when I need them.
• Talking with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 when I am having a bad day helps me feel better.
• Talking with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me feel less worried about something.
A.1.2 Costs (3 Scales: 9 items)
A.1.2.1 Feeling Obligated
• I have to talk to 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 even if I dont want to.
• I feel guilty if I dont answer when 〈P〉 talks to me using 〈M〉.
• I have to answer when 〈P〉 tries to talk to me using 〈M〉 even if I dont want to.
A.1.2.2 Unmet Expectations
• I feel sad when 〈P〉 isn’t around when I try to talk to 〈P〉 using 〈M〉.
• I feel sad when 〈P〉 takes too long to respond when I try to talk to 〈P〉 using 〈M〉.
• I feel sad when 〈P〉 doesnt pay enough attention to me when we use 〈M〉.
A.1.2.3 Threat to Privacy
• I worry that 〈P〉 might learn something using 〈M〉 that I want to keep secret.
• I worry about my privacy while 〈P〉 and I were using 〈M〉 together.
• I worry that others may overhear or see something that 〈P〉 and I share using 〈M〉.
A.2 Full Text of the ABCCT-Adult (7 scales: 26 items)
Directions: Substitute the name of the communication medium for 〈M〉 and the name of the
communication partner for 〈P〉 at the appropriate places in the survey. Participants should
respond to each statement with: “Never,” “Rarely,” “Sometimes,” “Usually,” “Always,” or
“Not Applicable.”
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A.2.1 Benefits (4 Scales: 14 items)
A.2.1.1 Emotional Expressiveness
• Communicating with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me tell how 〈P〉 is feeling that day.
• Communicating with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me let 〈P〉 know how I am feeling.
• Communicating with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me see how much 〈P〉 cares about me.
A.2.1.2 Engagement & Playfulness
• I feel that contact with me using 〈M〉 is engaging for 〈P〉.
• I am excited about using 〈M〉 with 〈P〉.
• I have fun with 〈P〉 while using 〈M〉.
A.2.1.3 Presence-In-Absence
• Communicating with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me feel closer to 〈P〉.
• After we are done communicating, I still keep thinking back to something 〈P〉 shared
using 〈M〉.
• Communicating with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me feel more connected to 〈P〉.
A.2.1.4 Opportunity for Social Support
• Communicating with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me provide 〈P〉 with social support.
• 〈P〉 makes me feel special in our contact using 〈M〉.
• Communicating with me using 〈M〉 helps 〈P〉 be there for me when I need them.
• Communicating with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 when I am having a bad day helps me feel better.
• Communicating with 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 helps me feel less worried about something.
A.2.2 Costs (3 Scales: 12 items)
A.2.2.1 Feeling Obligated
• I worry that 〈P〉 feels obligated to contact me using 〈M〉.
• I have to talk to 〈P〉 using 〈M〉 even if I dont want to.
• I feel guilty if I dont answer a contact 〈P〉 makes using 〈M〉.
• I have to answer when 〈P〉 tries to contact me using 〈M〉 even if I dont want to.
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A.2.2.2 Unmet Expectations
• I feel sad when 〈P〉 isn’t around when I try to contact 〈P〉 using 〈M〉.
• I feel sad when 〈P〉 takes too long to respond when I try to contact 〈P〉 using 〈M〉.
• I worry that I am not meeting 〈P〉s expectations for our contact using 〈M〉.
• I feel sad when 〈P〉 doesnt pay enough attention to me when we use 〈M〉.
A.2.2.3 Threat to Privacy
• I worry that 〈P〉 might learn something using 〈M〉 that I want to keep secret.
• I worry about my privacy while 〈P〉 and I were using 〈M〉 together.
• I worry that others may overhear or see something that 〈P〉 and I share using 〈M〉.
• I worry that I am violating 〈P〉s privacy during our contact using 〈M〉.
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APPENDIX D
SUMMARY CHART OF THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS
The following chart provides an overview of the contributions of this thesis, the investiga-
tions involved, and the specific methods, participants, and data gathered. The color-coding
specifies aspects of the work where the same pool of participants was used for multiple
investigations. For example, interviews with 14 parents were used to both provide a better
understanding of parent–child separation due to work and to help validate the ABCCT
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